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Water safety staffs
at two local lakes
cut to one officer

30
4

1982'

Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley Division of Water Safety
staffs will be reduced to one officer each as a result of cutbacks
and reorganization in Kentucky
State Police.
According to Col. Walter Sims,
director of the Special Enforcement Division of MP,27 water enforcement officers across the
state will be laid off Jan. 31
because of a lack of funds.
Twenty-three officers will remain
on the job statewide.•
Sims said the reductions will be
permanent unless the state police
budget is amended:
Through the end of the month,
Kentucky Lake has had six water
safety officers and Lake Barkley
five, according to Kenneth Capps,
area water safety supervisor for
the 14 Western Kentucky counties,
said.
Two Calloway County residents,
Steve Owens and Preston Harris,
both who serve as water safety officers pn Kentucky Lake, were
laid off, Capps said.
Capps oversees water safety officers for the 14 counties. His position was not affected by the cuts,
Sims said.
Along with the layoffs, the
Department of Water Safety and
the Department of Motor Carriers, both sections of the Special
Enforcement Division of state
be combined Feb. 1 inpolice,
to the Vehicle and Water Safety
Enforcement Section of the
Special Enforcement Division of
KSP,Sims said.
All water enforcement officers
and the 96 vehicle safety officers
will be cross-trained to suppliment each branch as the needs occur,Sims said.
Water safety officers enforce all
laws on the water. Motor carrier
officers check all commerical
traffic traveling on state
highways,Capps said.
There were no layoffs in the
vehicle branch.
The cross-training will be conducted at the state police
academy in Frankfort. It will
begin in February and will continue for six weeks,Sims added.
Nita Ewing, executive
secretary of Kentucky's Western
Waterland, said she opposes the
plan and feels it may hurt the
tourism industry in western Kentucky.
In the KWW area (Calloway,
Caldwell, Christian, Lyon, McCracken, Livingston, Marshall
and Trigg Counties), 14,011 boats
were registered in 1980, Ewing
said. Fishing licenses totalled
99,315.
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Ewing said those figures contributed $100 million to West Kentucky's economy that year.
"The busy season on the
highways is at the same time as
the busy season on the water. I
doubtthat they will pull anyone off
the highway and onto the water,"
she said.
The training session also isn't
long enough to adequately educate
the officers, Ewing felt.
According to Ewing, KWW
members adopted a resolution
protesting the reorganization and
the layoffs.
"We are working to introduce a
bill that would set off water enforcement by itself," Ewing. said.
"This way it won't be shuffled
around like an unwanted stepchild." She said KWW has gotten
support from Sen. Greg Higdon
and Rep. J.R. Gray.
KWW members also are working on brochures supporting such
action to be distributed
throughout West Kentucky if
legislation is introduced. State
police officials disagree, stating
they do not anticipate the
reorganization will affect water
safety enforcement,Sims said.
The special enforcement division director said the layoffs affected positions not budgeted by
the state government. The state
police budget was cut by $5
million, he added."It(the layoffs)
was initiated because we have a
limited -budget We just didn't
have the dollars," he said.
He explained the peak time for
water patrol is April to Noveniber.
A major portion of water activities occur during the weekends
while most commercial vehicle inspections would be during the
week,he added.
"With the seasonal work of
water patrolmen, it was a matter
of finding them something to do in
the off season. Our goal is to plan
and maintain water safety. We do
not foresee great change is water
safety. Each area will be
evaluated and the resources will
be there," Sims said. The vehicle
division will be suppiimented in
the same manner,he Aided.
Capps said he did not know how
much supplimental assistance he
will receive for Kentucky Lake.
and Lake Barkley. "I do understand I will have the necessary personnel to do the job," he added.
According to figures from the
Kentucky 'Division of Boating,
water-related fatalities across the
state dropped 64.8 percent from
1973 to 1979. During that time,
boating activities increased 37
percent and 114,000 boats were
registered in the state.

HOPKINS CROWNED QUEUI — Leslie Hopkins, top, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hopkins, reigned
over Murray High School Basketball Homecoming festivities Friday night. The dew queen was crowned by
last year's queen Sharlisa Ford. Hopkins is surrounded by her attendants, bottom row from left, Rebbie
Houston, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Hal Houston, Kim McCoart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert McCoart,
and Mary Burke,daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Donald Burke.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Local library trustees lend
support to funding measure
The Calloway County Library
trustees are'lending their support
and aid /o the passage of House
Bill 144, an appropriation bill earmarking 50 cents per capita additional state aid to public libraries.
The additional appropriation —
which would provide an increase
in funding to every library district
in the state — does not involve a
new tax, according to a board
spokesman.
The local library has compiled
some statistics relating to its services and usage in the area.
"The great value of the services
provided by our library, to all of
Our constituents throughout their
lives, should be apparent,"
Margaret Trevathan, librarian
said.
Trevathan pointed out the
statistics reveal a savings of
$446,592 to library patrons last
year. Here's how the savings added up:
Calloway county residents borrowed 50,939 books. Buying them
at the library's average price of
$15, patrons would have

The meeting room in the library
$226,408
spent
The local library subscribes to was used by 275 groups. At an
149 magazines. At an average cost average cost of $50 per day this
$13,750
of $15 for-each subscription, users saved
Audio-visual equipment was
$2,525
saved
The library also subscribes to 17 utilized 85 times at a cost of $15
newspapers with an average per use
$1,275
The library secured 671 films at
subscription price of $50,
an average rental of $100 per film
savings
$050
$67,100
Patrons borrow 4,588 of the saving patrons
Volunteer time by various
library's $ 8 record
friends of the library totaled 16,000
albums
$36,704
$80,000
Local homes and offices had hour§ at $5 per hour
Combined, these savings mean
hanging in them 151 of the
library's art prints. At an average about $15 for each man, woman
cost of $55, the savings and child in Calloway County.
totaled
$8,305
'"With the addition of 50 cents
The library secured 80 books for per capita we will receive about
patrons on interlibrary loan,some $15,000," Trevathan said. "While
of which are not available for pur- the total for the entire state is low,
chase at any' price. At $20 each, this would be a tremendous aid to
the total saved amounted
our library. With this money we
$1,600
to
could continue and expand local
Clubs and groups participated
services to the/ residents of the
in 96 programs presented by the community."
library staff at an average cost of
$50
$4,800
Members of the Calloway
Library staff members library board are Ronnie Jackson,
answered 855 reference and chairman, A. H. Kopperud,
research questions at an average treasurer, Pam Underwood, Lynn
Houston and Walt Apperson.
$3,275
cost of $5

floor leader, said there was sufficient state money when the law
was passed to reimburse local
school districts for the funds lost
from fees. However, he said the
current economic situation is hurting local districts.
Uttering penalties
Penalties for htermg could be
increased by another bill approved by the Senate Friday and county governments. would have
greater authority to order the
cleanup of rubbish and other litter.
The bill, which also goes to the
House, was amended to protect
landowners who do not know that
rubbish has been dumped on their
land or have made unsuccessful
efforts to prevent dumping.
Paternity tests '
The longest debate of the day

breezy, mild

PADD officials to meet
congressman's request
Purchase Area Development
District officials say they will
cooperate fully with an investigation of the agency's finances initiated by U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard.
The congressman, in a letter
dated Jan. 26, requested the
district's executive director
Henry Hodges and immediate
past treasurer, Joe Bolin to submit a detailed listing Of how funds
to the district were spent. He also
requests a copy of each check
written by the treasurer or other
officer for the fiscal ending June
30,1981.
Hodges said Friday all such
records would be provided to Hubbard. He said staff members are
compiling the information Hubbard (turfed and it will be sent

to the congressman as soon as
possible.
Hubbard says his inquiry was
spurred by the method used by the
PADD for listing expenses. "For
me,the four and one-half inches of
genet wwI listings on page seven of
your last financial report are an
Insufficient public accounting of
the use of these tax dollars," Hubbard's letter says.
He said he feels a public agency
receiving both federal and state
tax dollars needs to provide a
more detailed listing of how it
spent more than $1.6 million in
taxpayers' money last year.
A spokesman in Hubbard's
Washington office said the congressman would not make a
public statement on the matter until after he • examines PADD's
•
financial records.

Faculty senate
to meet tuesday

today's index

•

•
•
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Calloway
grand jury
to convene

Several cases bound over from
District Court are scheduled to be
presented to the February term of
Calloway County Grand Jury.
Jury selection will begin Monday and indictments are expected
to be returned on Thursday. Those
individual cases scheduled to be
presented are as follows:
Monte Adams, one count theft
by unlawful taking over $100 and
one count third degree burglary.
Gary Burnett, 22, 204 5th St.,
Hazel, one count third degree
burglary.
Ricky Collie, No.66 Shady Oaks,
one count third degree burglary
original
of
five
years.
The
one
came over Senate Bill- 29, which w.chased for
move forward and not be
and theft by unlawful taking under
would allow a court to order all bill had the five-year limit also, the last states to move in the right $100.
parties in a paternity dispute to but would have also applied to
direction," Bruce said.
Timothy Dean Dix, 19, 1628
take blood tests.
House passesfour bills
banks formed within the past five
Main,one count theft over $100.
The bill finally passed 28-6 after years.
The House passed four bills durMark Hargrove, 22, lit. 1, Dexseveral senators questioned
The bill would allow a holding
ing a routine session Friday and ter, one count receiving stolen
whether it would accomplish its company to buy up to three banks
sent them to the Senate.
property over $100.
intent and would be too costly.
a year in Kentucky, as long as the
The bills would allow owners of
Lonnie Martin Hartsfield, 21,
Brown gets bill
company's total assets do not exlarge semi-tractor trailers to pur- 400 Ash St., one count theft by
The first measure to make it ceed 20 percent of the total
chase five-year registration tags, unlawful taking over $100.
through both houses this session deposits of all Kentuckly banks.
allow maximum length of 60-feet
Ellen Harris,53, 1628 Miller, one
cleared the Senate Friday by a 33The committee agreed to an
for such tractor-trailer rigs, allow count possession for sale Schedule
1 vote and now goes to Gov. John amendment offered by Rep. Ward
airport security personnel to II non-narcotic.
"Butch" Burnette, D-Fulton that
Y. Brown Jr.
utilize electronic equipment and
David Russell Hester, 19, Rt. 2,
House Bill 14 concerns methods also would prohibtLa company lake appropriate safety measures Box 165, three counts- aeeond
of drafting legislation and is aim- from buying more than three
when the presence of a bomb or degree forgery.
ed partially at clearing up con- other holding companies during a
deadly weapon is suspected allow
Howard Paul Littlejohn, 32, 6161
flicts when statutes on the same year.
guide dogs for the blind and dogs Westheimer, Houston, Texas, one
subject are passed during the
assisting deaf people to be =- count theft by deception over $100.
"I have some geninue concern,"
same legislature.
said Burnette, who voted against
muzzled in public places.
Joy Miller, 20, Rt. 3, Box 317,
The Senate passed another the bill. "I don't think this is the
one count theft by unlawful taking
'House bill, 111353, allowing actions direction we should move in.
over $100.
•
in divorce or alimony cases also to Rural areas would be hurt-fromDwain Musgrow, 24, 205 No.
be filed in the county where the this type of legislation. I don't
Cherry St., one count trafficking
husband lives, instead of just think it would benefit anyone in
marijuana, one count possession
where the wife lives. However, it Kentucky."
Breezy and mild todly with
marijuana and one count theft by
was amended to bring language
However, -Rep. Charles Petty,
occasional showers or
unlawful taking over $100.
into conformity with current laws D-Covington, said such legislation
thunderstorms. Highs in the
Danny Morris, 22, No. 8
northern
the
House
must
concur
and
in the is needed in his area of
mid 50s to around 60. Rain,
Grogan's Trailer Ct., one count
change.
Kentucky to allow Kentucky
possibly heavy at times
receiving stolen property over
Multi-banks okayed
financial institutions to compete
tonight. Lows in the low to mid
$100.
The House Banking and In- with banks across the Ohio River
40s. Rain likely Sunday,
Valerie Prickett, 21, 6007 Hester
surance Committee Friday ap- in Cincinnati.
possibly mixed with or changHall,twelve counts theft by decepproved a controversial bill that
"It is essential that Kentucky
ing to snow. Turning colder
tion over $100.
would allow multi-bank hoklipg
Ricky Ramsey, Rt. 3, Box 1052,
with temperatures falling to
companies in Kentucky.
around 30, by evening.
two counts assault in third degree
The committee, which heard
and one count wanton endangermore than four hours of testimony
ment i first degree.
on the issue earlier in the week,
Bill-Y-Russell Riley, 20, Rt. 3, one
voted 10-2 to send the measure to
count third degree burglary. one
the full House with its backing.
TwoSections-20Pages
Murray State University Faculcount criminal trespassing in the
However, committee chairman, ty Senate will hear several comAces
10
third degree.
Classifieds
Rep. James Bruce, 13.- mittee reports during its meeting
10, 11
Charles R. Spain, 112 Sprinmont
Comics
Hopkinsville, the sponsor of the at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 2, in
10
Dr., Hopkinsville, one count theft
Crosswords
bill, admitted the outcome in the the Barkley Lecture Room of the
10
by deception over $100.
Dear Abby
full House is still uncertain.
4
Barry Tabers, 2214 Gatesboro,
University Center.
Dr. Lamb
The committee approved a
4
Committees making reports are
one count theft by unlawful taking
Horoscopes
5
substitute for Bruce's original bill to include personnel', curriculum,
over $100.
Murray Today
which he said tightened the defini- budget, election-i, academics and
4
Jimmy Wheatley, Box 2254, one
Obituaries
12
tions.
in-state-admission.
count second degree assault.
Perspective Page
3
The substitute also added a pr
The senators also will hear a
Gary Eaker, 907 Olive; one
Sports
6,7 ", count trafficking in Schedule II
vision that-Any bank, chartered board of regents report and new
Tax Time Tab
8 pages
after this Sunday could not be pur- business.
narcotic substance.

Student fee measure passed by state senate
By HerbertSparrow
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Students may once again be
charged fees by local school
districts for some instructional
materials if a bill that has passed
the state Senate becomes law.
The measure, unanimously approved 35-0 Friday and sent to the
House, would remove the sixyear-old prohibition against
charging student fees.
An emergency clause is included within the bill that would allow
it to go into effect upon the
signature of the governor. That
would make it effective before the
end of the current school year.
Although it was a good idea at
the time the prohibition was approved, said Sen. Joe Wright, IDHarned,"...times have changed."
Wright, the Senate majority

Two West Kentucky men have
indicated they will seek a
judgeship on the Kentucky
Supreme Court.
Candidates for the post will appear on the May primary ballot in
Kentucky. That post becomes vacant in January 1983 when the present judge completes his term.
A Marshall County native,
Boyce Clayton, presently serving
on the highest court, anticipates
making his official announcement
in one month.
Roy Vance, a McCracken County native, will officially announce
his intention to seek a post on the
state's highest court Feb.8.
The position, one of seven in
Kentucky, being sought by,. the
men is elected by approximately
one-half million voters in Kentucky's 29 westernmost counties.
Incumbent Clayton is a
graduate of Murray State University and University of Louisville
Law School. Previously Commonwealth's Attorney for Marshall and Calloway Counties,
Clayton has completed his seventh
year as a member of the Kentucky
Supreme Court.
Clayton and his wife Susan
reside in Marshall County and he
is the father of three children.
Vance, completed his pre-law
studies at Western Kentucky
University and is a graduate of
University of Kentucky Law
School.
Presently serving as a Court of
Appeals Justice, Vance has also
served as McCracken County Attorney, Commonwealth's Attorney for McCracken and Marshall Counties, Trial ComMissioner of McCracken County.
Vance was a commissioner on the
Kentucky Court of Appeals prior
to the judicial amendment making
it the state supreme court.
Vance and his wife, Earlene, have three children, Linda Barton, Teresa Louise and Roy Vance
III. They reside in Paducah:
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Substitute speaker makes remarks

f.•

Stumbo miffed by forecast of economic doom
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Human Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo wasn't
able to make a speaking engagement Thursday,and now he's miffed over ,remarks made by
William L. Huffman, conunissioner of the bureau of social insurance, who substituted for him.
Huffman told an audience at
Clear Creek Baptist School in Bell
County that the nation's economy
could collapse within a year.
In seeking to clarify the comment Friday, Huffman said his
prediction was based on growing
unemployment and sprraling interest rates. He said that if
unemployment continues to rise,
it could force the nation into a
depression.
Huffman said he reached that
conclusion after talking with his
advisers. "They told me that if interest rates and unemployment
continue this high, that unemployment would reach depression proportions."
When contacted about the
remarks, Stumbo said "I don't
know where he's coming from. He
certainly wasn't speaking for me
or the governor."
-I wish more people had jobs
and that unemployment wasn't
10.4 percent," Stumbo said. "But I
certainly don't believe it's time
for anybody to predict a Doomsday.
"He (Huffman) spoke out of
turn, inappropriately as a public
officer and irresponsibly as a

public officer,"Stumbo said.
State Secretary of Finance
George Atkins also commented on
the speech, saying "I would agree
that we are in economic hard
times but I would not support the
doom and gloom that evidently
was voiced there."
Atkins said that although he
doesn't always agreed with President Reagan, he has faith in the
elected officials in Washington.
Atkins agreed with Stumbo that
Huffman was not speaking for the
governor.
Huffman told his audience —
ministry dodents, local government officials and others — that
he sees endless amounts of figures
every day that point up the
economic problem.
look around and I see a nation
faring its most desperate hour,"
he said.
Huffman wondered how the
poor would fare and said "the only
difference between the poor and
those who aren't is their job."
The commissioner claimed that
some of Reagan's advisers were
saying "maybe a depression
should be deliberately caused
because, if postponed, it could be
worse."
Huffman said the federal
government has the largest
peacetime military budget and
plans to double it, adding that the
only jobs available will be
manufacturing military goods or
enlisting in the armed forces.
"They (the federal government) see a depression coming

and want to shut the door on these
(social) programs before the
crowd gets too big," Huffman
said.
He said that a forecast from
Charles Hulpman, chairman of
the Kentucky Council of Economic
Advisers, indicated economic collapse within a year if present
economic interest rates remained
constant.
Hulpman, contacted after Huffman's speech, said if present interest rates continue,the economy
would be in trouble but he said he
wouldn't term it a disaster.
Hulpman said he expected interest rates.to drop by summer,
helping increase industrial and
construction activity and,
therefore, bringing down
unemployment.
Huffman complained that -"I
have personally not been able to
get in to see the governor. It's not
that he's not interested, it's the
crowd that he runs with."
Atkins said he remembered at
least one time that Huffman had
seen the governor to explain the
working of his bureau.
Atkins said Brown wouldn't
have time to govern if he held audiences with everyone who sought
him out.
"That's why yOu have an
organization structure," Atkins
said.
Huffman encouraged his audience to write to their state policy
makers, beginning with the governor.
"I believe it is too fate in

Washington," he said.
He suggested that letters be addressed to June Taylor, the governor's chief of staff, because
-Brown listens to her and she
reads everything that's written to
her."
Huffman said it would take a
$12,500 contribution from every
church in the nation to replace recent food stamp cuts.
If every corporation made the
maximum 5 percent gross income
contribution to charity, it would
replace only one third of the
federal cuts, he said.
"Money is not going to be the
solution to this. People are going
to be the solution," he said.
Middlesboro Mayor Chester
Wolfe said he "didn't believe any
of it (the speech)" and disputed
Huffman's statement about
economic disaster.
When asked if his speech would
cause him any trouble with the
governor's office, Huffman
replied, "I think I'll still be the
last one to meet him."
Huffman said Friday that
unemployment benefits reached
an all time high this month.
He said 46 percent of all Kentuckians applying for these
benefits remain unemployed after
exhausting these payments.
"By the end of March,Kentucky
will have had to borrow $97 million
just to pay benefits."
In the more industrialized states
like Illinois, he said, "they have
had to borrow $1.3 billion and Pennsyvlania has borrowed over $1.5
billion."

Ford talks may succeed where
GM,union talks failed, officials
DETROIT (AP) — The United
Auto Workers' contract concessions talks with Ford Motor Co.
could succeed where those with
General Motors Corp. failed
because Ford and its production
workers have more at stake, company and union officials say.
Red Skelton

Red Skelton
to appear
at university
It's only January, but plans are
already underway for "Parents
Weekend" at Murray State
University Oct. 22-24.
Highlighting the 1982 Parents
Weekend will be internationally
known comedian and pantomimist
Red Skelton, according to Jim
Carter, student activities coordinator at Murray State.
Skelton's performance is
scheduled at 8 p.m. Saturday,Oct.
23, in the Murray State
Fieldhouse, Carter said.
Active in show business since
1923 when he joined a medicine
show, Skelton's unique brand of
one-man comedy has gained him
worldwide prominence.
Besides a television show that
ran a record-setting 20 consecutive years, Skelton has starred in various motion pictures and
written for 22 others.
Although known primarily as a
comedian, Skelton has written
more than 4,000 musical selections
which have been played and
recorded by artists such as Arthur
Feidler and the London Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra.
Skelton has also written 4,000
short stories and published two
bOoks.
Skelton is one of a handful rif
performers today who-have been
guest entertainers of six United
States Presidents — Roosevelt,
Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy,
Johnson and Nixon.

Ford has been losing tar more
money than has GM in the
automotive sales slump and the
automaker announced Friday that
its supplemental unemployment
benefits.fund for laid-off workers
has nearly run dry.
Both companies wanted cutbacks in union contracts because
of the slump and competion from
foreign carmakers, who have
nearly 30 percent of the U.S.
market.
The UAW-Ford talks begin
anew Monday.
The union's talks with GM failed
just before a Thursday midnight
deadline, and the union said it
would not bargain with the giant

change for reductions in paid time
off and other labor cost restraints.
GM reported a $237 million profit for the first nine months of 1981,
and is expected to show a profit
for the year. But Ford lost nearly
$715 million for + 1981 through
September and is expected to announce a loss for the entire year.
Ford said its benefits fund was
effectively broke."
Another factor that may affect
the outcome of the talks at Ford is
support for the effort from lowerlevel union leaders. A week ago,
when UAW bargaining councils
met in Washington,the Ford council voted overwhelmingly to continue concession talks with Ford
while the margin in the vote to
resume talks at GM was slim by
union standards —57 percent to 43
percent.
The GM rebate program will
trim costs by squeezing concessions from its white-collar
employees,dealers and suppliers.

.
ov begns
begins briefing Italian,
U.S. officials on kidnapping

VICENZA, Italy (API — U.S.
Brig. Gen. James L. Dozier today
began briefing Italian and
American authorities on his captivity and has already provided
"valuable information" about the
Red Brigades terrorists who held
him for 42 days.
"He has a very sharp memory,"
U.S. Army base spokesman Lt.
Col. Jack Barham said today after
Dozier went to his home in nearby
Verona to pick up clothing and
personal belongingi before returning to the base here for further
questioning.
The Italian news agency ANSA
meanwhile reported that insoestigators in Pisa had learned.
that one of Dozier's captors had.
been in Libya last year, possibly,
training at a paramilitary camp. '
ANSA said 22-year-old Giovanni
Ciucci, who was holding a gun to
Dozier's head when police burst
into a Padua apartment and freed

Dr. Dan Miller to speak
to diabetes association
Dr. Dan Miller will be guest
speaker at a meeting of the
Calloway-Marshall Affiliate of the
American Diabetes Association to
be Thursday, Feb. 4, at 7 p.m. in
the third floor Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
His subject will be "New Frontiers in Diabetes," according to
Jan Hough, president. An informal question and answer session will conclude the program.
Dr. Miller is a Murray native
and a graduate of University of
Louisville School of Medicine. His
internship and residency were
completed at the University of
Miami Affiliated Hospital,
Jackson Memorial, Miami,
Florida. He has accreditation
from the American Board of Internal Medicine and has done Special
work in intensive care medicine
and chest diseases.
Following a fellowship . at the
University of Otago, in Dunedin,
New Zealand. Dr. Millet joined
•

automaker until July, the traditional starting date for industry
contract talks. Contracts at both
companies expire Sept. 14.
GM had agreed earlier that had
concessions been reached, the
savings would be passed on to consumers. With thttallcs dead, GM
announced Friday it would offer
rebates of between $500 and $2,000
on certain 1981 and 1982 models'
beginning Monday.
The breakdown at GM "leaves
the door open for serious negotiations" at Ford, spokesman Jerry
Sloan said. "If they had reached
an agreement at GM,they (UAW
bargainers at GM)would have used that as the pattern. This sort of
clears the slate."
Ford was opposed to the passing
on of concessions savings to consumers, citing potential antitrust
violations.
In the bargaining-so far at Ford,
the No. 2 automaker has offered
union workers profit sharing and
unspecified job protections in ex-

the general Thursday, sought a
visa to go to Libya after quitting
his job as a railroad conductor last
June.
Ciucci told friends in Pisa he
had found a better job as a
representative for a Libyan sewing machine company, ANSA
said. Further details were not immediately available.
As Italy toasted the 10 police
commandos who rescued Dozier
without firing a shot, and
trumpeted a major blow against
the Red Brigades, an anonymous
caller claiming to speak for the
terrorists warned of revenge.
"We will replace the comrades
arrested at Padua, and nothing
will remain unpunished," the
male caller told the Italian
newspaper ri Mattino di Padova.
The call was being investigated,
police said.
"We can't delude ourselves.
Terrorism isn't finished," said a
top investigator in the Dozier
case, who requested anonymity.
- Police identified the five captors
arrested in the apartment as
Emanuela Frascella, 20, the
daughter of a prominent Padua
'physician; Giovanni Ciucci, 22, a
former railroad worker from
Pisa; Antonio Savasta and Emilia
Libera, both 27, and long sought as
members of the Rome "column"
of the Red Brigades; and Cesare
De Lenard°,22, of Udine.
Verona's police chief, Pasquale
Zappone, said the guerrillas grew
lax toward the end of Dozier's
ordeal, not even bothering to hide
their faces from their hostage

because they were certain he
would never live to identify them.
"For the first few days...he was
either blindfolded, or they put
hoods over their heads. Later,
however, they stopped using any
precautions, a sign that the death
sentence had already been pronounced," Zappone said.
An Italian police official said
Dozier "already has given
valuable information on the tactics and operations of terrorists"
during two short debriefing sessions Thursday and Friday at the
U.S. Army hospital here.
•
Dozier thanked his rescuers and
well-wishers in an emotional
statement Friday to reporters
gathered in the nondenominational chapel on the NATO base in
this_northern Italian town. He refused to answer _questions pending the outcome of his debriefing.
"Throughout this period, my
family has received support that
to me is just heartwarming,"
Dozier said. He credited his survival to "praying on the parts of a
lot of people."
The 50-year-old Dozier got a
clean bill of health from the
hospital and moved with his wife,
Judith, and daughter, Cheryl, to a
guest apartment on the base.
Meanwhile, police claimed to
have crippled the northeastern
Veneto region Red Brigades
"column" which kidnapped
Dozier last Dec. 17 from his
Verona apartment. Police raids
Friday netted 17 suspected Red
Brigades terrorists or supporters,
and uncovered nine hideouts.

1.

Murray girl learning how
to get along with others
Jackie Miller, daughter of Jack
and Dorothy Miller of Murray,
says the most important aspect of
her campus job is learning how to
get along with people.
She is employed by the Department of Instruction and Learning
under the Federal Work-Study
Program at Murray State University.
"With any career that I might
choose, this job would still be
valuable because getting along
with people is an essential part of
living and working,"she said.
Miller says relations with professors are important in the
classroom and by working with
them on a day-to-day basis she is
able to learn more about them and
see them in a different and more
personal light.
"My work here means that I am
much more exposed to the faculty
members.and that they, are more
accessible to me,"she &lid.'
Presently declared as an
elementary major,the sophomore
says she is also looking at the
possibility of a career related.to

consumer affairs.
Her office duties include typing,
filing and running errands for the
professors,she said.
Miller says she feels her job also
is important to her financially.
"With the income from my job,I
pay most of my personal expenses
— so it is a big help,"she said.
The University Student Employment Program and the Federal
Work-Study Program are both
designed to offer part-time
employment of students during
the academic school year.
Students may work up to 15 hours
a week.
During the 1980-81 school year, a
total of 1,734 students were
employed on campus with 681
students in the Federal WorkStudy Program and 1,053 students
in the University Student Employment Program. More than 50 percent of all students employed on
both programs worked in their
major fields of study,according to
MSU officials.
The total expenditure for both
work programs was more than
$1.2 million,officials said:

Three suspects in robbery
still sought by authorities
Three suspects are still being
at approximately 6:10 p.m. Thurssought by western Kentucky - day.
•
authorities in connection with an
Three black men, two wearing
armed robbery Thursday night
ski masks and the third dark
near Hickman, Kentucky State
glasses, reportedly locked Council
Police report.
and his wife in a back room of the
(Because of a reporting error in
building. The three then allegedly
Friday's edition three suspects
took the money from the cash
were reported to be in custody, register of the grocery store and
however, no suspects have been
fled the scene in a vehicle owned
apprehended for questioning or
by Council. The vehicle was later
arrested in the case, according to
discoverd in Hickman, reports instate police.)
dicate.
A grocery store owner, Charles
Council was taken to Obion
Council, was shot in the shoulder
County (Tenn.) Hospital following
during an armed robbery at his
the incident. He is listed in stable
store three miles west of Hickman
condition today.

Tape from Air Florida
jet made public Friday

WASHINGTON (AP) — "Give
me a check at the end of the runway," an exasperated controller
at National Airport asked a USAir
pilot. "I'm looking for a 737."
By then, it had been nearly six
minutes since Air Florida F'light'
90 was cleared for takeoff, began
its roll and disappeared from the
radar screen. Repeated calls to
the Boeing 737 went unanswered.
The frantic search for Flight 90,
moments after the aircraft crashed into the Potomac River in a
snowstorm Jan. 13, was
documented Friday in transcripts
of airport control towertapes.
The tapes, released by the
Federal Aviation Administration,
shed little light on what might
have caused the Air Florida plane
to crash, killing 78 people, including four motorists on a busy
commuter bridge.
But they made clear that the
airport was highly congested on
that snowy afternoon, with as
many as 15 aircraft awaiting
takeoff at one point. The airport
had been closed for a while
because of the weather.
And weather clearly Was of concern. During the 2 hours and 16
minutes covered by the tape, 10
pilots informed the tower that
County recorder s
Halpern, a lawyer with the firm they were returning to de-ice their
Hill, Farrer and Burrill, bought a planes. They were concerned that
half-interest in the house. The too much ice had formed during
other half was bougkt-brMorris the takeoff delays.
The pilot of Flight 90 made no
and Belle Halpern, trustees under
the Ilalpern living trust. The deed such request, according to the
did not bear the transfer tax tape. Investigators believe he had
stamps that would have indicated . the plane de-iced-at some point
• before leaving the passenger
the purchase price.
The property, built for Reagan boarding area — about 43 minutes
in 1956, has three bedrooms, a before takeoff.
After Flight 90 taxied into
_pool, a three-ear garage and a
takeoff position, the FAA's ground
panoramic view Elf the ocean.

Reagans sell Palisades home
..,LOS ANGELES ( AP) — President Reagan,' who had been seeking $1.9 million for his General
Electric model home overlooking
Pacific Ocean, has sold the
the
Dr. Dan Miller
.
the Medical Staff of Murray- property after a year on the
Calloway County Hospital in Oc- market. The price was not disclostober 1980. His office is located in ed.
the Medical Arts Building, 300
The house was purchased by
South 8th St.
lawyer
.1. Halpern ;Ind two
Hough urges all members and HalpernSteven
family trustees, acother interested persons to hear cording to a grant deed
filed Frii)r. Miller's presentations.
day morning in the Los Atr.i.lo-;

ON-THE-JOB AT MURRAY STATE — Jackie Miller of Murray,a
sophomore at Murray State University,says her on-campus employment allows her to meet and interact with people — which she feels is
an essential part of life.
(Photo by Tim Yarbrough)

control asked pilot Larry Wheaton
to depart quickly as another air,
craft was waiting to land on the
same runway.
''OK,'' Wheaton, 34,
acknowledged. That was the last
word heard from Flight 90.
Sixty-nine seconds later the controller began to show his concern..
"You talking to that Palm? You
talking to that Palm?" the controller asked his colleague at the
airport's west radar facility,
referring to the Air Florida jet.
"See if you give Palm 90 a call.
But there was no response from
the Boeing 737, which had been
bound for Tampa with 74
passengers and a crew of five
aboard.
"Palm 90. Palm 90. You on the
frequency. Hey guy! Hey guy!"
the controller pleaded 4 minutes
and 20 seconds after the plane had
been cleared.
The controller asked the pilot of
the USAir jet to taxi to the end of
the 72000-foot runway, which was
not visible from the control tower.
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The relationship between the Anitrican
Telephone & Telegraph Co. and the Department of
Justice has been like that between Beer Rabbit and
Br'er Fox in the Joel Chandler Harris classic, Uncle
Remus.
Br'er Rabbit,remember,begged Br'er Fox not to
throw him into the brier patch, where he secretly
wanted to go for safety. After being cast into the
briers, Br'er Rabbit advised Br'er Fox that he had
been born and bred in the brier patch, and then he
hopped happily away.
In a stunning, unexpected announcement recently, the Justice Department disclosed its decision to
drop nti-trust action against International
Business Machines after.13 years of litigaion and,
even more surprising, it reported that AT&T had
virtually agreed to the government's terms after
resisting for eight years.
There are good reasons to believe AT&T
outsmarted Br'er Fox and is delighted to be loose in
the brier patch.
With only two more weeks of testimony left in the
final showdown of a trial that has lasted 10 months,
AT&T faced the possibility of an adverse decision
for violating its 1956 consent decree that barred it
from all business except local and long-distance
telephone service. Its potential liability arising
from a myriad of private lawsuits has been
estimated at $14 billion.
But some observers say it was not so much fear
as ambition that prompted AT&T to surrender. Ma
Bell simply couldn't wait any longer to divest itself
of mostly unprofitable phone-operating companies
— 22 in all, including Pacific Telephone — and be
rid of governmental regulation in order -to plunge
into the rich promise of computers,telecommunications, data processing, cable TV,and such frontiers
as digitalized data transmission with computers
talking to each other around the country in a way
not unlike human voices.
In short, AT&T decided to turn its back on the
past and face a more exciting, competitive future of
greater promise. Thus, i agreed to sell off $80
billion worth of assets or two-thirds of its worth..
There .hasn't been such an historic corporate
breakup since Northern Securities Company was
fragmented under Teddy Roosevelt and Standard
Oil wassplit during the Taft administration.
But, still, AT&T remains one of the world's
mightiest corporations: It will retain its more profitable long-distance service; its manufacturing
arm, Western Electric; and its renowned research
facility, Bell Telephone Laboratories, which hip
vented the transistor and the laser. No longer
regulated, AT&T will become a most formidable
competitor of IBM in the highest reaches of
technology. Such competition should stimulate
ever-greater wonders and serve the whole world.
On the other hand, local telephone rates could
double or even triple inasmuch as Bell's lucrative
long-distance revenues will no longer subsidize
local service. Already,there is talk of taking up this
slack by having AT&T pay high access fees to local
_systems. But local service requires long distance
access and so the consumer's best hope is for giveand-take negotiations and not retaliations between
Ma Bell and her newly independent offspring.
As might have been expected in such protracted,
complex litigation, it couldn't be ended immediately by AT&T simple capitulation. Judge Harold
Greene of the U.S. district court in Washington, who ,
presided over the AT&T case, suspended the
dismissal granted by Federal Judge Vincent Biunno in Newark, N.J., where the 1956 decree was
originally filed. He said the case must have the
judicial review and public comment mandated by a
1974 law governing anti-trust settlements. How
lengthy the hearings will be or how long the
dismissal delayed, no one,of course,can now say.
On balance, informed observers generally agree
that the Reagan administration was wise to drop its
weak case against IBM, which probably could not
have been won, and to shake hands with AT&T,
which had decided to meet its terms. And, while
these decisions suggest that bigness in and of itself
is no longer considered a federal offense, this is not
to say the Justice Department should be relaxed
about the current corporate mania for mergers.

Thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Pop psychologists take note,
beware lest a meditating monk puncture the pomposities of the contemporary language of self improvement.
In an age where there is much
talk about 'being yourself,' I
reserve to myself the right to
forget about being myself,
since in any case there is little
chance of my being anybody
else. Rather it seems to me that
when one is too intent on 'being
himself,' he runs the risk of impersonating a shadow.
While these words might strike
many today as slightly unhealthy or even masochistic, they represented
for the Thomas Merton of a quartercentury ago the fruit of considerable
(and evidently healthy) introspection.
the
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Does a woodchuck chuck?
RIDGEFIELD,Conn.( AP) —How
much wood would a groundhog chuck
if a woodchuck could chuck wood as
far as a marmot?
Not much, since all three are one
and the same splendid mammal that
goes by the formal latin name of
marmota monax preblorurn, which
means beware the Ides of February.
Or something.
I used to think that the groundhog
was one of those mythical animals,
like the griffin, the gorgon and the
unicorn, something invented by the
newspaper makeup men to brighten
up the front page on a frigid
February day when the photos of
bikini-clad lovelies failed to arrive
from Australia.
Then the other day I viewed the
creature live, just out the window,
sunning itself luxuriously on my
woodpile and occasionally rising up
on its hind legs to reconnoiter the bits
of the barren garden visible through
the melting snow. It was too big for a
squirrel, the tail too Stubby and the

coloring too rich in browns and reds,
but it had the same maloccluded
mischievous smile that invariably
precedes a raid on my bird feeder.
However, it ignored even the bird
seed spilled on the ground near the
garage.
This was several days before Feb.
2, the traditional date when a winterweary world wonders whether this
furry rodent will see its shadow, so
I'm not sure whether its sudden appearance in my backyard on a bright,.
sunny morning augured a late spring
or not. Probably not. The Internal
Revenue 1040 form arrived in the
afternoon mail, deepening our winter
if discontent.
The groundhog, of course, is a distant cousin of the rat,.but that is all
the put-down it will receive in this
corner. My research convinces me
this is a most marvelous quadruped.
It can't chuck wood, but it can
throw dirt like no other beast in creation oatside a Hollywood gossip col-

umnist.
Its underground home — actually it
maintains several — is a masterpiece of animal architecture.
The groundhog is considered durnal in its habits, meaning it doesn't
muck about after dark knocking over
garbage cans. It is also classified as
a terrestial squirrel, a ground-bound
gnawer who doesn't like to climb but
will go 40 feet into a maple tree to
swig at the sweet sap. It dines on.
green grass and alfalfa and anything
in your garden not matted down with
barbed wire and electric fencing. If
you put a fence, it will either climb
over or burrow under and maybe
whistle through its teeth in gleeful
ridicule.
Yes,the groundhog can whistle. On
clear days, it sounds like a warbler.
It can also growl like a bear, and
chatter its teeth like an electric
typewriter, but it can't chuck wood
and never has been heard to whistle,
"Me and My Shadow."
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Proposal presents problems
FRANKFORT — President
Reagan's proposal to shift more
financial responsibilities to the state
presents a budgetary problem to the
legislature that could require a
special session, . depending upon
when and what Congress decides.
While the federal government is
operating at a deficit, Kentucky's
financial situation is still in the black,
although down to bare.bones on many
programs.
The state also faces an anticipated
loss of about $70 million annually if it
conforms, as it usually does, to recentchanges in the corporate income
taxes. If the state doesn't agree with
the federal change, corporations
won't get the federal break on taxes.
If congress approves President
Reagan's proposal to shift much of
the welfare burden to the states,then
Kentucky is going to have to revamp
its tax program. Collections will be
made at home instead of sending the
tax dollars to Washington and having'
them shipped back.
Since the advent of the sales tax
here, the burden has been shifted
more to the poor and the middle income while the more wealthy have
enjoyed a tax break at the state level.
For example the state income tax at
one time was graduated so that the
more affluent paid a heavier percerttage in bracket increases similar to
the federal method.
Now, however, the middle income
people pay the same rate on taxable
income as do the wealthy. The income tax rate was reduced in the upper brackets when the sales tax was
imposed in the 1960s.
As prosperity and inflation have
grown, Kentucky has generally
reduced its broad tax base and
shifted some of the burden to the excise route, namely the extraction tax
on coal.
The sales tax was taken off of
prescription drugs and later taken off
of take-home groceries and the 1979
special session of the legislature took
it off utilities, plus limiting the
amount of increase in income from
property taxes to tour pensmit per
year.
This increase is not sufficient to

keep up with galloping inflation.
The recession has produced grave
monetary problems and something
must be done to gain more revenue if
we are to keep up with our present
status or progress if possible.
However,I find it amusing that our
governor, decries what President
Reagan is doing nationally to bring
forth a balanced budget. Governors
and the Democrats are bemoaning
cuts in largess to the states while
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has had to
reduce spending in the last year and
present a bare bones budget this
year. It's wrong for Reagan to cut,
but in Brown's estimation he is doing
what ought to be done at the state
level.
Fact of the matter is, Reagan
wants the states to assume some of
their own burdens, but no governor.
wants to be saddled with the onus of
levying local taxes to foot the bill.
I find this a little hard to reconcile
with honest thinking.
Sure, cuts in state taxes have put
us in a financial bind,and we ought to

be honest enough to admit it.
As the
-Journal said
editorially list week:
-The combined effect of successive
property rollback laws since 1965 is
that rates, and revenues in terms of
=inflated dollars, must be reduced
every year. The rollbacks have locked in such serious inequities that one
county,Pulaski, now can levy no proherty tax at all for its schools."
But, and this is a big BUT, the
above statement is absolutely false in
the strictest sense, and it is morally
wrong to peddle such a myth to the__
people of Kentucky.
The people of Pulaski County-can
vote a tax increase any day they
choose. Truth of the matter is they
levy no local property tax for their
schools, depending upon the
minimum 30 cents per $100 valuation
levied by the state under the state
school financing plan.
The tendency is always to blame
someone else, and in this case it is the
legislature. The legislature has put
democracy into action... leaving the
decision pto the people.

•Courier

Letter to the editor
Dear Editor:
Please excuse the form letter,
however it is the simplest means I
have available to contact all of you in
a relatively short period of time.
For the past four years, I have
been privileged to work with you in
my role as Director of Community
Relations for the Western Kentucky
Regional Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, Incorporated.
Without each and every one of you,
my job would have been virtually impossible to do.
The role of community based mental health and mental retardation
programs is very important in our
communities. Together, I hope that
we have been able to disseminate a
great deal of helpful information to
the citizens of the nine counties served by this Board to help promote
mental health and prevent mental il:

Iness, mental retardation and
substance abuse.
On Friday, Jan. 29, I left my post
here in Paducah to return to the field
of communications. I am writing to
simply thank you for your support in
the past and to ask that you continue
to be aware of the significant need
that exists for you to continue to work
in partnership with this vital program.
I came to this agency from the
broadcast media with the singular
charge to increase awar-eness in our
communities of the need for this service. Thanks to you, we have succeeded.
Again, thank you for all that you
have done for.our program and best
wishes to each of you in the future.
Sincerely yours,
Ron Ruggles
Director of "'Community Relations

Looking back
Ten years ago
Murray High School had placed second for its one-act play. "The
Necklace," in a speech tournament
at Whitehaven High School, Memphis, Jan. 28 and 294 Cast members
were Dan Tinsley, Martha McKinney, Debi Shinners, Leslee Bartholomy, Becky Sams and Scott.
Willis. Ron Beshear was speech
coach.
Coffee Day for Heart Fund Drive
was set for Feb. 1 at restaurants in
Murray, according to Mrs. Willard
Alls,fund chairman.
Twenty years ago
Robert Hopkins, member of Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce
and 1961 chairman of Calloway County Fair Board, had been named for
two honors by Jaycees. These were
"Key Man" award and "Distinguished Service" award.
Fifteen sets of ;Junior Classics had
been presented to libraries at each of
city and county schools and to
Calloway Library. The books were
given by Greater Cleveland Junior
Red Cross Chapter of American Red
Cross. Each school was to receive
one set consisting of 10 volumes and
the library to receive two sets.
Thirty years ago
Charlie Robertson, Tom Venable,
Anne Woods and the Rev. Orval
Austin were speakers at meeting of
the Murray Training School unit of
Parent-Teacher Association.
Murray High School Tigers had
beat Mayfield High School Cardinals
53 to 47 in a basketball game. Teddy
Lash was high scorer for Murray.
Forty years ago
Mary Frances Smith, seventh
grade student at Kirksey High
School, had been named champion of
Calloway County Spelling Bee at
Calloway courthouse on Jan. 25.
Twenty-one one-room schools and
four two-room schools in Calloway
County were to complete their 1941-42
school terms Jan. 30.
C. H. Bradley, Lilbum Huie, Brice
Hughes, Lube Brown, Kelsey
Holland, George Dunn and Nat Simpson had been named to Board of Tax
Supervisors of Calloway County.
Six Calloway County men had been
'arrested and given stiff fines for illegally having liquor as a result of
nine raids made by Sheriff Carl
Kingins, assisted by other law officers. Winesap apples were listed at $1.19
per bushel in an ad for Blalock &
Sullivan Grocery. '
Fifty years ago
Work of local chapter of American
Red Cross was to have to been
discontinued unless money was to be...
raised within next few weeks, ac- cording to Mary Williams,- chapter
secretary.
Leon Hale, Calloway County Road
and Bridge Commissioner, had
reported $15,000 had been spent on
roads and bridges during 1931. This
included graveling of 80 miles ef
roads using 60,000 yards of gravel
and 154,000 board feet of lumber used
for bridges.
Murray Fire Chief A. G. Hughes
had again insisted Murray residents
avail themselves of the free services
of the Fire Department in helping
them burn trash piles around their
homes.
Gold service pins for five consecutive years of service for
Southern Bell Telephone Co. had
been presented to Mrs. Will garnett
and Cloteel Tucker by the company.

Today in history
Today is Saturday, Jan. 30, the 30th
day of 1982. There are 335 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 30', .1933, Adolf Hitler was
named Chancellor of-Germany.
On this date:
In 1882, Franklin D. Roosevelt was
born in Hyde Park, N.Y.
In 1948, Mahatma Gandhi was
assassinated by a Hindu in New
Delhi, India.
In 1964,'Gen. Nguyen K hp seized
control of the South Vietnamese
government in a coup.
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Department plans events
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club
will have two special events. A workshop to make
table decorations for the March luncheon and card
party will be Thursday at 10 a.m. at club house.
Committee members include Irene Young, Verble
Yates, Clover Cotham, Janet Wallis and Fay McConnell. A potluck luncheon will be served with
Barletta Wrather, Lily Williams, Dorothy Byrn,
Ruth Wilson, Myrtle Cayce and Rosanna Miller as
hostesses.

Student pursued by professor,

Graves, Zula Sykh, Jean Wrather, Cecilia Brock
and Marjorie Hays.

Wilson to be UCM speaker
Terry Wilson will be speaker at weekly luncheon
of United Campus Ministry Wednesday, Feb. 3,
from 12:30 to 1:20 p.m. at Room 304, Ohio Room,
University Center, Murray State University.
Dr. Robert E. Farless, UCM director, said
Wilson, environmental eiltication coordinator at
MSU, will speak on "Solar Energy.: Reconnecting
Humans To The Earth."

On Saturday, Feb. 6, at 6 p.m. a guest Valentinedinner party will be in Mississippi Room, University Center, Murray State University..Dinner will be
served at 6:30 p.m. An ensemble from Front Porch
Swing, directed by Larrie Clark, will present entertainment. Committee members include Mary
Davis, Frances Galloway, Mary Wells, Millie

Preschool parents to meet
Parents of Murray Preschool Corporation will
meet Tuesday, Feb. 2, at 7 p.m. in the Early
Childhood Education Center, Murray State Univer.
sity.
Guest speaker will be Ray Smith. His subject will
be "Quality Time With Your Children."

Check with a urologist
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — need your opinion.
DEAR READER — PossiAbout three or four years
ago I had my prostate gland bly your doctor does not
removed. It was fine until want you to have another
about three months ago. I operation because of your
couldn't pass very much medical condition. However.
water. I went to my doctor I would ask him to refer you
and he said I had a mild to a urologist if he is not one
infection. He gave me sulfa himself.
Your first operation probtablets. I went back in two
weeks and he said the infec- ably removed enough of
tion had cleared up and that your prostate gland to
my prostate was fine. But I relieve your obstruction.
still pass very little urine. I Since then you may have had
have to sit down and can't enough continued enlargement to again cause an
pass urine standing up.
My doctor said at my age, obstruction. It will require
84, my bladder is teak. He some special testing to see.
didn't give me a satisfactory The size of the gland as felt
'answer. I am worried and on rectal examination
doesn't always tell you if it
is causing an obstruction or
not. What counts is how
Bargain Matinees
much it is squeezing down on
the urethra just outside the
Sat. & Sun. 2:00
bladder.
Your doctor was correct
ChPri & (inc.
to treat an inflammation of
your prostate if you had that
All Seats $1.50
problem. Inflammation can
cause,the prostate to swell;
squeezing down on the
urethra as it passes through
the prostate. But if that was
your problem and the infec-
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tion is cured you should be port or tight jockey shorts.
able to pass urine with less What can be done about it?
It is very aggravating and
difficulty now.
It is true you could have makes me nervous. My docbladder failure but you need tor says nothing can be done.
DEAR READER — A
to have a Measurement of
pressure inside your bladder varicocele is just a dilated
before that diagnosis can be or varicose vein in the cord
made. A catheter passed going to the testicle. It is not
through any obstructed area dangerous. It can cause achinto the bladder would ing and discomfort but often
enable the bladder to drain . produces no symptoms at
if the bladder is normal or all.
Lifting or any straining
adequate, establishing that
an obstruction is the prob- increases the pressure inside
the abdomen and can make
lem.
I am sending you The it more difficult for thedisHealth Letter number 15-6, tended veins to drain. I'm
Prostate Gland Problems. sure you have noticed that in
Others who want this issue the morning before you get
can send 75 cents with a out of bed you do not notice
long, stamped, self- the dilated veins that feel
addressed envelope for it to like a bag of worms.
The only treatment is surme, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio gical removal of the dilated
City Station, New York, NY veins_ This is done in severe
cases or if the man happens
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I to have a low sperm count. A
read your column about var- varicocele can interfere
icose veins. I have a differ- with the normal cooling
ent problem called left vari- mechanism of the testicles
cocele. This bothers me at and cause infertility. Corwarm temperatures. It also recting a varicocele in that
bothers me when I pm lift- case may enable an infertile
ing or walking. I use a sup- couple.to have a child.

DEAR ABBY: When I
was 16 the man I loved
was killed in a boating accident. He was 21, and we
were going to be married
on my 17th birthday. Six
months later I married
his 29-year-old brother. I
was his fourth wife! I had
the marriage annulled
when I discovered he was
only interested in weird.
and kinky sex.(I think he
was crazy.)
I'm now going to a
junior college. The very
first day one of my professors asked rile to stay
after class. Then he told
me he wanted to go to bed
with me. At least he was
up-front about it, but I
was hurt and disappointed. Even though I'm
no virgin, I don't want to
go to bed with a guy
unless he knows me and
likes me as a person. This
man didn't even know
me. He just liked what he
saw.(I'm 38-25-36.)
I had coffee with him a
few times, and he's still
trying to talk me into going to bed with him. He's
a very persuasive talker.
I can't come up with a
really good reason why I
don't want to give in, and

Central C rr • 753-3314
7:15,9:00 +2:00Sat.,Sun.

.7:20, 9:25
Morgan Fairchild In

I'm afraid I'll weaken.
Can yu.: help me? He
calls me...
DOLLY NO.2
DEAR DOLLY: Your
judgment is sound. Use
the same words with him
that you used in your letter to me. Decline the coffee dates and. tell him if
he doesn't quit hassling
you, you will report lilin
to the college dean. That
should cool him off.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Besides
having a great personality, my 24-year-old
daughter is exceptionally
beautiful and has always
had a figure like a beauty
contest winner.
She has dated many
men, but now she is
engaged to marry a great
guy. He's a big man, 6
foot 6, and weighs 240. He
loves to eat. The problem
is that he is'constantlyencouraging my daughter
to eat. He always brings
her chocolates, which she
rarely ate before, and
together they can consume a 2-pound box in one
evening!
Needless to say, my
daughter is losing her
beautiful figure fast. She

North Fork news-Persons
By MRS. R. D.KEY
Hafford Cooper had
minor surgery at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is
recuperating at home.
Adolphus Paschall has
been dismissed from
Henry Courgy General
Hospital, Paris,Tenn.
Bardon Nance was admitted to MurrayCalloway County
Hospital Jan. 20 for treatment.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Steve Smith and daughter
moved to Mt. Vernon,Ill.,
last Friday. He will be
pastor of a church there.
Sadie Cooper, Myrtle
Rose Hill and Judy Summers visited Saturday
with Hallie Cook, a patient at Methodist
Hospital, Memphis.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes and Mr.
and Mrs. Gurvis Paschall
were supper guests of Mr.

has gained-'31 pounds
since her engagement
three months ago! For a
girl who has always been
proud of her figure, it
doesn't seem to bother
her much, but it's upset:
ting me. I hate to see her
let herself go and get
really fat now that she's
got her man. I'm
desperate for senile advice on what I should say
or do.
N.Y. MOM
DEAR MOM: You
shouldn't say or do
anything. She's a big girl
now,and if she chooses to
let herself go, much as
you hate to see it. Mom,
hold your tongue.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 16year-old girl who loves to
talk on the phone. Unfortunately, we have only
one phone in our house
and it's in the kitchen.
Out of consideration to
other members of my
family, I limit my calls to
,only an hour, but I'm constantly being told to get
off the phone.
Abby,I want a phone of
my own. I can earn
enough money to have
one installed and pay the

east)

6.6y
, but my
monthly
parents won't bear ofit.I promised I wouldn't
talk at unreasonable
hours or neglect my
studies, but they still
won't hear of it. I've begged and begged, but it
hasn't done any good.
Why do you think they
refuse to let me have my
own phone, and how can I
convince my parents to
change their minds?
MOTOR MOUTH
DEAR MOTOR
MOUTH: Quit nagging:
it's immature. Your
parents probably fear
that if you have your own
phone you will be spending too much time on it.
(Anyone who thinks "only an hour" isn't much
could easily talk for two
hours,given the chance.)
When you can prove
that you aren't addicted
to the phone, your folks
may let you have your
own. And not until.

visit in homes of area residents
and Mrs. Neely Lanliford
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Sykes were in Memphis
Jan. 19 and 20. While
there they visited Hallie
Cook at Methodist
Hospital.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall
has been ill with a cold for
several days.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Glynn M. Orr and sons,
Rickie and Brian, were
Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Rickie
Shankle and children
were supper guests of the
Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
on Jan.20,
Linda Orr and son,
Brian, visited with Mrs.
R. D. Key the afternoon
of Jan. 20, Ruby Owen
visited in the Key,home
Jan. 24.
The Rev. and Mrs.

Jerry Lee and daughter,
Tabitha, and Marilyn
Paschall were dinner
guests of the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes Jan.
21.
Mr. and Mrs. Dip Cates
and Mr. and Mrs.
Malcolm Jetton of
Sedalia and Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Paschall visited the
Rev.'and Mrs. Glynn Orr
the night of Jan.22.
Supper guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Blakely
Jan. 22 were the Rev. and
Mrs, Jerry Lee and
daughter, Tabitha.
Kenny Hopkins of Ohio,
Mr. and Mrs. Mabern
Key, Clerris Wilson and
Mrs. Shorty Ray visited
Onie Wilson in Paris
Manor Nursing Home,
Paris,Tenn.,last week.
Mrs. Terry Sills visited
her mother, Myrtle Vandyke, Jan. 21. The latter
visited Mrs. Milford Orr
the afternoon of Jan.22.

Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and son, Adam,
visited Mr.and Mrs. Morris Jenkins Jan. 17.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr and sons,
Rickie and Brian, were
guests Jan. 23 of the Rev.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee.
Myrtle Vandyke and
Bertie Jenkins visited
Mrs. Jessie Paschall Sunday aftenoon,Jan. 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior
.Kuykendoll visited Sylvia
Kuykendoll Saturday,
Jan.23.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Fletcher and sons, Chris
and Jeffrey, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Ruben Fletcher
Sunday,Jan.24.
Mr. and Mrs. Rickie
Orr and children, Russ
and Jamie, -and Mrs.
Freddie Orr and children,
Jodie and Melanie,
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Tellus Orr Sunday, Jan.
24.

Coming community events listed
PAUL RIEVAIAAM
SALLY FIELD

ABSENCE
OF
MALICE
• C04.LAMY

Held Over 1 More Wk.
7:00,9:00+ 2:0Dipt.,Sun.

No Passes
LATE SHOW FRI & SAT
18 OR 011IR OW • lilt P

FIVE GENERATIONS — Gracie Smith of Westview Nursing Home holds her
great-great-grandson, Joshua Job Smith, born Oct. 11, 1981. Pictured, back row,
from left, her son,Hal Smith,Kirksey, her grandson, Billy Smith,and her greatgrandson,Billy Dale Smith,Rt. 2.

Nutrition program menus listed for week
Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly
for Feb. 1-5 have been
released by Tripp Thurman, director of MurrayCalloway County Senior
Citizens Program.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at
V •

THE 10TH!
"KOMI) YOU
COME SAC K
TOMORROW

Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals are also
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — Polish
sausage, baked beans,
cole slaw, hot roll, butter,
peach pie, peaches, milk,
coffee or tea.
Tuesday — chicken
breast patties, blackeyed
peas, tossed salad, hot
roll, butter, applesauce,
milk,coffee or tea.
Wednesday — roast

New address?
WELCOME WAGON®
can help you
feel at home.

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
- You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you donl_pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their pay
checks
CUlleLtauli time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

the
Murray Ledger & Times

beef, scatitipcu potatoes,
green beans with cream
of mushroom soup, hot
roll, butter, chocolate
chip cookie, banana,
milk,coffee or tea.
Thursday — meat loaf,
mixed greens, hash
browns, hot roll, butter,
orange, milk, coffee or
tea.
Friday — macaroni
and cheese with hamburger, bean salad, broccoli spears, cornbread,
butter, sliced apricots,
milk,coffee or tea.

Greeting new neighbors is a tradition With
WELCOME WAGON — "America's Neigh.
borhood Tradition."
I'd like to visit you. To say "Hi" and
present gifts and greetings from communityminded businesses. I'll also present invitations you can redeem for more gifts. And
it's all free.
A WELCOME WAGON visit is a special
treat to .help you _get settled and feeling
More "at home." A friendly get-together is,
easy to arrange. Just call me.
753 30/9
Hooey,

Kathryn Outland

Mary
I larailion
P.13

WO. •

ewe art

..
'flip •IA

492 8
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Monday,Feb. 1
Alcoholics Anonymous
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis will meet at 8 p.m. at
western portion of
Community Center.
Livestock and Exposition
Murray-Calloway Center.
Camera Club will meet at
7 p.m. at social hall of
Free blood pressure
First United Methodist tests will be given from
Church.
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Free Pap Smear Clinic Seventh-day Adventist
will be at 1 p.m. at Church.
County Health
Calloway
of
Sunday,Jan. 31
Executive Board
• Officers of MurrayCenter.
Baptist Men of Sinking Murray Woman's Club
Calloway County
Spring Church will meet will meet at 11:30 a.m. at
Lottie
of
meeting
Open
Ministbrial Association
Joe's
Big
at
club house.
for breakfast
Moon and Kathleen Jones will have a luncheon
Restaurant at 7:30 a.m.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. Groups of First Baptist meeting at 12:30 p.m. at
at 7 Boston Tea Party. ,
Fannie Scott will be Sisterhood will meet at Church WMU will be
the enurch
guest of honor at a 7:30 p.m.'in home of Mrs. p.m. in
chapel. Clara Lynn
Delta Department of
potluck dinner in celebra- Alfred Lindsey,Jr.
Williams, missionary, Miirray Woman's- Club
tion of her 80th birthday
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Calloway County, will speak.
at 1 p.m. at University
downstairs area of club
Branch of Bank of Mur- Democratic Executive
Tuesday,Feb.2
house.
ray. The family requests Committee will have its
United Methodist
First
7
at
meeting
quarterly
bring
that guests not
Kappa Department of
Church Women will have
p.m.at courthouse.
gifts.
Woman's Club
Murray
their Call to Prayer and
a Sweetheart
have
will
Murray Lodge No. 105 Self Denial Program at 10
Auditions for play,
6:30 p.m. at
at
banquet
of
Accepted
a.m. in the Hale Chapel
"The Seagull," will be at Free and
house.
club
Masons will meet at 7:30 church.
2 p.m. at Robert E.
p.m.at lodge hall.
Murray
Johnson Theatre,
First Baptist Church
Murray Assembly No.
State University.
County. Band 19 Order of the Rainbow WMU will meet at 9:30
Calloway
Kathryn Finney will Boosters will meet at 7 for Girls will meet at 7 a.m. at the church chapel
present a senior flute p.m. in band room of high
with, Clara Lyn-n--p.m. at lodge hall.
recital at 2 p.m. in Far::-• school.
Williams, missionary, as
rell Recital Hall, Fine
speaker.
Coldwater Baptist
Arts Center, Murray
Murray aiwanis Club Church Women will meet
State University.
will have an indoor flea at 7 p.m. at church with' Groups of First Baptist
and yard sale
Church Women will meet
market
Ecumenical Christian from 9 p.m. to 9 p.m. at Marge West as hostess.
follows: Dorothy with
as
Academy will have its se- West Kentucky Livestock
Riggins at 10:30
Virginia
off
(take
TOPS
at
Murray
classes
cond session of
Exposition Center.
Bea Walker
and
and
a.m.
pounds sensibly) Club
7 p.m. at Education
at 7:30
Hale
Eva
with
p.m. at
Building, First Christian
Calloway County will meet at 7
p.m.
Church.
Retired Teachers will Health Center.
Mothers Morning Out
Second day of indoor will be at 9 a.m. at First
PLANNING
flea market of Kiwanis United Methodist Church.
TO MARRY?
Club will be from 9 a.m.
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger & to 9 p.m. at West
Citizens Centers
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wed- tucky Livestock and x; Senior
as follows:
open
be
will
ding reports.
position Center. An auc- Dexter at 9:30 ant:
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
tion will he conducted -at- Hazel and Douglas from
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
noon10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
from
otfice more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding article are available at the
Michelangelo, the artistic.geniuS of the ltihti
newspaper officy 106 N. 4th St.
Renaissance, was born in I -175.
Saturday,Jan.30
Monday,Feb. 1
Alcoholis Anonymous
Northside Baptist
and Alanon will meet at 8 Church Women will meet
p.m. in western portion of with Judy Jones at 7 p.m.
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Square and round danc- Health Center, North
ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at Seventh and Olive
Woodmen of World Hall.
Streets.

•
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Varietyotworkshops scheduled at

Spring craft workshops ceramics kiln and acpersons of all ages in cessories, mat cutter for
for
Fraaces Drake
the University Center at mounting pictures and
FOR SUNDAY,JANUARY 31, 1982
Murray State range from krtwork, silliscreen
What kind of day will tomor- SC°RPM
row be? To find out whet the (oct.23to Nov. n) 171/AW• beginning photography equipment, a modern
stars say, read the forecast Work output is uneven now. and ceramics to such uni- sewing machine and a
Don't push yourself if tired. que subjects as hammock machine to make badges
given for your birth Sign.
Domestic matters are happily making and Navajo loom for organizations.
highlighted and family talks weaving.
are lively.
Murray State students,
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
A well-equipped craft faculty, staff and their
(Mar.21 to Apr 19; erkli (Nov. 22to Dec. 21) )6#
shop,located on the lower dependents and persons
Use your intuition when Romance has both ups and
of Murray states
more than age 65 are
dealing with sensitive types. downs. Towards nightfall, level
members.
University/Center,
automatic
new
Neither you nor a loved one is you're creative and articulate.
in the mood to compromise. Your ideas bring favorable provides the setting for Others may use craft
the varied workshops. shop facilities by paying
Don't force issues.
reactions from others.
1_4( Facilities include two a $5 per semester
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
tie photography dark rooms, membership fee.
(Dec.72(.0 jar'. Ho
20 to May 20)
(
Morning hours find you sor- If others are touchy, find a
tang out past events. Later, quiet spot where you can relax
you'll come up with important by yourself. You'll make an
career plans. Community af- important decision now about
fairs are favored,
a needed purchase.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
Open Daily 9-9
(May 21 to June 20)offi (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You're comfortable now in Someone's overbearing Sundays 12-6
the role of adviser. You have behavior could get to you, yet
good insights into others, yet you are able to cut through red
you'll have to be tactful before tape and present your ideas effectively.
noon.
CANCER
dm,1...& PISCES
(June 21 to July 72) CIP Ir.-47 (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
You have strong hunches Though financial dealings
about money in regard to a with others aren't favored,
career move. Go over ac- you'll get good ideas about a
counts and make plans to an- career matter. Work done in
prove your overall security. private is lucky.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are
(July 23to Aug. 22)
fg creative, yet practical. For
Not everyone will agree you to succeed, it is important
with you now, but you'll have that you like your work, otherperfect rapport with a loved wise you may not apply
one. Have fun making plans yourself. You enjoy mental
together.
pursuits and may have a
special talent for wilting and
VIRGO
(Aug.23to Sept 22) nP -41 speaking. Your dramatic
Don't let the emotional reac- nature will bring you success
tions of others get to you. in show business. Law,
You're dn top mentally and teaching, medicine and music
will make important, job- are other fields of special inerest to you. You're an inrelated decisions.
novator and will become
LIBRA
/
..LL
known for a unique quality
(Sept.23to Oct. 22)Stresses in a romantic rein- that sets you apart from
tionship may require a heart- others. Birthdate of: Jackie
to-heart talk. But rest assured Robinson, baseball star; Northat others will see your point man Mailer, writer; and
of view.
Tallulah Bankhead. actress. Solid White
or White/stripe
FOR MONDAY,FEBRUARY 1,1982

aciinies are available March 29; and natural
for any member to use dyeing,8-9 p.m., March 1.
between 1 p.m. and 10
Tuesday evening
p.m. Workshops teaching
crafts are available with workshops are: beginnfees ranging from $2 hi ing- knitting, 8-10 p.m.,
Feb.9 to March 2; design$12 plus supplies.
ing clothes without patSpring workshops to be terns, 6-8 p.m., Feb. 9 to
conducted on Monday Feb. 23; beginning
evenings are as follows:
ceramics,j140 p.m., Feb.
Beginning 9 to March 2; advanced
photography, 6-8 p.m., ceramics, 6-8 p.m.,
Feb. 8 to March 1; ad- March 23 to Ajiril 13; and
vanced photography, 6-8 matting, 6-8 p.m., March
p.m., March 15 to April 16.
5; stained glass, 8-10
Wednesday evening
p.m.,Feb.22, March 22 to workshops are: Navajo

Easter eggs, 8-10 p.m.,'
April 1 to April 8; chair
caning,6-8 p.m. April 1 to
April N; and matting, 810.p.m.,Feb. 11.
Saturday afternoon
workshops are Japanese
book binding, noon-4
p.m., March 27; paper.
making, noon-4 p.m.,
April 3; natural dyeing,9
a.m.-5 p.m., April 7; and
hammock making, 9
p.m„ April 24.
Additional information
may be obtained
telephoning 1'5021
6119.

loom weaving, 6-8 p.m.,
Feb. 10 to March 3; self
defense for women, 8-10
p.m., Feb. 10 to March 3;
photo silitscreen, 8-10
p.m., March 17 to March
24; banner making, 6-8
p.m., March 17 to March
31; and matting, 8-10
p.m., Feb. 24 and 6-8
p.m., April 7.
Thursday evening
workshops are:
silkscreen,6-8 p.m., Feb.
11 to March 4; bike
repair, 8-9:30 p.m., Feb.
25 to March 25; Ukranian

-

The Saving Place

simr pRicEBREAKERs

TUESDAY

What kind of day will tomor- SAGITTARIUS
"patill!).
row be? To find out what the (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) "
You'll have to be extra
stars nay, read the forecast
sharp on the job now. Pay atgiven for your birth Sign.
tention to important details,
and don't merely skim the surface. Avoid arguments.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) TA CAPRICORN
The money you're counting (Dec.72to Jan.19) vs/
You could be careless about
on may not come in now, or
you could be caught up with money, especially in the purred tape and delays. suit of pleasure. Minor matSafeguard assets now. Be pru- ters could affect personal reladent.
tionships.
TAURUS
AQUARIUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) ti4i7 (Jan.20to Feb.18)
Maintain a low profile. It's a
Trying to avoid a domestic
poor time for talks relating to problem will only increase the
business or for trying to have difficulty. Make a list of the
things your own way. Expect things you have to do and then
get them done.
some delays.
GEMINI
PISCES
.
(May21 to June 20)
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) Xe
Confusion - or nervous ten- Face facts and avoid rasion could -trouble you. tionalization. Be discreet in
Answers Aren't easy to obtain speech, and do nothing to
now. Find ways to relax and arouse the suspicion of others.
Avoid gossips.
cut down on stress.
YOU BORN TODAY are
CANCER
30 versatile and self-sufficient.
(June 21 to July 22) 0
Relations with friends are You have leadership ability
touchy, particularly concern- and are often found in
ing financial matters. Don't be business for yourself. A true
talked into something you individualist, one with a concern for the rights of others,
don't want to do.
you'd do well in public life.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22) tiatQ Cultivate a sense of humor
It will be hard to regulate and avoid a tendency to take
your career according to the yourself too seriously.
wishes of loved ones. You Science, music, writing,
seem split in two directions, medicine and acting are some
of the fields in which you'll
and this hinders progress.
find fulfillment. You're more
VIRGO
inclined to the arts and profes(Aug.ntosept.n)
_Life's __little _Annoyances sions than to business. Bircould getto you now.You may thdate of: Clark Gable, actor;
ask for advice and- instead Victor Herbert, composer;
meet with unexpected and S.J. Perelman, humorous
author.
arguments or criticism.
LIBRA
(Sept.Zt to Oct.22)
Do nothing to jeopardize Joseph Stalin, Soviet
credit. Love relationships premier, died in 1953. His
seem to be troublesome now. real surname was
It's a poor time to raik Dzhugashvili, but he
debatable issues.
changed it to Stalin SCORPIO
meaning "made of steel"
(Oct.23to Nov.21) nt'AttC. - after joining the
disagreeDon't let a minor
ment escalate into an argu- Bolshevik revolutionary
--;
--lhent with a relative or a loved movement. He became a
- -one. Others are entitled to Marxist while studying
for the priesthood.
• make mistakes,too!
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,FACIALTISSUES
10.6444

1

60 Sandwich
78c
-. 11Awk
;

Your Choice

Our Reg. 5.97

'tar
• 20. 7x8"
1.18

076-Pr.
Pock
•

drilftAtefittSocks
Full cushion foot. Cotton/nylon Fit-10-13

Our Reg. 3.44

3 Days Only

68

25, 7. 4x8"
ilia •

200. 2-ply
9 25x8.58"
Stieets

Each

Classic Cotton Tees

Kleenex - TissueS

no0

1

_Box
of '..200 facial
tissues.- White or colors

_U- or V-neck, in fashion
colors, misses' sizes

78c
12"xl°1

WE
MosterCOrd
HONOR

qpowp '411
Buy any three
of these four items
and receive

1.50
DOW
REBATE
from

See Store Display
for Details

4.88

Zip-lc' Food Bags
Seal in the flay-al prc
tect the freshness

Wooden Toilet Seat

White baked enamel
finish. Top-mount hinge

nP%.

a

15.97

Our Reg 19.97

COPY PRINTS
Made from Polaroid or Kodak' instant Pictures,
and Any Regularsize Snapshots

,

6.77

15.97

,. 1250-Watt Hair Dryer

Men's Quartz Chronograph

K mart* mini-dryer with 2
speeds,-2-4emperatures-

With stop-watch features
Our 26.97,Chronograph Atarm,19,97

'K

MArt FireArms

Batteries included
.11 it•
Strat and

OR
PRINTS
FROM
SLIDES

"Here's #5 of my 17 reasons
why H&R Block
should prepare
your taxes."

3 Days Only

lrforyrrail

aid

3 Days Only

.47

31`

Sale Price

1.00

Magnetic Photo Album

•22 L.P. Ammo'

12 - magnetic mounting surfaces
hold all size photos up to 8x10 .

High-speed Inuncier
boltTM ammo Box of
50' cartndaes Save

Each

•••••.".

•
REASON #4
9iit
et the IRS audits your return,
H&R Block
s with you at no extra cost.
An IRS audit can be an anxious time for any taxpayer But,
It you're audited. Block will go with you at no extra cost Not
as a legal representative, but to explain how your return
was prepared We're always ready to stand. behind you.
year-round

HIM BLOCK
-

Quality
Parts and
Service
Over 1700 Serv,c•C•nters To Sony, You Nationwide)

Mon. thru Sat
SERVICES INCLUDE2
3
4

5
6
7

Install front disc broke pods and
broke linings on rear wheels
Resurface_ctrums and true rotors
Inspect front calipers
Rebuild rear wheel- cylinders if
Possible, replace, if neceSsory.,91
additional ports cost per wheel •
cylinder
Repack inner Cind oyter
bearings
Inspect moster cylinder
Replace front grease seals

8

Till INCOME TAX-PEOPLE
-

17 reasons. One smart decision.

•

Ad&uonot poThs and services whsch may b,•
needed
041,
0 CCM

94.88 Li 4.00
Disc/Drum Brake
Service Special

Mary U S
cars
Light trucks and
im_ports_ hi_cttler
wry,' metallic shoes SO more

wept

903 Arcadia Street
Open 9 AM..6 P.M. Weekdays, 9-5 Sot. Pima 753-9264
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE
Ammww....616rft.

flhydraulic system

\Sale

Sale'Price

Tne Sa6,rrg

:OPY AVAILABLE

,

5-q1. 10W40
Motor Oit

Meets
car spo,;it,c

t:ons

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, KY
Rt.7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, K .
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Tigers curtail Bulldogs, 74-62
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Tiger basketball coach
Cary Miller contends he's
more concerned with his
team improving each
game instead of worrying
about winning streaks.
Against Fulton City
Friday, he also had
moments of worrying
about an extremely agile
bunch of Bulldogs, who
-didn't play like their 2-9
record mig.ht indicate.
The 74-62 final score
might be slightly
misleading to those --expecting a bigger blowout
from the now 13-2 Murray
High boys, but Miller said
his team has been playing
"just ahead of our competition all season long."
Two Bulldogs and Murray's Ronnie Pace broke
the 20-point scoring barrier at Murray's gym —
Kevin Littleton taking
game-high honors with 22
and Mike Bransford and
Pace collecting 20 apiece

"If ever a team was due
for a bad game, this was
the night for us. Plus, you
have to credit them
(FCHS) because they're
exceptionally quick."
A shot at the buzzer by
Bransford kept the
Bulldogs within five, 1813,,at the end of the first
period and they trimmed
the lead to only three
several times before falling behind 35-29 at
halftime.
Whereas Littleton
dominated the first half
for the visitors with a
dozen points, Pace ignited for 16 second-half
points and 13 total rebounds to nullify Littleton's effect. Stuart
Alexander, MHS forward, aided the winning
cause .with 11 of his 13
coming in the first
a
points

in the barnburner.
"They were hitting
their- outside shots well
tonight," Miller said of
Fulton City's shooters,
'And if they play the rest
of the season like they dia
against us tonight they're
going to beat a lot of people!'
Murray- slipped to an
early 12-0 lead before the
Bulldogs could -unload
with seven unanswered
points. The Tigers'
nemesis allowing Fulton
City to maintain the pace
was 23 turnovers
"The Pacer," as-Pace
throughout the game.
"That's enough for two is called, tipped in the,
or three games for us," first two points of the seMiller said, then added, cond half and added four

more during the Tigers'
10-2 scoring burst in the
first 3:47 of the third
period.
The charge,took wind
from the Bulldog sails,
but Bransford brought
the visitors back to 54-44
on a last-second shot ending the third period.
Jeff Henning and Littleton put on a brief stealand-deal show to begin
the final period, chopping
the Tiger advantage to 5448. The Bulldogs missed
one field goal and the
front end of a one-and-one
that would have cut the
lead to two before center
Jim West took over.
West hit a bank shot,
one of two free throws,
then used a one-handed
slam dunk to spur his
squad to victory. The
stuff from the sky came
with 5:08 to play and
boosted the Tiger lead to
1,11 61-50.
st's dunk really

helped us," Miller admitted. "The fans had been
quiet up until then and it
got them into the game
and inspired his teammates as well."
Three first-half
technical fouls were called — one on Murray
guard David McMillen
for slapping the
backboard before a shot,
one on Littleton for
unsportsmanlike conduct
after a call and the other
on FCHS coach David
Elliott for arguing with
an official.
Tuesday the Tigers are
at home again when they
host Lowes in junior varsity and varsity boys
games beginning at 6:30
p.m.

•
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MURRAY(74)
McMillen 4 4-6 12; Duffy 2 1-25; Pace
9 2-2 20; West 7 44 18; Wells 3 0-1 6;
Alexander6 1-1 13.
Totals — 31 12-18 74.
FULTON CITY(CO
Tibbs 1 1-1 3; Bransford 9 2-4 20,
Taylor 1 0-0 2; Littleton 9 44 =; Henning 7 0-1 14; K °Abbott 01-3 I.
Totals— 27 8-1562.
Fouls — MHS 15,FCHS 18.
Halftime AM 35.FCHS 29

Eight-point spurt sputters St. Mary's

Final minute spells Laker win
By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
Full court pressure by
Calloway County led to
three steals and 10 points
in the last minute of play
Friday night at St.
Mary's as the Lakers
downed the Vikings 59-48.
Aside from the last 60
seconds, the game was
tight throughout. Coach
Chic Nute, whose team
stands at 8-6, said, "it
was an 11-point win, but it
was much closer than the
final score indicated."
The Vikings, who dropped to 6-11 and had won
five of six games since
Christmas, led Calloway
throughout the first half
and stayed within two
points in the second half,
but found difficulty with
the Laker press late in
the game.
With a one-point advantage with 1:30 remaining, CCHS went into
a delay offense and forward Dan Key was fouled
at midcourt. After a Viking timeout, Key — who
led all scorers with 20
points — hit both ends of
the one-and-one to put his
squad ahead by three, 5148.
The press Pad been
employed all night by
Nute without much
result, but it took effect in
the late-going as Key
stole the ball and laid it
up and in for a five point.
lead.
Then with :33 seconds
left, Laker forward Jeff
Garrison made another
steal, was fouled and
made both his free
throws, followed by
another takeaway by
guard Brad Miller. This
steal did not result in any
points;but Garrison stole
it again with :22 left and

•
•

LAKER BOARDER — Bryan Tebbetts snared
eight rebounds and chipped in 11 points to help
replace the loss of injured Laker teammate Keith
Lovett Friday night. The Lakers stopped St. Mary's
59-48 at Paducah.

CORRECTION
In Our "Progress Tab"

RADIO CAB'S
Ad should have been, "Owned 8.
Operated By Agnew C. and Myrtle
Wenerick"

Duran faces must-win\bout
for rematch with Leonard

Varied speeds give 24-Hour Daytona thrills
DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla.(AP) — You're driving along and suddenly
find a much slower car
blocking your lane, forc-

ing you to take quick
evasive action.
You've just experienced something for which
drivers of the fastest cars

•
•
•

VAIS e

was fouled. He converted
both attempts to push MEE,
Laker lead to nine.
Key ended the sixty
seconds of fireworks with
a desperation 35-footer at
the buzzer, giving
Calloway an 11-point victory margin and leaving
the Vikings stunned.
Nute said after the
game that St. Mary's was
"the hottest team in the
region cornitcg-Npto this
ball game" and that his
team "was a little tight"
in the first half.
He added that the press
was the key to the game
and although it did not
cause turnovers for most
of the game its long term
FOLLOW-THROUGH — Murray's Stuart Alexan er watches his layup all
effect on St. Mary's led to
the way down during the Tigers' 74-62 triumph against Fulton City Friday.
Calloway's win. "The
Alexander scored 11 of his 13 total points in thefirst half
Staffoto by Jim Rector
press was not that effective during the game, but
we could tell it was wearing them down," he said.
Nute said he stayed
with the _press the entire
game at the suggestion of
his coaching staff. "I
almost wanted to get out
of the press, but I listened
fought Leonard, he quit in
to them and I'm glad I
By ED SCHUYLER JR. Duran a triple champion, the eighth rowid, laimbut more importantly it
did."
AP Sports Writer
ing he had stoinach
Assistant coach Jim
LAS VEGAS, Nev. could lead to a third bout cramps. It was only'his
that
Leonard,
Ray
Nix agreed with Nute
(AP) — Roberto Duran, with Sugar
defeat, but ode,
the results from the press who has rarely tasted which is the reason second
ly has\
seeming
which
had been nil up until the defeat in a 16-year pro Duran continues to fight.
owed the many
overshad
30-yearreally
A loss for the
last minute. "We
boxing career, faces a
spots of a career in
hadn't got anything out of must-win situation old Duran would rid high
- he has won the
which
our press," he said."Nor- tonight when he Leonard of any pressure lightweight and WBC
ian
.
a
Panaman
the
give
mally when you get
challenges Wilfred to
welterweight titles. One
lead, you settle back into Benitez for the World another fight. Leonard of the wins was against
a zone: But we didn't Boxing Connell super has said he doesn't par- Leonard for the
tonight. . I think we welterweight champion- ticularly want to fight welterweight championDuran again, nor see any ship.
shocked them a little ship.
It is a severe test real need for such a bout.
Leonard, who will be at
Duran has been reluc- ringside
Nix, whose junior var- because Benitez, at 23,
at the 4,500-seat
sity squad dropped the already has won world tant in the past few days Caesars Palace Sports
preliminary game titles in three weight to talk about anything but Pavilion as a television
against St. Mary's, said classes and is ready to tonight's fight, but he commentator, thinks
the use of the press for launch a campaign at an once said: "I am looking Benitez will stop Duran.
the entire game forced unprecedented fourtho,forward to Leonard, and Benitez agrees.
the Vikings to go to their championship.
if I lose (to Benitez, it's
The bookmakers have
reserves early."We wore
A victory in tonight's ti- all over.
the champion
.installed
The last time Duran froin Puerto Rico as the
(Continued On Page 7)
tie match would make
9-5 favorite.
The scheduled 15-round
fight will be televised live
by Home Box Office at 10
p.m. EST. The telecast
will run from 9 p.m-12:30
a.m. and include a 12Slowest of the about 70 round North American
in the Daytona 24-Hour 24-hour race, which
Pepsi Challenge must be began at 330 p.m. EST cars that started,this 21st Boxing JFederation
edition of the Daytona heavyweight title defense
on constant alert.
today.
The GTX and GTP sports car enduro are the by Lynn "Bullet" Ball of
There are three
categories of cars in the cars, with up to 800 GTU cars — mostly Maz- Dallas against Michael
horsepower, whiz around da RX-7s, Datsun ZXs "Dynamite" Dokes of
Daytona International and small-engine Akron,Ohio.
Ball, ranked ninth by
Speedway's 3.4-mile road Porsche's. They average
course at average speeds under 100 mph and the the WC,has a record of
in excess of 129 mph. slowest of these races 18-4-0, with 13 knockouts.
Although they are slowed along on the high banks at Dokes, ranked second
down considerably by the barely over 140 mph — a behind Gerry Cooney by
twisting infield portion of virtual snail's pace for the WBC( has scored 12
the course, the fattest of one of America's fastest knockouts in posting a 230-1 record.
the GT machines hit racetracks.
Benitez considers the
about 210 mph oft
"That's the toughest fight against Duran the
Daytona's high-banked part
of this kind of rac- most important of a
straightaways.
ing," said Englishman career, which has seen
Those cars include the David Hobbs, who is him become the youngest
man
dominating Porsche Tur- teamed with country
ick and fighter ever to win a
bo 935s, Lola T-600 and John Fitzpatr
Baker in one of world title and only the
'the new prototype March Wayne
fifth — and first since
rged 935s.
82-G, one of which took the turbocha
Henry Armstrong in 1938
the pole position _for this
"The amazing thing is — to win three titles.
race.
He also has said, "This
that so few cars really get
The GTO cars, such as into problems, consider- is going to be my last
the BMW-Mls, the ing the difference in fight in the weight."
Chevrolet Camaros and speeds out there," noted
Benitez says he will feel
Pontiac Fircbirds, are Arnper Miller,a member more natural as 3 midrestricted to somewhat of the winning GTO teazn dleweight, a division with.
less power. Tlusy also can
year Livo and now in the a 160-pound limit, six
average well over MI top class in a BMW- pounds more than the "
mph and can get up to 190 powered March 82-C.. super welterweight Hass.
on the straights.

44016
to.
Electrical power lines
can be dangerous. If
cause a terrible
can
they
touched
1111111,
4
VN41
shock that may seriously hyrt or kill you:
Never touch,kick, pull,or attempt to pick up a fallen or sagging wire.
The life you save may be your own.
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Murray, Western
expect close game
on Racers' court

Lady Tigers face hard
times after 75-24 win
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Donna Rousse dribbled, drew up under
pressure and fired a high
arching shot. "Off," she
yelled to alert her Lady
Tiger teammates.
But the alert was unnecessary. The ball found,
nothing but twine.
That's the kind of night
Murray High's 9-2 Lady

Tigers had in beating
Fulton City, 75-24, Friday.
The Lady Bulldogs, on
the other hand, threw an
in-bounds pass at
halfcourt that Kim
Tharpe easily picked off
for a layup and two of her
21 total points.
That's the kind of night
the 1-10 Lady Bulldogs
had in a game decided m

By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Press Writer
Western Kentucky
didn't have much trouble
subduing Murray State
when the teams met
earlier this month. The
Hilltoppers breezed to a
surprisingly easy 71-54
victory in a game that
was expected to be close.
But that was over three
weeks ago on Western
Kentucky's homecourt .
The squads meet again
Saturday night in Murray
with first-place in the
Ohio Valley Conference
on the line.
"Murray has an excellent, well-drilled
team," said Western
Kentucky Coach Clem
Haski. whose team
edged Austin Peay 48-46
on 'Thursday."We caught
them just right when they
were here. I'm sure
they'll be out to even the
score with us."
Westetn Kentucky
holds a half-game edge
over the Racers in the
OVC standings. The
Hilltoppers are 8-1 while
Murray State is 7-1.
In other OVC games on
Saturday, Akron is at
Eastern Kentucky and
Youngstown State goes to
Morehead State.
Murray State, 13-4 in all
games, has won five
straight games since losing to the Hilltoppers.
The Racers posted two
big victories on the road
last week when they

the first few minutes of
the opening period at
MHS.
"I really hate to beat
somebody like that. I
know what it feels like to
be on the other end," said
MHS coach Rick Fisher.
"We needed to play our
varsity at least a half
because this is the first
tune we've played in a
week and only our
eleventh game of the
year."
The Lady Tigers played
their junior varsity the
entire second half after
cruising ahead 24-5 in the
first period and increasing to 47-11 at the break.
Tharpe tallied 13 points
in the first period, hitting
10 of 13 froin the field for
the night and leading all
rebounders with 12.
Fulton City committed
30 turnovers and were led
in scoring by Angela
Jones'14.
Although the Lady
Tigers breezed through
the home game Fisher
said the easy days were
over and the tests begin
Monday.
"We play 11 games in
February alone agairst
teams with a combined
record of 85-20. We'll play
eight games in the next13
days. The easy part's
over for us and we'll Had
out what we're made of in
the 'next few weeks."
Fisher said.
Monday the Lady
Tigers host Christian
County before hosting
undefeated ( 1 4-0)
Hickman County on
Thursday.
MURRAY(75)
Jones 31-1 7; Shanbacher 2 1-2 5
1-2 21; Rousse 2 0-0 4
10
Tharpe
M.Greene 3 4-5 10; Ridley 3 1-2 7
Thompson 2 2-2 6; K.Greene 4 04 IL
5pann 20-3 4; Harcourt0 1-2 1; Kelly 10
02.
Totals-32 11-1875.
FULTON art( )
Srnith 1 1-23; Sutton 1 1-4 3; Jones6 22 i4; Ferrell 1 0.1 2; Moore 0 1-1 1;
Macklin 01-3 1.
Totals-96-19 24.
Halftime- MHS 47,FCHS 11

Racers ...
OVERBEARING — Lady Bulldog Sandra Sutton (12) falls a few inches
short of blocking the shot of Murray's Kim Tharpe. Tharpe tallied 21 points in
the Lady Tigers' victory while playing only in the first half.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

McEnroe, unknown Hooper advance
to U.S. Pro Indoor Tennis final round
Sadri 5-7, 7-6,6-3.
McEnroe, the defending Wimbledon and U.S.
Open Champion, is
scheduled to meet the
winner , of a quarterfinal
match between Vitas
Gerulaitis and Kevin Curren in one of Saturday's
round of four.
Hooper, who rallied
after losing the opening
set to Sadri, goes against
the survivor of a Friday
night quarterfinal match
between Andres Gomez
of Ecuador and secondseeded Jimmy Connors.
CRASHING THROUGH — Murray's Lori ShanMcEnroe, who has
bacher (light jersey) crashes past a Lady Bulldog
never lost to Meyer in
nine matches, won the
for a power layup Friday.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
first set from 30-15 when
he forced his opponent into three consecutive errors in the 10th and final
game.
McEnroe won the final
point on a fifth match
point. He passed Meyer
with a top-spin shot down
line.
the
nard Folie of Kentucky.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. Center.
Hooper,23,lost the first
eight
tallied
In a first-round match set as Sadri broke service
Florida
(AP) — Despite an upset
of its top-seeded Division team points, Kentucky in Division 1 doubles, In the 12th game at love.
3 doubles team, Georgia and Vanderbilt scored 7 Florida's John Kennedy Hooper netted a volley,
led with 15 points after apiece, while Mississippi and Jim McLemore beat hit one over the baseline,
the first day of the State ran up 3 and Mississippi's Kirk Far- missed a backhand down
Southeastern Conference Mississippi had 2 points quhar and Joe Mulkin 7-6 the line, and again drove
(7-3)6-1.
Coaches' Indoor Tennis Friday.
over the baseline.
Tournament.
A one-time University
Tennessee's Mike
The Bulldogs were reAiabama tailed 13 team
Arkansas player,
1No.
Jr.,
er
of
.DePalin
al-tradition
their
and
taining
—points after singles
1
in
Division
came back to win
seeded
Hooper
ten&Males play Frtdav, domination of league
Vander- the second set in a 7-5
while Auburn and host nis despite-the upset of singles, defeated6-1
6-3 in tiebreaker_He had eight
-seeded Tom Foster bilt's Chris Huff
Tennessee were third top
match.
inal
a
quarterf
aces in the set.
in
Bezecny
and George
with 12 points each.
in the
The seventh annual Division 3 doubles. The
In Division 3 singles, His 14th ace ofa17
lead
6-5
him
gave
quartermatch
in
6-4
6-4,
lost
3-seeded
through
runs
No.
ent
e's
tournam
Tennesse
-point
seven
the
unSeedin
to
matches
finals
Doug Corn beat
Sunday at Knoxville
Health and Racquet ed Eric Vogas and Ber- McLemore 7-6 (7-2) 6-3. tiebreaker, and he won
when Sadri failed on a
return of service.
rev
In the deciding third
set, Hooper broke Sadri
in the fourth game, winning three consecutive
Take Pleasure In Announcing That
points from 15-30. The
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP)
— John McEnroe, the
world's top-ranked
player, and Chip Hooper,
a comparative unknown,
advanced to the
semifinals Friday night
in the $300,000 United
States Pro Indoor Tennis
Championships.
The top -seeded
McEnroe, 22, defeated
fourth-seeded Sandy
Meyer 6-4, 6-4 in their
scheduled three-set
match.
Hooper, who
eliminated defending
champion Roscoe Tanner
on Thursday, upset John

Georgia leads SEC Tennis
despite top-seeded upset

HUGHES AND GREGORY

winning shot was a placement that hit the top of
the net and just caught
the right chalkline. He
held service to take the
two-hour, nine-minute
match.

Tennis
roundup,
DELRAY BEACH,Fla.
(AP) — Jose-Luis Clerc
and Peter McNamara
both advanced into the
semifinals of the,$300,000
World Championship
Gold Coast Cup Classic.
Clerc, of Argentina,
was a winner when his
quarterfinal opponent,
Jose Higueras of Spain,
withdrew with a pulled
muscle.
McNamara, who
defeated Balazs Taroczy
of Hungary 7-5,6-4, joined
Clerc, Eliot Teltscher and
Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia in the
fttratfour.
CHICAGO AP) —
Martina Navratilova
outlasted Andrea Leand
6-3, 3-6, 6-4 in quarterfinal action at the $150,000
Avon Championships.
In other matches, Andrea Jaeger wore down
Dianne Fronllioltz 6-4, 63; Wendy Turnbull upset
Pam Shriver 6-2, 6-4, and
Sylvia Hanika of West
Germany defeated
Czechoslovakia's qelena
Sukova 6-4,6-4.
PITTSBURGH (AP) —
Eva Pfaff of West Germany advanced to the
semifinals of the $40,000
.A.11011 Futures tournament after posting a 6-1,
6-2 victory over Beverly
Mould of South Africa.
In other action,

SID EASLEY
And

C. MARK BLANKENSHIP

CORRECTION

Have become partners for the practice of low.
Effective January I, 1982, the firm name will be changed to

HUGHES,GREGORY,
EASLEY & BLANKENSHIP
NaLRyon Hughes(1906-1981)
John A. Gregory, Jr.
Sid Easley
C. MarkRlankenship

P.O. Pox 230
203 South Sixth Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone(502)753-2633

downed Middle Tennessee, 59-58, and Tennessee Tech,55750.
"We knew it would be a
big challenge to go on the
road and win two," said
Murray State Coach Ron
Greene."I'm proud of the
way our guys rose to the
occasion. They're certainly' playing crowdpleasing basketball and, I
might add, coachpleasing."
Junior guard Glen,
Green has been the
sparkplug for Murray,
averaging 14.1 points. He
scored 35 points, handed
out 10 assists and had five
steals in the road victories.
The Hilltoppers, 12-6
overall, own a sevengame winning streak.
Youngstown State, 4-5
in league play, will try to
remain in contention for a
berth in the postseason
conference playoffs when
it takes on Morehead
State. The top four teams
will meet in a tournament
to determine the OVC's
representative in the
NCAA tournament.
Morehead State holds
the No.4 spot right now
with a .6-3 mark. The
Eagles, 10-7 overall, are
also on a victory tear,
having won their last four
games.
Middle Tennessee, 6-2
in the OVC, meats Tennessee Tech in a
regionally-televised
game on Sunday.

In the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce's ad
in Wednesday night's edition,
Murray Paving Company was incorrectly listed. The corrected title. should have read,
Murray Paving Corp., Inc.

Claudine Cloge of West
Germany overcame
Petra Belhees ot
Switzerland 6-1, 6-1; Lea
Antonopolis topped Beth
Noiton 7-6, 6-7, 6-2; and
Nancy Yeargin defeated
Corinne Vanier of France
3-6,6-1,6-2.

whose foot injury w.
(Continued From Page 6) probably keep him out ,t
action for a week. "We
them down," he said. missed him, no doubt
-They had to use three about it," Nute said. "But
JV guys who played a we came together with a
whole game just before balanced scoring atthis game."
tack."
In addition to coming
Besides Key, -there •
in
ly
on Arong offensive
were three Lakers in douttr: final stanza, the ble figures, Garrison
Lakers held St. Mary's (10), Darnell 121 and
scoreless from the field. Tebbetts (11)_
Calloway shot 50 percent
Calldway's• next game
on lo of 40 field goal at- is 'at home Tuesday
tempts while the Vikings against Camden, Tenn. at
hit 17 of 32 field goals for 8 p.m.
53 percent.
CALLOWAY COUNTY 458
The Lakers held the
Miller 1 1-4 3; Butterworth 0 3-4 3;
edge in rebounds 32-20.
Tebbetts 5 1-4 11; Key :6-620Garrison
Darnell 5 2-312
Nute was also pleased 26-910;
Totals- 19-30.
ST. MARY'S I 41)
with his team's perJoseph 6 5-5 17; Averill 4 3-6 11,
formance minus the Woeltz
2 2-2 6; Boudreaux 11 2-3 2. Colassistance of leading gan 30-36,
scorer Keith Lovett, Totals 15 12-19.

Sports at a glance
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Lou. Ballard 70,Shelby Co.64
Lou. Butler 53. Lou. Western 50
Lou. Evangel66, Lou. Christian 48
Lou Moore 82, Lou. Bishop David 71
Lou. Nintla 082.St. Francis 32
Lou. St. Xavier 51, Lou. DeSales 45
Lou. Southern 68, Echnonson Co 64
N J .1 p.m.
Lou. Trinity 63, New Albany tad.I
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tian 38
Hazard Christian 50, Lea. Clays A.
Ashland 64. I.ou. Fem Creek 61
rdstoym t hleheni 53,Spencer Co. 47 (yr I
52
.erona 46
,
Bellevue 62,Walton
sine Co. 75,Coy, Holmes 73 30T
Bremen 65. Central City 60
Bulhtt Cent. 63,Henry Co. 48
Junin East Si, LaRue Co.53
CALLOWAY CO. 59. PAD. St MARY
48
National Basketball Association
Carroll Co. 57,Owen Co. 42
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Casey Co. 59, Russell Co. 55
Atlantic Division
Friday Games
W L Pct. GB
Cavrood 66, Lex. Lafayette 63
EAST
.744 32 11
Christian Co. 57, Hopkinsville 56
Boston
63. Colgate 58
Dartmouth
2,
.612
14
55
Co.
Estill
91,
30
Clark Co.
Philadelphia
W.
48,
Vi
45
rgina
Pittsburgh
9'tt
.524
22 20
Clinton Co. 64, North Bullitt 53
Washington
SOUTH
.455 12',
M 24
Crittenden Co.67, Dawson Springs 56
New York
51
59,
S.Flonda
Ala.-Birmingham
442 13
19 24
East Carter 90. Ashland Holy Family
New Jersey
Delaware St. 76,&Carolina St. 73.01
Central Division
76
62,
50
Howard
N.Carolina A&T
.674 29 14
Milwaukee
Elizabethtown 54. Bardstown 43
S.Alabama 75. Georgia St. 50
9
463
I9 22
Atlanta
Evansville Ind. t North 60. 'tenderUniv. of the South 61, Milsaps 48
10
442
24
19
Indiana
on Co. 53
W.Carohna 58, Citadel 53
.419 11
18 25
Chicago
Fain tew 78. Russell 51'
MIDWEST
.409 11'2
18 26
Detroit
Fort Campbell 76, Olmstead 59
sville 70, St. Xavier 6'2
S.M.-Edward
.190 20's
8 34
Cleveland
Franklin Co. 75, Madison Cent 545
1,iincMu
)
1
(
.Hvrat7O
81,;
Wabash
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Gallatin Co. 57, Trimble Co. 45
Midwest Divan=
Gairuiliel 47. Marion Co. 45
54
60,
Rift
Arkansas
Pct. GB
Graham 56. Fordsville 56
Texas-El Paso 51, Wyoming 45
L 66
• Greenup Co 73. Lawfence Co. 54
San A.ntoruo " 24
FAR
WEST
as
.535
73 24
Denver
Harlan 62, Lyrui Camp 48
Arizona St. 70, California 57
.4118
21 32
Houston
Harrodsburg 62,Somerset 47
Cal-Davis55. Humboldt St.50
TS 14'2
14 29
Kansas City
Highlands 611. Campbell Co. 54
Nev -Las Vegas 71, Air Force 47
.310 15
13 29
Hardinsburg St. Romuald 72,
Dallas
New Mexico 67,Colorado St 58
.310 15
13 29
Portland Chr.6; OT
Utah
St. 74. Loa Angeles St. 69.
Northndge
Pad& Divines ..
%gives-Kirk IS, Russellville 49
it Goruaga 61
Portland
721
31 12
Jessamine Co 69, Burgin 61
I os AngelesSt 6.2, Sacramento St.
San
Francisco
1
690
Knott Co Cent 80, Powell Co,60
29 13
Seattle
51
585 6
Laurel Co 86_McCreas, Cent 55
24'. 17
Phoenix
St. 61,Chico St. 54
Sonoma
JefferIts, Bryan Slat'on 7. Lu
7
561
28 18
Golden State
uthern Cal 107, Oregon 91
7
sontown 57
561
22 18
Portland
UCI.A 74-, Oregon St 48
'ltiny ille 57
I - tot
lrr" •"
13 :10
Soil Olt go

Harlem
Wizards

Friday's Games
No games scheduled
Saturday's Games
No games scheduled
Sunday's Game
NBA r,-Star Game at East Ruther-

High school
basketball

Pro basketball

College
basketbah

•

s
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Max Underwood
completes course
for CLU diploma

DONATES TABLE — Ray Harvey (middle), manager of Fred's Discount
Store, donated a card table to the senior citizens of the Ellis Community Center.
Florence Houston (left) and Tommie Turner accepted the table for the group.

Senior cosmetics director
returns from Dallas seminar
sultants and directOrs
gather for three days of
workshops, speeches and
awards.
Sessions concerning
product knowledge, sales
techniques, motivation
and business management highlighted the
agenda.
The $2.5 million
In April 1980, she seminar featured 20 mabecame an independent jor shows complete with
sales director and in singers and dancers, full
August 1980 a senior sales orchestration and
elaborate film shows.
director.
Glen Campbell was the
She and her husband
celebrity guest.
Mike have two children.
A New York-style
The seminar is a
professionally-produced fashion show complete
convention where con- with designs created

Evelyn -Willie of Murray, an independent
senior director with Mary
Kay Cosmetics Inc., has
returned from the company's annual seminar in
Dallas.
Willie joined Mary Kay
Cosmetics, lased in
Dallas, as an independent
beauty consultant in 1975.

.-4441r.!
Wi.y

-.

especially for Mary Kay
Cosmetics informed the
audience about how Mary
Kay makeup colors compliment spring fashions.
Mary Kay Ash, founder
and chairman of the
—Soard, gave a special
thank you to top consultants and directors.
Winners were presented
minks, diamonds, vacations, prizes and the company's famous. Pink
Cadillacs and Buicks.
The company, founded
in 1963, hacl_ner_sales of
1166.7 million in 1980 and
$91.4 million in 1979. During the first nine months
of 1981, net sales were
$174.3 million.
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Bank of Murray

Congratulations
Kroger
Max Underwood
" Dan McNutt Hazel Broach
Wiggins Furniture Ellis Center
Evelyn Willie Senior Citizens
Calloway County
High School FBLA'
,

1977 as a special
representative for the
Golden Rule Insurance
Co. Shortly after, he was
promoted to area
manager.
In 1978, Underwood
joined M. Wayne Bennett
& Associates as a supervising associate.
A graduate of the Purdue University•School of
Life Insurance Management, Underwood is a
registered representative
of ONESCO,a member of
the National Association
of Security Dealers. He
also is a member National Association of Life
Underwriters.
He attended St.
Meinrad College and Indiana State University
and graduated from
Vincennes University.
Underwood is married
to the former Pamela
Garland. They have one
son,John Joseph.

Shelter agent finishes
sales training session

1
CHIPS OFF THE OLD BLOCK — The Murray Kroger store houses the world's
largest potato chip display, according to Steve Grogan, Frito-Lay route
salesman. It contains 12,000 half-pound bags. The display is 45 feet long,five feet
wide and 14 feet high. It was built in nine hours by 12 people. At the display are
(from left) Roy Trimble, Frito-Lay district manager; Calvin Rutledge, Kroger
store manager; and Grogan.

Dan McNutt recently
completed a one-week
Shelter Insurance
(formerly MFA) training
course concerning advanced life and health insurance sales.
A Shelter agent for one
year, McNutt also has
completed several other
insurance training
courses, all administered
at the Columbia, Mo.,
home office.
As an agent at Dan
McNutt Shelter Insurance Agency, 52;
Main, He specializes in
farm owners and health
insurance. Farm owners
insurance includes farm,
home, equipment, life
and health.
He is a graduate of

Concern about boutique expressed

When Bloomingdale's state government's
retail chain opened its Department of the Arts,
"Oh, Kentucky!" bouti- said Frankfort is conques in major American cerned as well about
cities, and other prestige- .keeping the industry proname department stores fitable in years to come.
also got into the business She said the department
of promoting Kentucky will publish a 500-name
crafts, eraftspeople crafts directory, conaturally began to sponsor a buyers'show in
wonder: klow long will a Lexington in March and
coordinate seminars to
good thing last?
assist artists in designing
"Craftspeople are realand marketing their
Dan McNutt
ly pleased with the prowares.
Murray High School and motion because it means
Ms. Horseman is enMurray State University. more bucks in their
The agent said he pockets as they provide couraged by the increaswelcomes the opportunity people with collectibles of ing numbers of smaller,
to discuss insurance lasting value," said Jim lesser-known shops
needs with the public.
Seidelman, executive ordering Kentucky crafts
-His office is open from 9 director of the Berea- and by the fact that state
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday based Kentucky Guild of parks gift shops will offer
through Friday and by Artists and Craftsmen.
larger-than-usual supNell Wiggins and Jo appointment Saturday.
plies of Kentucky crafts
Miller of Wiggins Fur- His phone is 753-0445.
But Mr. Seidelman and next summer.
North,
niture, U.S. 641
McNutt's wife Frankie others in the business of
recently attended the
by Century marketing high quality
Crafts promoters give
Atlanta Furniture is employed
21 Realtors. They have quilts, furniture, pottery much of the credit for the
Market.
Wiggins and Miller two sons — Greg, 20, a and the like don't know success of the statewide
were selecting and buy- junior at Murray State, how long they can expect crafts push to Phyllis
ing furniture at the and Brad, 16, a junior at strong sales after the ma- George Brown, wife of
Murray High.
market.
jor retail chains turn to Gov. John Y. Brown. As
opm•s•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1 other merchandising at- Mr. Seidelman put it,
•
•
•
"The nation wasn't
• tractions.
•
For
your
T ravel Reservations C011.•
all
•
• Karen Horseman, aware of Kentucky's
• crafts coordinator for wealth of talent before
•
•

Wiggins, Miller
attend market

offer our

•

Max L. Underwood,
owner of Financial
Security Concepts, has
been awarded the Certified Life Underwriter
(CLU) diploma by
American College at
Bryn Mawr,Penn.
American College
awards the CLU to persons who successfully
complete a 10-course curriculum.
The CLU program is
designed to meet career
education needs of men
and women in life insurance, financial
counseling and related
financial sciences,
Underwood said.
Courses cover life and
health insurance, pension
planning, insurance law,
income taxation, investments and family
financial planning, estate
planning and business insurance.
Underwood began his
career in insurance in

1

•
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Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

Broach receives sales, service award

•
•
•
•
representing
•
•
•
American and International Trayeltime
•
•
•
•
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••■•

Murray resident, Hazel outstanding sales and
0. Broach, an insurance service to the public.
Lanny Parrott,
representative with Combined Insurance Corn- regional sales manager
pany of America, has for Kentucky, said Mrs.
received an award for Broach won the Pearl

Ong!
Hot water isn't cheap. After
all, nearly one sixth of your
yearly electric bill goes
towards heating it. So take
quick, warm showers
instead of hot baths
to help reduce your
energy use and
electrical costs. And
remember, as the cost
of producing electricity
increases, so will the cost of
heating water. So the less
hot water used, the less
energy you pay for.

U.

Phyllis not involved."
"The PR has been good
for the state:" noted
Garry Barker,
warehouse manager for
the Marketing Appalachia Traditional
Community Handcrafts
(MATCH)co-op in Berea.
"The effort has helped a
few craftspeople, who
previously had limited
production, start
marketing a lot of stuff;
some are working day
and night."
David (Ky.) Appalachian Crafts Center
is among the businesses
benefitting from the interest in Kentucky crafts
exhibited by such trendsetting stores as Marshall
Field's, Bullocks and
Neimanu Marcus, in addition to Bloomingdale's.
"We had fairly large
orders from Bloomingdale's for Christmas
stockings and ornaments
made from antique quilt
tops, and for quilt racks
and hickory coffee
tables," said Mary Lou
Manzardo, the sales
manager.

*
Ad the less energy
you use, the
better for
us all!

•

401 Olive St.

*foray Electric System

Award in the W. Clement
Stone International Sales
and Management
Achievement Club for her
work in the company's
health income-protection
insurance program. The
international club is named after the company's
founder and board chairman.
The Combined Group of
Companies in non cancellable accident and
health income-protection
in excess of $221 million.
Mrs. Broach became
associated with Combined as a representative
and her work in service to
policyholders earned her
the award.
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FBLA chapter
conducts
service project
The Calloway County
High School chapter of
the Future Business
Leaders of America
brought fo\d items to
needy famil es as a ser✓ ice project in
December.
Chapter members also
gave 1982 birthday calendars to all residents of
Westview Nursing Home
as Christmas presents.
A Christmas party also
was sponsored. (lames
were played, rifts were
e xchanged and
refreshments were served.
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111101AND OUTDOORS), ...,„.1 Fishing tine
I fished a little while
last weekend with Gary
Crass on Kentucky Lake.
The water was pretty
muddy in the area we
tried, but I don't believe
we could have found any
clear water deep enough
to fish.
The elevation was,
about three feet above
winter pool and still cold
enough to burn your skin,
however, we managed to
get back into a deep cove
out of the wind and it was
quite comfortable.
We cast light jigs for
crappie along a deep
rocky bank for awhile,
then moved in closer to
shore where I cast a dark
brown arkie jig for bass.
We didn't catch any

jerrN

fish but enjoyed getting
out anyway. There was
one eagle in the area for a
few minutes, but they
don't like to be around
people much,so it soared
away with the wind.
I think the conditions
were just too extreme for
the entire lake that d,ay.
I think this would be a
good time to pass on some
helpful hints, to some of
the newcomers in the
bass fishing world,in lure
selection.
Most lures are
developed because they
fill a specific need and
unless a bass fisherman
knows which lure is
designed to fulfill this
need, he's likely to fail.
Depth should be one of

your primary concerns in
selecting baits. When you
fill a tacklebox for the
first time, try to cover all
depths.
You cannot buy
everything you need at
one time,so get just a few
for each depth.
For shallow water
areas, pick some topwater lures and spinneibaits, if it's warm
weather, get some plastic
worms and hooks also.
There are dozens of
crankbaits that can cover
a depth of 5 to 15 feet but
you can save some money
if you buy name brand
lures.
Ask the clerk which
ones have been catching
fish or the ones he sells

the most. Jigs, worms,
and spoons are also very
good for very deep water
fishing the year round in
many states.
Find a good fisherman,
or a successful bass
fishing guide,and spend a
couple of daysin the boat
with him, studying his
lures and the techniques
for using them.
Obtain as much information as possible
about conditions and the
area you plan to fish, so
what you are ready to
fish, you can pick a lure
which is best suited- for
that water and the existing conditions.
Happy Fishing!

Calloway youth wins award
in national poster contest
Finding a place to hunt is getting more difficult as the seasons roll by. Hunter/farmer Dave Newton is worried and says action must be taken now if a hunting pressure crisis is to be averted.
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
On the whole, I think
hunters take things for
granted. They'll pretty
much do the same
things, hunt the same
coveys of quail, the
same thickets for rabbits. They -may explore
a little for deer or ducks,
but by and large, they
stay with a routine
that's worked in
previous years.
But then comes the
opening day when they
go back to that rabbit
thicket and it's a
highway. Or that quail
field is cleared for a new
subdivision. Or two
other duck blinds are
flanking their old spot.
They know it's time to
look elsewhere. But the
trouble is, new places to
look are getting fewer
and fewer. That bothers
Dave Newton, and
that's why we huddled
over coffee in his living
MOM.

"It's no secret that
every year we're losing
more and more
farmland," Newton
said. "We're losing it to
urban sprawl and
development, to erosion, to several other
different causes. It's
also no secret there's a
food crisis coming.
Right now American
farmers are feeding the
world, but in 20 years
they might barely be
able to feed this country."
Newton said a less obvious problem for
hunters is that as
farmland goes, so, goes
hunting opportunity.
"The problem compounds itself. As more
hunting land disappears, there's more
competition for what's
left. The farmer is
caught., in the middle,
and his natural reaction
is to be even more protective of his land. The
net result is a closure of

a lot of acreage that used to be available to the
hunting public."
Dave Newton sees the
issue from both sides.
An advertising and
publicity consultant for
the Hydra Sports boat
company in Nashville,
Tennessee, Newton also
owns and farms some
400-plus acres in nearby
Dickson County. A
sportsman and a landowner: he's in a unique
position to understand
the desires and positions
of each.
"You read in the
magazines about
hunter/landowner
relations," Newton con.
tinued. "The articles all
say to ask for hunting
permission, to go before
the season starts and be
courteous and then
maybe send the farmer
a Christmas present or
offer to share your kill
with him. These things
are all still good and
proper, but they're
cliches. They're almost
outdated.
"Maybe this would
still work for a guy
who'd 4nake a good
door-to-door salesman.
But most hunters are
shy about asking. What
they need is some sort of
bridge or connection to
the landowner. That's
why I think some sort of
hunter/farmer
organization on a
regional level would
work and be important."
Newton further explained his idea. "I
think it would be good
for representatives
from Southern Outdoors
Magazine, for example,'
to sit down with people
from The Progressive
Farmer and maybe the
Farm Bureau in a very
nonstructUred bull session to see if such an
organization might fly.
The two groups, the

farmers and the
hunters, are tied
together. They need
each other. The hunters
need the farmers for obvious reasons. The
farmers need the
hunters because , proanimal rights groups
like Friends of Animals
are starting to turn attention to the way
livestock is treated on
the farm. If the antihunters shift their efforts in this direction,
the farmers are going to
need all the support they
can get. They have a_
ready-made constituency in the hunters.'
Newton's idea embodies something like
the hunters' equivalent
of the Bass Anglers
Sportsman Society (for
which he once worked).
Members would pay a
nominal annual fee.
They would agree to
abide by principles of
sporting and ethical
behavior. -Failure to do
so would mean
automatic expulsion
from the organization.
Landowners who participate would be listed,
and their lands would be
available for the
organization's members
at the owner's consent.
The farmers get the
assurance that their
guest hunters would be
sportsmen. They'd also
be pretected under a
damage insurance or
bond put up by the hunting organization to
cover its members (and
paid for with membership fees).
"Right now the main
problem is with hunters
in urban areas, those
who don't have personal
landowner contacts out
in the country," Dave
Newton said. "These
hunters drive out from
the cities usually no
more than 50 miles, and

the pressure is terrible.
On opening day of the
Tennessee deer season I
keep my kids indoors.
Roadhunters are
everywhere.
"But there are still
large areas out away
from the cities which
could take a lot more
hunter pressure," he
continued. "If a
member of a formal
organization had names
and phone nutnbers of
participating farmers in
these outlying areas, he
could arrange a hunt
and maybe travel a little further to get there.
Basically, this plan
would more. evenly
distribute the'pressure
and at least put off the
hunting opportunity
crisis for a few more
years."
Dave Newton's idea
has progressed no further than the daydreaming stage. He's not interested .in trying to
I aunch the
hunter/farmer coalition, but he's putting out
feelers to find others
who might try. There is
a possibility that
Southern Outdoors
Magazine may pursue
the idea. If handled properly, it might offer
relief to a problem
many hunters are
already facing on an annual basis.
There are many
facets of the plan to
work out, maily people
to talk to and
feasibilities to test.
Dave Newton's idea
might not be the
answer. But he says
(and I agree) if
somebody doesn't come
up with an answer in the
next few years, hunting
as. we now know it will
change drastically. For
the hunter without the
contacts, those enjoyable days afield
might be over.

Mark A. Cooper of Murray, is a winner in the
1981 National Hunting
and Fishing Day Poster
Contest. His poster illustrating the contest
theme "How America's
Sportsmen Help Conservation" had already been
selected as a winner in a
locally sponsored poster
contest before being
entered in the national
NHF Day Poster Contest.
Mark, a sophomote at
Calloway County High
,School, won a Merit
Award in the Senior Division and will receive a $50
U. S. Savings Bond. His
entry was sponsored by
the school.
His poster was but one
of thousands entered in
local NHF Day poster
contests sponsored by
sportsmen's clubs, civic
organizations and schools
throughout the country.
In addition to local prizes,
there were 52 national
awards totaling $5,200 in
U.S. Savings Bonds for
youngsters who best ilustrated the contest
theme "How America's
Sportsmen Help Conservation."
Since the turn of the
century, sportsmen have
contributed more than $5
billion toward wildlife
conservation in this country. Through license fees
and special taxes, sport-
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1982 Field Corn Price List
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SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

SALES
SERVICE

ve

ALL SIZES

80,000
$55.50

Storey's

Sunday - Closed

80,000
Kernel

$57.50

PLATELESS

XL 390b

ALL SIZES

ALL SIZES

ALL SIZES

PLATELESS

XL 61
XL 71
XL 72 b

Kernel

"
°
$61.00 8°
Kernel
PLATELESS

PLATELESS •

$43.00

$52.40

$54.00

$55.75

80,000 Kernel

80,000 Kernel

80,000 Kernel

80,000 Kernel

MEDIUM
FLATS-ROUNDS

SX 98
SX 333
SX 351
Sx 17 A

$53.00

SX 351
SX 98

501 Bags

:•::

PLATELESS
LARGE SEED

$43.00
50# B •

Buc anan Fee

Open 7 Days 'A Week

industrial Rd.753-S378 Murray, K

8 a.m. - 1 1:00 p.m.
Hwy.641 North

80,000
Kernel

80,000
Kernel,

$54.00

XL 72 bb

Cain's AMC Jeep
1" A Ca

ALL SIZES

XL 32AA.

PLATELESS

FOOD
GIANT
Phone 753-8322

$51.00

Kernel

4606
4525 A
4522

$60.00
$51.00 80,000
$56.50 8""
Kernel
Kernel

Mon.-Sat. 9:00-7:00

it.R. 2 Buchanan, Tenn.(901)232-8221

Hwy. 641 So.

4507
4628 A

PLATELESS

•:.:

r-vrnmuot.

753-9131
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Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364 — 753-6779

Your U-Haul Headquarters

-

Featuring

A Spring Canoe Escape
is being organized by the
recreation department at
Lake Barkley State Park.
The event, scheduled
Saturday, April 17, is a
day long canoe trip down
the Little River Canoe
Trail. The trip will start
in Cadiz and meanders
down Little River to Lake
Barkley, about 10 miles
away.
Canoes will put in and
depart at West Cadiz
Park at 8 a.m. and the
trip will end that afternoon at Lake Barkley
State Park.
Beginning canoe skills
will be taught at Lake
Barkley Lodge on Friday,
April 16.
Box lunches will be
available for all canoeists
for a small fee. Five rental canoes will be
available from the lodge.
In case of rain the event
will be rescheduled.
All area canoers interested in participating
in the event may contact
Bobby Hancock, 1-9241171, for further information.

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

Where "Service Is Our Business

Why Pay More For Your Next Boot?
•Bass Hawk Boats
'Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

Mark A.Cooper
•
smen have paid for conservation and the
habitat acquisition and sportsman's role in
fish and wildlife manage- America's conservation
ment programs. In addi- efforts, the 1981 NHF Day
tion, sportsmen have Poster Contest was open
voluntarily contributed to all students in grades 5millions of dollars for 12.
private conservation proFor information about
grams, suckas'wetlands the 1982 National Hunting
acquisition and other and Fishing Day Poster
habitat improvement.
Contest, contact NHF
Designed to foster an Day Headquarters, Box
increased awareness of 1075, Riverside,CT 06878.

641 Super Shell

FUNK'S

).

Canoe
Escape
Organized

PURINA
CHOWS

753-4i448
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®IRA G. CORN, JR.

"Fools do not know how fourth spade and the defend ers are held to only three
clearly linked are luck and
1304
NORTH
tricks.
•A 9 8 7
merit."- Goethe.
QJ8
. Bid twilit Cara
It takes both luck . and
•Q 8 5 3
good play to bring in today's
•A 7
1-30-B
South holds
shaky game. What matters WEST
EAST
good leek if declarer fails to •K 6
454 3 2
•QJ 10
•5 4 3
•62
Lake advantage?
•A K 1097
7
J
K
A
•
•
10
6
Perhaps North should
•9 4 2
*542
pass over West's overcall: •KQ10963
*J 8
SOUTH
he has a minmum opening
•QJ 10
and secondary values. HowNorth South
•AK 1097
ever two honors in partner's
•9 4 2
suit are plus values and I
ANSWER: Three hearts
•J 8
have no criticism of the
Vulnerable. North-South Although it shows 13-15 supcompetitive raise.
port points and at least four
Dealer North. The bidding
Dummy's club ace wins
trumps, this hand-offers the
and declarer can feel the North Nast Kama West
exception
2*
Pass
IV
1*
floor tremble. He feels that 211
41,
All
Pass
Send bridge ciliestions to The Aoes
East must have a high diaNss
PO Box 19963 Dallas Teas, 75225
mond honor since West did
Opening lead Club king
with sell-addressed stamped envelope
not lead the diamond king.
for reply
so four quick minor suit
losers are waiting in the
wings. Clearly: the spade
finesse must succeed but
Representatives of 21 junction with the Departthere's more to the hand
summer camps and four ment of Recreation and
than.that.
If declarer draws trumps companies from several Physical Education,
Bill Furgerson, coorand then takes the spade states will be on the camfiuesse, the suit blocks anclNp_us of Murray State dinator, said response by
University for the second camps and businesses
declarer can never enjoy
discard on dummy's fourth annual Summer Job Fair has more than doubled
spade. To make his game, Tuesday,Feb.9.
since the first camp a
declarer must leave one' They will have inter- year ago.
high trump in dummy and view stations set up in the
"People who came to
then take the spade finesse ballroom of the Universi- the campus for the SumWest covers and dummy's ty Center from 10 a.m. to mer Job Fair last year
ace wins and now declarer 4 p.m. to meet and to ex- were impressed with the
finds his luck. He unblocks plore summer employ- quality, as well as the
his two remaining high ment possibilities with number - more than 250
spades while East follows students who have a wide -of our students who apsuit helplessly (West is out variety of skills and in- plied," he added.
of trumps) and finally a tereWts.
third trump is led to
The event is sponsored
dummy's queen. Declarers by the Placement Service
club loser goes on dummy's at Murray State in con-

Po'

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

2. Notice

V

We

ileanto•n

shopping

Open 9 5 Mon
one 9 noon on Set

center
Fri

Carter
•14.4.

4 Newest
ACROSS
5 Embraces
1 Gangster's
66.111
girl
5 Neon,for one 7 Splatter
8 Substance
or
8 Brunch
9 Great Lake
lunch
10 Matures
12 Region
11 Misplaced
13 Tear
14 Jason's ship 19 Fish eggs
21 London meal
15 Tidy
16 Everyone
24 Emerged
17 Cravats
victorious
25 Regret
18 Church
26- a girl!
officials
20 Bear witness 28 Gaga
to
29 Before
30 Pop
22 Soak up
34 Experienced
23 Notice
24 Pens
35 Fib
27 Damaged . 36 Whirlpools
37 Mutiny ship
31 Away
32 Macaw
38 Possess
39 Stable
33 Cuddle tip
37 Stuck together securely
40 Succor
41 Be in debt
42 Went by
45 Joins
49 Encourage
50 Electrified
particle
52 Clutch
53 Existed
54 Dine
55 At this piece
56 Winter
vehicle
57 Pigpen
58 Let it stand
DOWN
1 Horse's hair
2 City on the
Oka
3 Conduct

Answer to Thursday's Puzzle

7 51 1 291

GLOOM BM=
MODULI DINUILIO
MOO MOM WU
OMO MOM UOU
LIU LAMM CUM
UOULINIUU MUM
COM =CB
MUM LIODUCOU
NUM COMO CU
OU ULM= coo
13 DOOM MOO
MUM MOUIDU
DOOM MUDGE
allowance
sounds
42 Animal's feet 47 Leprechaun
43 Adam's SOrl
land
48 Barracuda
44 Withered
51 Grain
46 Waste

MANN AWN WANE
WM= KAIM MIMMM
WME WM=
WEMMWM MEM=
WMM
WWWEMM AMMWWW
AMM
WEE
WMMWWW WWWMM
AMM
WWWMMIM WMMWWW
WMEM WWII WEN
WMIMM WMM WMME
WMM
WMIMM

girl, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville.
DISMISSALS

COOLING OFF DOWN UNDER- While portions
of the Northern Hemisphere suffer with a record
cold weather wave, residents of Sydney, Australia,
where it is summer,flockjo the beaches to cool off.
2-years-old, helps keep his
1
Andre DeMichiel, 2/
mother Lynette cool with a bucket of cold water on
Sydney's Balmoral Beach.
(AP Laserphoto)

gramming instruction for
teachers. If space is
available, persons who
are not teachers may attend.
Those who know
nothing about computers
or programming can expect to learn to write simple programs in the
BASIC language and how
to store and retrieve programs. Teachers who
already have experience
with computers will be
given the opportunity to
expand their skills.
Cost of the workshop is
$5 for teachers who are
members of KCTM and
$7.50 for those who are
not. A teacher may join

the,KCTM for $3 and attend the workshop as a
member for $5, a total
cost of $8.
Anyone wishing to apply to attend the workshop
at Array State or a
workshop at another location should contact:
Jackie Vance, KCTM
Treasurer, Model
Laboratory School,
Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond,
Ky.,40475.
More information locally niay be obtained by
contacting Dr. Harvey L.
Elder, Department of
Mathematics, Murray
State University,
telephone 762-2311.

Ronald B. Crouch, 1413

Paris. Tenn.; Betty June

Willie Lee
Foster, 209-3 Maple;

Higgins, Rt. I, Almo;
Blanche N. Spiceland, Rt.

Affair F. Ramsey, 1420C ,8; Ellsworth E. Knox,
View; Roy Box 194, New Concord;
Elbert Bynum, Rt, 5; Preston B. Oliver, Box 44,
Jean Barger, 1609 Locust, Hazel; Neil C. Brown,
Betty C. Sturgill, Rt, 5, 1301 Kirkwood.
ilsk...prace D. Jeffrey, 200
YOU CAN'T TROLL
Henry, Frankfort; Hattie
FOR 5NOWFI5e-1:
Vaughn, 300 Woodlavm;
Ardee A. Riley, 409
Cherry; Gena F. Burd
and baby boy, 107B
Walnut Ct., Benton; Dusty Rodgers, Rt. 2, Water

1-26-82
Adults 165
Nursery 10
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Kelly Perez and baby

NANCY---COME
UP AND WRITE
YOUR ANSWER
ON THE
BOARD

boy,Rt.5, Box 452A.
Linda Bridwell and
baby girl, 1605 Locust.
Cathy Washum and
baby girl, 203 Wright,
Paris, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Kimberly W. Coklow,
401 N. Cherry; Diana R.
Foster, B1 Southside
Manor; Dora Faye Conner and baby girl, Box 1,
Hardin; M. Janet
Caldemeyer, Rt. 4, Benton; Mary Lou Gibbs, 701

C na2 urvrt fins.Sensor. es

YOU'VE NEVER
BEEN IN MY
CLOTi-IING
STORE

South Ninth St.
Christy Ann Watson,
500 Broad; Danny G.
Smiley, Rt. 6, Mayfield;
Lucy .W. Runyon, 1615

OKAY,OKAY ..
i-IEIZE IT 15

EVERYBODY HAS
I'M
THE RIGHT TO
RY„
CRY WHEN THEY
„CRIED,„ FEEL LIKE IT.

••••

NOW,CAN
)0L4 TELL
ME.Z
I'LL.I'LL
TRY.

•

Is your hospitalization
insurance too high?
Want better
coverage? Call Tony
Montgomery 7 5 3
7273. Bennett 8,
Associates Murray,
Kentucky. Group rote
for farmers.

HOC
BOX 280570
Dallas, Tx. 75228

goin the efight
Against cancer by helping the
McDoeieN Cancer Foundation raise
funtlayto build • Cancer center for
Kentuckians
Reaching our goal of $19 million
depends on the generosity of people
Ni. you
Please mend contrIbutioas
McDOWELL CANCER FOUNDATION. 915 South Limestone, Lexington. Kentucky 40536
Alf donations wt11 be matched by
Mrs. Lucille Markey of Calumet
Farm

-11111 i

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Plaza

14K Gold chains 16"
;12.95
14 K Gold Chains 18'
;16.95
Floating Hearts $3.85
Free Gold Gift With
Each $50.00 Purchase.
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
753-7113

13. For Sale or Trade

THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 7539356.
Tupperware Party Feb.
8, 1982 404 College Cts.
6:30p.m. If you have
any questions call 7674464 Anita Broadnax.
Will exchange cabinet
work or carpentry for
auto engine repair, hour
for hour. Call 753-0790
evenings.

Three bedroom house
for sale or trade. Call
753-6940,

14. Wantto Buy
30in. Electric range and
other home furnishings.
489-2414.
Old house and or small
acreage. Call 489-2115.
Want to buy junk cars.
Call 474-8838 after 50m.
Want to buy raw furs.
Raccoon, mink,
muskrat, red and gray
fox, opossum, beaver,
and coyote. Call 618-3426316.
We buy standing timber
of all types. Highest
prices are paid. Call
Edmonson Logging at
235-5748, 235-5648, Cadiz,
Ky.

FOR SALE
14 good used metal
office desks.
Wiggins
Furniture

15. Articlesfor Sale

Hwy 641 North
753-4566

Dune buggy $2000., pool
table $300. 23 hole J. D.
wheat drill and trailer,
5-16in. J. D. plows, 6 row.
Birch cultivators. 3822294.

5. Lost and Found
Two Cocker Spaniels 1
blonde, 1 red missing
from Sherwood Forrest.
Reward $100 753-2381

16. Home Furnishings
Sears 2 manual organ in
a wood cabinet with
rhythm section. This
can be seen after 5p.m.
at 1008 Sharp St. or call
753-0309.
Frigadaire electric
range, white. $60.00. Call
753-1655.
Girls white bedroom
suite. Includes lull size
bed, night table, dresser
with mirror. $120. Call
753-0421.
Three couches, 2 chairs,
dryer. 753-3485.
Two piece green sectional couch ISO., black
vinyl chair with ottoman $25., modern
chrome floor lamp $20.
753-8920.
Westinghouse stove.
Avocado, upper and
lower oven $100. Good
condition. Call 492-8336.

6. Help Wanted
OIL SALES
LOCAL TERRITORY
AVAILABLE

Stadium

- 21

M•IAT DOES 6l.40PPNG
1-1AVE To DO WITH
EYE DROPS

Insurance

Cr Visa
No Credit Check
Guaranteed Free
Details
Send SASE-to:

Disc - Brake
Special
Now Only $49-00
complete Where?

Sunset; Chester A. Perry,
200 Walnut; Robert R.
Nelson, 1505 West Main
St.; Pershing Mitchuson,
Rt. 1, Dexter.
John E. Wyatt, Rt, 41,
Almo; John Nell Hurley,
527 Greenhill, Benton;
Mary Sue McKinney, 408
South 12th St.; Patricia
K. Hosford, 1604 Valley
Wood, "Paris, Tenn.;
Joyce R. Overbey, 1507
Sycamore St.
Jill B. Alton, B3 Coach
Estates; Margaret E.
Tharp, 2205 Coldwater
Rd.; Lesley J. Dunigan,
Rt, 9, Benton; Joseph C.
Witzosky, 307 Langford,
Paris, Tenn.; Susan K.
McDevitt, 915 Sycamore
St.
Lorena Marshall, 810
Hurt; Ernest E. Huffclan, Rt, 5; Mary Louise
Short, Rt. 5; 1.oman N.
Cppe, Nt. 1, Benton;
Sadie Neil Jones,707 Vine
St

Primrose Oil Co. of Rehash. is leskieg for a sales

Itepresestative ie this area,
Ii service existiog aid
establish ele accents.
This is a straight commissin with average 1st year
iris! over $35.000 MN

Valley.

YEAH,IM
t, GOING SHOPPING

12. Insurance

Get Master Card

6J'?

EYE
PROPS

TO. Business Opportunity
For sale or lease. Park
Terrace Restaurant
South Fulton, Tn. Call
502 751-8872 after 6p.m.

CREDIT
PROBLEMS?

Dudley;

Nursery 8
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Vickie Reed and baby

House cleaning and
babysitting. Any hours
available. 435-4402.
Witt clean houses Monday -Thursday.
Honest and dependable.
References on request.
Phone 430-5616.

$14. Dieseeil PoeIents
$12-$21. Selase 1 chile
$4.141. is. Isere rims
$4.111. Werk /Noe Mille
yeti wed. /Worth 33%
Ned mealfer Weary. Net
Nary, set espeesive.
Legated is Colossus teary
(rersr) 494 N. 191h 7539899. Been 111-5 Tees.Sul., le sad Oet S. •
See.

Hospital patients dismissed
1-25-82
Adults 170

9. Situation Wanted

GOLD-SILVER GEMS
Specials: LCD. Wetelipies

Computer workshop for teachers
scheduled on campus in February
A computer workshop
for teachers scheduled at
Murray State University
on Saturday, Feb. 20, is
one of eight. planned at
various locations
throughout Kentucky in
February and March.
Hours of the workshop
at Murray State will be 9
a.m. to 4 p.m., with an
hour for lunch. It will be
limited to 28 participants,
with no more than two
working at each
microcomputer or terminal.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Council of
Teachers of Mathematics
(KCTM), the Saturday
workshops are designed
to provide computer pro-

LEO'S
FLU
DIAMOND
DRAWING.

Studio
300 Mein

Summerjob fair set at MSU

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Personnel Director for
small (250 plus employees) organization
with national atfiliations. Experience
preferred. Send 'resume
to PO Box 1040C
Murray, Ky. 42071.

located in the

are

ECONOMY TIRE
& SERVICE
203 Main St.
Money, KY753-000

Glasswork and mirrors
G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of frames and custom
cut mirrors. We do store
front replacement, picture framing and cut
glass table tops. We
custom make gun
cabinets, show cases
and display cases. Also
install auto glass, window glass and plate
glass. Repair storm
windows, storm doors
and patio door glass. M
I. G Glass 816 Coldwater
Rd. 753-01800r 7512798.
Register for $25. free
groceries, drawing at
Big John's, 9-5 Jan.
30th. Sponsored by Encyclopedia Britannica.
Call 753-4161 for information about Encyclopedia Britannica
and Britannica-Jr.

Mee or
Wolfs loots
'10 t0 540 Off.
Om Crimp
Press kits
829.95
Om Wire
wall Nercliallise
Vs Off
Pelts, Straw Rats, skirts,
coats all Wins.
Vernon's
Western Store
_Olympic Plus
7 3-7 1 1 3

94 Daily
1-6 Sunday

pitutial to $50.000. We are
wanfactores of custom
lehricaits Is the
Agriculture, 'Mistrial,
Commerical aid Oil field
markets ter ES years. The
persse we pled skull
have kackgroul ie use of
these areas. lebricait sales
experiesce pretend but est
mcessary. We otter high
cemmissims paid weekly,
is overoight travel, moonily

19, Farm Equipment
1965 Ford 5000 diesel
tractor, 1977 Case front
end loader, 5ft. bucket,
1974 Ford flat 2 ton
truck with hoist, 1970
Dodge lime truck with
flotation tires. Call 4892348,489-2666, 437-4845.
John Deere 4240, 145
hours. Like new. lift.
Case chiesel plow, Mt.
folding disk. Call 4362438.

Mous plat protected territory, cemprelmosive trail* program. for ioterview
arraigemeats, Call collect:
211-211-1I00. Mr. Morris.

22. Musical ,
WANTED
Responsible party

to
take up payments on
like now piano.

EARN $365.0e
PER WEEK
PART TIME

CLAYTONS
753-7575

We ore o National Company specializing in
Hot Food Vending
equipment featuring
Notional brand presold
foods Your mochines
will bedocoted by professional locators in
factories, schools,
hospitals, industrial
complexes and similar
high traffic locations.
Your mochines have a
one year factory porronty plus a location
guarantee and company expansion progroin.

PIANO
LESSONS
Limited number of
openings for adults
and preichoolen only.
During day hours. Call
Cynthia Scribner at
753-5439 before
3:00 p.m. or efter
6:30 p.m.

With a three (3)
machine minimum purchose for only $3,565.90
with just 16.5 soles per
day, Your route will earn
$4,419.52 Gross, per
year port rime If you
hove $3,585.10 USN
eseilehie NOW and con

23. Exterminating

start immediately, have
a serviceable auto and •
con Operate ham your
home, Mt NOW TOIL

1,1011-535-2115

•

.......••••••••••••0•=111r...a.C111=-..-

BEssr COPY

•
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22. Musical

25. Business Services

HODGES TAX SER
VICE. The Income Tax
Specialist 1104 Pogue
Murray, Ky. Call 7591425
Income Tax SerVice.
24. Miscellaneous
753-7908 after 5:30p.m.
Mon.-Fri. or anytime
8-Track plus radio, Sat. and Sun.
carpeting '3 and one half
x 21 short shag, greens
buildings at facand browns. 753-7293 New All
parts accountory.
after 5p.m.
ted for. All structural
Air compressors for steel Carries MI factory
guarantee. Buildings
sale. Dill Electric.
square feet to the
Camera and lenses for 10,000
1,200 square
sale. Nikon' F2 Photo- smallest
sell immic 'body with case, Al feet. Must Will sell
553.5 micro lens with mediately.
Call toll free
extension ring (PX-13), cheap.
or 1-800Al 501.8 lens. All excel- 1-800-248-0065
777.
lent condition. Call 753- 248-032. Ext.
264 or 753-4746 after 26. TV Radio
lo m.
Firewood for sale. 4892615, 7513523.
LARGE
Kero-Sun Heaters
Omni 15 $147.99,
SELECTION
Moonlighter $154.99,
Radiant 8 $162.99,
USED TV's
Radiant 10 $209.99,
Radiant 36 $212.99.
25" color $39.95
Omni 85 $218.99, Omni
19" color, 13" col
105 $247.99. The Director $254.99. Wallen
or, 19" B/W
tlarchvare Paris.
Locust fence post for
sale. $1. each. 436-2582.
753-7575
Raleigh 10 speed
bicycle. Call 753-9903
after 5p.m.
S-EASONED 27.Mobile Home Sales
FIREWOOD. Mixed 10x50 Trailer with 3 lots.
hardwoods 18"-24" 2 car garage, out
available. $27.50 a rick buildings, 2 wells with
delivered. Call John city water. $6000 Call
Boyer at 753-8536.
753-8451.

`'‘,,Electric guitar and
amplifier. $150. Not sold
seprerately. Call 753-3293
after 5p.m.

CLAYTONS

Marshal ounty
Hospital
Benton, Kentucky

27. Mobile Home Sales
196-8 Baron. Unfurnished. $2500. 4740838
1978 Fleetwood 14x70. 2
bedroom, 2 baths, furnished. Call 753-4683 or
753-1336 after lp.m.
1978 3 bedroom mobile
home for sale or rent.
Located at Stella
Trailer Court. Call 7534864
Two Bedroom furnished
trailer. Ready for rental
unit or your home.
$2990. Call 753-5750.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Three miles east of
Murray. 2 bedroom
mobile home. 12x50, 1'2
acre lot. Central heat
and air, water furnished. $115. month, $75.
deposit. 753-0712, 753.
Trailers for rent. See
Brandon Dill, Dill's
Trailer Court.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Nice. Call 489-2611.

30. Business Rentals
Want to rent 3 bedroom
house in southeast section of county. Prefer
farm area. Need by
May. 1st. Reasonable
rent, references. Call
436-5525 after 4p.m.

Mini •
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

located ie one of the nation most bentifol recreation area,
is completing a $2 million expansion program and seeks
lases to staff brald-oriv, ultra modern
ICU/CCU, ER., O.R.. ad
Delivery facilities as well
as general-care personal.
4e offer liberal salary an benefits, excellent working condi'Des, aid a great place to live!

For More Information,
Call Collect:
Ben Webb, Dir. of Nursing
Marshall County Hospital
East Ninth Street
Benton, Kentucky 42025
(502)527-9269

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. Miller St. (AC.Os. From C•111mmaY c•M•r)

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30 - 753-3685

32. Apts. For Rent
Attractive 2 bedroom
duplex with fireplace
and carpet, stove and
refrigerator in Panorama Shores. 436-2755.
Extra nice 2 bedroom,
unfurnished. duplex in
Westwood Subd. With
fireplace, patio, stove,
refrigerator, dis
hwasher, disposal and
washerdryer hook-up
$265. month plus deposit. 75,3-9266 or
5565.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 7534109 or 436-2844.
Furnished 3 room upstairs apartment Almo
Heights. $125. per
month. Water furnished. Call 759-1966
after 5p.m.
Nice duplex apartment
located in Westwood
Subdivision. 2 bedroom,
carpeted throughout,
central heat and air,
washer-dryer hook-up,
refrigerator, range,
dishwasher, disposal,
built-in microwave.
Lease, deposit, and
references required.
Call 759-1503.
One and two bedroom
apartments for rent.
Embassey Apartments
753-3530, 753-4331.

311E 3r

32. Apts. For Rent

34. Housesfor Rent '

One bedroom furnished
apartment 1 block from
MSU. Air condition,
wall to wall carpet. $Y5.
deposit, $110. per
month. Call 759-4538.
One bedroom near
hospital. Attractively
furnished. Call 759- 4756.
One bedroom duplex
artment. 414 S. 10th
Murray. Also efficiency
apartments 492-8225.
One bedroom apartment near MSU. Furnished, -also water furnished Call 753-3134.
One or 2 bedroom
apartment. Gas heat.
$175. a month. 405 Elm
St. 759-9303.
Three room basement
apartment, furnished
with private bath and
entrance. All utilities
furnished. 411 S. 8th St.
753-8294.
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No
pets. $210. month. $200.
deposit. Lease required
Call after 5p.m
753-6699.
Two bedroom upstairs
apartment. Partial
utilities paid. Call 7532422 or 759-1.157 after
5p.m.
WANTED: female student, teacher or working girl to share nice
furnished home with
young female university instructor. $100. per
month plus half of
utilities. Phone 753-9280
after 4p.m.

South of Aurgra 3
bedroom, 1 bath, car
wed, stove, refrigera
for and water furnished
$195. 442-3877
Three bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, kitchen
with appliances
Fireplace, central airconditioning. Walk to
MSU. $350. a month
Available in February.
Call between 5p.m. and
7p.m. 753-3006.
Two houses near university. 1 bedroom,
$108. per month. Call
253-6114 after(am„
Unfurnished 3 bedroom
all electric home in
Murray. Well insulated, extra nice.
$250. per month rent,
$M. deposit. Call 7539829 after 5o.m
Wanted: responsible
female student to share
fully furnished 3 hiedroom home. Reasonable
expenses. Call 759-4011
after 6p.m.

13. Roomsfor Rent
Furnished room 1 block
from MSU. Kitchen and
laundry facilities. $50
month. Call 759-4538.
Rooms for rent one
block from university.
Call 753-1812 or 753-6933.

34. Housesfor Rent
House for rent.
month. 436-2582.

$100. a

FOR RENT
1. A charming 2
BR house, newly
redecorated, nice
lot, out of city.
2. A country home,
2 storys -with double carport. Lots of
MOMS.

3. Nice 2 BR furnished mobile
home on private
lot. Only $150.
4. If your rental
property is a
headach to you?
Talk to us about
management.
753-911141
IA
CIA! 561 015
PROPIRTV MANAGENV•T

Nice 3 bedroom, 1 l
bath, convenient location. $300. month, $300.
deposit. Call 435-4559
after 5p.m.

Make Money By Saving!

CICAITIC INDOOR
!All SALE &
FLEA ROUT
a.s1 p.n. Feb. 1 & 2 io
!Wray lops CHIN spim
sera by Norm Knows
Club Dealers aflame
Limited lumber of both
Arailallo fir isternalisa so
WA rola! call 153-1229
or 153-1113.
•

IS WHY
Under the new tax
law, you can now
depreciate real
estate investments
over 15 years instead of 25. We-have
an investment
located within
walking distance of
MSU. Separate entrances insures
privacy for the: furnished units. Need a
place to live too?
Kitchen overlooks
spacious yard with
winding creek Hideaway bedroom
area - formal dining
room and family
room complete the
picture. Owner will
consider trading for
smaller home. Call
us 753-1492.
JUST LISTED!
$45,500
Quiet! Tree-lined
street to this unique
tri-le0e1 family
home. Floor plan
conducive..to
privacy which includes teenager's
additional rec area
with kitchen.
Children can walk
to park. Call 7531492 - appointment
easy to arrange.

•3 bedroom home north of
tows near Alm.. Rent $150
per month
'Older 3 bedroom home in
lahe free, rustic sorroending, paved rood, wood
bast, wettable for hardy
itertdoor typos, $75.00 per
month.
'•Deposit and references
regaired.
CALL SPANN REALTY
ASSOCIATES FOR ALL YOUR
REAL ESTATE NEEDS
753.7721

36. For Rent or Lease
Two horse barns, 4
acres in south Murray.
Call collect after
6:30o.m. 554-8710

Office
Building
For Rent
Located at 905
Sycamore, formerly
Guy Spann Realty. Has
7 rooms, central heat
and air, will rent furnished or unfurnished,
has wall to wall carpet
and drapes. If interested will sell and
finance to right person.
Days 753-8365
Nights 753-2587

f21,
LORETTA WS, MAIMS®
200 SyCOTOre
Murray, Kentucky 42071
f502)753-1492

45. Farmsfor Sale

Sixty-two acres on Hwy
299 north of Kirksey on
county line. 489-2425.

3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the ledger & Times during the month of Feb. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February ,ou will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.

1 Strout.
Realty

0

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Yorkshire Terrier
pup. $100. Call 753-6144.
Collie pups AK C registered, excellent
bloodlines. $100. 502-8212127 or 767-6408.

Office Cust to Coast
Boyers from Everywhere
Reliable Service Since 1900
1912 Coldwater Reed
litorray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 7334186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Brisker
Licensed & Bonded

43. Real Estate

4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone:

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutiVe days.
No changes will be made in copy.
v.Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex,
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can tote it you sell the item y641-10i-Fnise. Toss sate
money on your business advertising ansl gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you an save is determined only by the amount
of advettising you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:

NEW AND
NICE
Brand new 2-story
English tudor style
home in Canterbury
Estates with 4 large
bedrooms, formal
dining room, living
room and den.
Select your own color and style
carpeting and kitchen appliances in
this beautiful
residence nearing
completion. Before
you select your
dream home, you'd
better look over this
excellent opportunity. Over 3,000
square feet under
roof. Phone any
Home Team
Member at Kopperud Realty, 711
Main in Murray.
42 ACRES
FOR SALE
Beautifully wooded
acreage near Kentucky Lake. Price
just lowered $6,000
to $21,500. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
details on this solid

Call 753 1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.

Ilivestment.
••••••••

NEW LISTING
60 ACRES
Fresh on the
market is this
choice 60 acre tract
just west of Murray
city limits at intersection of

Highway 94 and
Johnny Robertson
Road. 55 tendable
acres, stock barn,
tobacco barn and
several hundred
feet of blacktop
highway frontage.
Phone 753-1222 for
all details.

NEAR MURRAY
HIGH SCHOOL
Quality 4 bedroom
home near Murray
High School, fresh
on the market.
Home has been

47. Motorcycles
See to believe. Stored
1973 Honda 125. 400
actual miles. Also 1976
Honda 175. 436-2418

anytime.

Import Auto Salvage.
Repair that Opal,
Volkswagon, Datsun,
Subaru, Fiat, Chevy
Luv, Capri Toyota,
Honda. All kinds of new
and used parts. Call
474-2325.
Used auto parts for
most models. Call 4748852 after 5p.m.

49. Used Cars
1957 Ford. $550.
474-8838.
1966 Chevelle Super
Sport. Good condition.
Call 753-3107,
1971 Volvo. 4 cylinder, 2
door, air condition.
759-4645.
1972 Opal GT. Good gas
mileage, good condi:
tion. Will sell or trade.
474-8852.
1972 Volkswagon Super
Beetle. Good condition.
Call 753-3107.

P.O. Box 190; Murray', Kentucky 42071.

Nursing 3-11 Supervisor
Caldwell County Hospital is seeking a qualified nursing service shift
co-ordinator for the 3-11 shift.
Supervises activities of nursing services personnel including units of
Med-Surg- OB-ER and extended
care. The position calls for a highly
motivated RN with 3 years nursing
background and demonstrative efficiency in all of the above clinical
nursing areas. Previous experience
in supervision preferred. Excellent
wage/benefit package and career

growth opportunity in this 85 bed
facility, within minutes of Lake
Barkley area.
For more information contact:
Director of Nursing
Caldwell County Hospital
Princeton, Ky. 42445
(502)365-3511

KEY
AUTO PARTS

•

Hwy. 121 South'
Murray, Ky.
New and Used Auto
Parts,

Batteries,

Tires, Wheel Covers,
Auto Accessories.

753-5500
1974 Camero. Extra
nice, low mileage, good
condition. 753 3269.
1975 Corvette Call 753
8963
1976 Elite. Automatic,
power steerirTg, power
brakes, other extras,
good condition. $1800.
753 4740

FOR SALE
1977 Lincoln Mark V,
one owner, local car,
loaded.

Purdom's
Oldsmobile
Pontiac

2 BR home in real good condition located
at 805 N. 18th.St. Carpeted, Electric Heat,
Range, Refrig.; Washer and Dryer, DiningRoom, Utility room,'large carport. Extra
large lot and storage area Must see to appreciate. Call Prentice Dunn at Murray
Calloway County Realty- 753-8146 Home
715702.

Ihtklievelk Volue
BV home for $21,500, 3 BR and fomily
room, lot 150 x 175, large kitchen-dining
room, possession with deed Electric heat
with wood, located on Bozzel Cemetery
Rd. Owner financing available to qualified
buyer. Call Louise baker 753-8146 Home
753-2409

Cadillac

Murray Calloway County Realty

1406 West Main
7 3-5 3)5

SC 153 8146 Murray. Ny 42071
, Ray A Reeves Broker

11111•1\
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DPY AVAILABLE
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•

OPERATIONS-PROGRAMMING
MANAGER

•

•

•

WALLIS DRUG

redecorated

throughout, insulated to TVA
standards, and
chain link,fence added'around
backya-rd.- Excellent location and
excellent price - upper 50's. Contact
K opperud Rea It). ,
753-1222 for full
details.

53. Services Offered

Fence sates at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
For your lime hauling
and lime spreading,
white rock, gravel, and
coal hauling. Call 7534545 or see Roger
Hudson. Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 4742359, nights 474-2276. •
Guttering by Sears
Sears continudus gut
ters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753-2315 for free
estimate.
K I. K S.TUMP REMOVAL
Do YOU need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Need work on your
Topping, pruntrees?
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care
753-8536.

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum
46. Homesfor Sale
trim for brick houses
ROOFING
3 bedroom brick house. jack Glover 753-1873.
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
2
Carpet throughout,
baths, large living Asphalt driveways and
References. All work
room and den. 2 car parking lots sealed by
guaranteed. Free
garage with large stor- Sears. For free esEstimates. Coll 759age room. Call 489-2145 timates call.753-2310.
1859 or 753-6581
or 753-2493.
Brick duplex near un- Sammy Tidwell Paintiversity. 13 down, gal- ing Contractor. Experienced interior and 57. Wanted
once $533.22 month.
closing cost. 759-1074, exterior painting. Free
estimates. Call 753-4686 Water front cabin any
753-2649.
where between the'
or 753-0487
one
and
one
By owner
mouth of Blood River
trimming
and
Tree
bedroom.
3
story,
half
removal. Hedges and and Jonathan_ Creek. 1
Walnut kitchen shrubs. Firewood. 753- person, will rent until
cabinets, fireplace, 5476.
May. Call 759-1292.
basement, garage, low
utility bills, deep tot,
near hospital. 12
financing available with
$10,000 down, $42,750
Call 753-4710 after
5:30p.m.
House and 2 lots Pine
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
Bluff Shora.s. S3500
*HOSPITAL
SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
down, balance $200
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
month. 759-1074, 753
2649.
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
OLIVE BLVD. home for
Free
Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits
4
sale by owner. Lovely
bedroom, 2 baths. Also
have rental apartment
over garage. Call for an
appointment. No
rokers please.
753-9211.
Small house and I 2 acre
near lake. Home investment or rental,
Excellent opportunity exists for a "take
cheap. 753-5750.
individual with experience in IBM
charge"
Three bedroom brick,
34 MANG system. This individual should
attached garage 3
miles south Mayfield,
possess a thorough knowledge of comKy.- Large living room,
puter language (RPG) in rRefitifacturing
1? bath, gas heat,
applications. Qualified individual should
commercial water, 2
storage buildings. 247resume in confidence to Manager;
send
1965 or 489-2318.

48. Auto Services
Unique black bull white
face, registered ancestors, fesque fed only.
436-5324.

1978 Corvette Silver
Anniversary. All op
tions, 29,000 miles,
$9800. Paris 901-644-1545
Or 64212737.
1978 Cougar Mercury
XR-7. Fully loaded.
psso. Calf 759-1465.
1978 King Cobra. V•8,
cassette player, good
condition. $2800. or best
offer. Call 753-0963.
1979 Ford Thunderbird.
302 engine, power, air,
new tires, sharp. $4500.
Call 489-2777.
1980 Chevrolet Caprice
wagon. Diesel, V-8,
power seats, power
windows, cruise, tilt,
AM-FM stereo, 18,000
miles, one owner. Call
753-1323 or after 4:30
753-5763.
1981 Datsun 310GX like
new. 753-7853.

FINANCIAL LIFE
SAVER. This beautiful
spacious four bedroom,
two bath home can be
purchased with or
without adjacent lot::
with or without rental
cabin. Take your pick
and the owner will
FINANCE IT FOR YOU
a fantastic rate.
at
BOGARD REALTY 1.
Special featuresr. beDOVER,
AUCTION,
autiful creek and
TN. We buy liquidation wooded view from reinventories of dwood deck, enormous
businsses-farm equip- family room with
ment. Note-We will sell fireplace, two car garat auction .for you. Call age and much more at
615-1-49.5150
an unbelievable price!
For more information 50. Used Trucks
call SPANN REALTY 1972 Semi. White freight
43. Real Estate
ASSOC. now at 753-7724.
liner. $3000. Motor just
overhauled. 474-8838.
Sale
for
Lots
44.
THERE'S NEVER
1978 GMC truck.
BEEN A
Three acres wooded Loaded, digital clock,
property on Kirby Jen- electric windows, 5th
BETTER TIME
ning Trail near Chan- wheel ball and hook-up
TO INVEST IN
dler Park on lake. $2750. 759-4658.
REAL ESTATE
or best offer. Call Dodge 6 cylinder van.
753-6054. •
AND THE NEW
A-1 condition, 641 South.
753-4502.
TAX ACT

ry home
•4 Bedroom
one mile ;Deb of town,
large lot with garde., $300
per month; lime with option to purchase possible to
qualified berm

37. Livestock-Supplies

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Seithside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
Purdom &

• Doilies in town, new
carpet & redecorated
$160 per
tbrooghoot
month,

Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement,attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How car you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those'items
you have gathered together.

53. Services Offered

43. Real Estate , 4 49. Used Cars

41. Public Sale

HOUSES
FOR RENT

1. How can you make money?

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

:b
IC 31

y

Ilk .1.
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Government begins borrowing binge,
wants investors to buy new securities

1OBITUARIES

Mrs. Harris'
rites to be
in chapel
Services for Mrs
Chiron Hargrove Harris
will be Sunday at 2:30
p.m. in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Dr. Henry Franklin
Paschall, Nashville, and
the Rev. Wilson H.
%argrave, Jackson,
Tenn., her brother, will
officiate. Oneida White
will be organist.
Burial will follow in
Farmington Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home after 3:30
p.m.Saturday.
Mrs. Harris, 93, died
Friday at, 2:30 a.m.- at
Westside Hospital,
Nashville. Her husband,
Nat Harris, died in 1941.
Born Aug. 27, 1888, in
Graves County, she was
the daughter of the late
William Riley. Hargrove
and Emma Overby
Hargrove.

Edmund Scott
dies Friday
Edmund Scott, 80, Centralia, Ill., died there Friday morning. Born Sept.
15, 1901, in Calloway
County, he was the son of
the late J. A. Scott and
-Nellie Chadwick Scott.
He is survived by his
widow, Marian Boatwright Scott, a daughter
and two sons, Centralia,
Ill.; a sister, Buelah
Dyer, Arkansas; a
brother, Roy T. Scott, Rt.
2,,Murray; several nieces
and nephews.
Funeral and burial services will be conducted
Monday at Centralia.

Christenberry
rites today
Services tor Mrs.
Medye Christenberry, 87,
Rt. 1, were today at 1
p.m. at Coldwater Church
of Christ. John Hoover
and Bob Haley officiated.
Song service was
directed by Jerry Bolls.
• Pallbearers were Tom
Christenberry, J, D,
Williams, Hubert Bazzell,
Rayburn Pendergrass,
Dan Bazzell and Larry
Pea—Burial- was in the
church cemetery with arrangements by Max
Churchill Funeral Horne.
Mrs. Christenberry
died Thursday at 6:20
a.m. at Westview Nursing.Home.
She—is-sutvived by a
daughter, Hilda Leeds;
two sons, Wilson and
Dolphus Christenberry;
two sisters, Treva Peay
and Louise Covilli; eight
grandchildren; 15 greatgrandchildren.

NEW YORK APt — Uncle Sem
wants you! The Treasury is on a borrowing.
binge to finance the federal deficit
and will.be courting investors to
buy $20 billion in government
securities this coming week.
The latest government venture
to the market is aimed at raising
$6.63 billion in new cash and
redeeming $13.37 billlion in
Treasury bills, bonds and notes
that are due for payment.
The government's new cash
needs through March are
estimated at a record $41.25 billion
by the Treasury, borrowing at a
pace that would bring the deficit
for the fiscal year ending Sept. 30
in excess of $90 billion.
Mt
That is almost twice the $43.1
Oft
vellum ik
•
billion deficit projected by PresiPUBLIC RELATIONS/ADVERTISING CLASS — Bob Valentine (left) and dent Reagan at the start of the
Bob McGaughey go over some of the materialsfor the Life and Learning Class in fiscal year, and compares with a
Public Relations and Advertising at Murray State University. Persons in deficit Of $5779 billion in the
businesses, civic organizations, student groups and others can sign up for the previous fiscal year and a record
five-week (Mondays 7-9 p.m.) course at the first session on Monday, Feb. 1, in federal deficit, of $66.4 billion in
Wilson Hall or by contacting Stan Key in the Office of Conferences and Continu- 1976.
For the three months ended
ing Education at 762-2716.
Dec. 31, the first quarter of the
fiscal year,the deficit had already
climbed to $48.2 billion.
When Reagan entered office last
year he promised to balance the
federal budget by 1983.
But in his first State of the Union
WATER-BURY, Vt. doctors with keeping him but did so Friday because message this past week he talked
a
at
stop
to
wanted
he
"would
Parker
(AP) — The morning alive.
of a deficit of "less than $100
listeners of Rusty have died if CPR hadn't doughnut shop near the
Parker's radio show been done," Valentine station.
"We started to work on
heard a sudden gasp, said.
right away," Valenhim
Rusto
"I
listening
was
aman
"Call
then silence.
"We pulled him
said.
tine
drivradio
and
the
on
ty
bulance," a second voice
said, the plea sent over ing by the station and I out in the hall and started
heard him choke," Valen- CPR."
the airwaves.
Valentine said the amDr. John Valentine, a tine said. "And then I
physician driving to work heard someone else say, bulance did not arrive for
another 15 or 20 minutes
at Central Vermont 'Call an ambulance."
The other voice was and the quick CPR made
Hospital in Berlin, was
near radio station WDEV that of Tom Beardsley, "a big difference.called
Beardsley
and was listening to the the program director,
who was outside the con- Valentinals-quick arrival
show Friday Morning.
miracle
He rushed in, began trol room when Parker "just short of ato.do
and
what
knew
He
air
the
just
on
collapsed
resuscitating Parker and
how to do it."
.ibly saved the man's before 8a.m.
iess
"I went into the control
Valentine said he came
Parker, 55, was listed room and Rusty was un- close to staying in his car,
in critical condition at conscious," Beardsley but decided that what he
Central Vermont and, by said.
had heard on the radio
Parker's attack and could mean only one
Friday night was
"responding a little bit," Beardsley's order to thing.
a hospital spokesman another employee got on
"It was elear there was
said. "He is recognizing the air because the live something
wrong with
microphone Parker was
family."
said."Itseemed
he
him,"
operating.
still
was
using
The cardiopulmonary
Valentine said he usual- pretty obvious. I almost
resuscitation adkept on going, but —
ministered by Valentine ly doesn't go by the sta- just
for a minute."
think
you
work,'
to
the
Xn
way
tion
was credited by other

Radio personality becomes ill
during early morning broadcast

Roosevelt's
birthday
remembered.
HYDE PARK, .N.Y.
(AP) — The superintendent of the U.S. Military
Academy was selected to
lay the wreath on the
grave of Franklin D.
Roosevelt to commemorate the 100th anniversary of his birth today.
Lt. Gen. Willard Scott,
superintendent at West
Point, was to place the
wreath on the rose
garden gravesite in Hyde
Park. A wreath also will
be placed on the grave of
FDR's wife, Eleanor.
Scott was selected to
represent President
Reagan at the ceremony.
New York Gov. Hugh
Carey was scheduled to
make an "informal" address later on the steps of
the nearby Roosevelt
mansion.
U.S. Postmaster
General William Bolger
-was to unveil commemorative albums of
the first-day issue of a
special 20-cent stamp
honoring the birth of the
32nd president. Roosevelt
was - a- stamp collector
himself, and the cornmemoratives will be
canceled at the Hyde
Park post office today.
Roosevelt historian Arthur Schlesinger Jr. and
Roosevelt's son, Franklin
Roosevelt Jr., were also
to be on hand for the
celebration.
On Friday,- FDR's son
sent a letter to Reagan
asking for 'iipproximately $3‘ million" for the
restoration of the Hyde
Park rnan.sion following a
fire which damaged the
home's top two floors last
wei•kend.

billion" in the current fiscal year.
Saying he would not raise taxes on
consumer goods to balance the
budget, Reagan said he was counting on his tax-cutting course to
return the nation to prosperity.
Treasury Secretary Donald
Regan says the deficit will be in
the range of $90 billion in 1983 and
$80 billion in 1984.
With the Federal Reserve Board
continuing its policies of monetary
restraint, the huge budget deficits
are the subject of considerable
controversy.
In other business and economic
developments this past week:
— The Commerce Department

said its Index of Leading Indicators, a barometer of future
economic trends, rose 0.6 percent
in December, its first monthly increase since July.
— The Commerce Department
reported that new orders' for
manufacturers' durable goods —
items with an expected life of
three years or more such as cars
and appliances — rose 1.6 percent
in December, the second monthly
gains since plunging 9.8 percent in
October.
— Emergency contract talks
collapsed 'between General
Motors Corp. and the United Auto
Workers union.

Watt again under fire
WASHINGTON(AP) — Interior
Secretary James Watt, under fire
for plans to open up wilderness
areas to oil and gas drilling, is
agreeing to a one-year
moratorium on issuing any new
leases.
Watt said he would not issue any
leases in the country's 80 million
acres of wilderness preserves until late 1982 to give Congress time
to fully debate the issue.
Environmentalists attacked the
action as a "political trick" to
keep wilderness protection from
becoming an issue in the 1982 con-

gressional campaigns.
Watt said the postponement
-will allow the Congress to fully
debate the issue and will provide
ample opportunities for full
disclosure of minerals potential as
well as wilderness values ...
without the urgency of lease issuance clouding an already complex issue."
In a showdown last November
with the House Interior Committee, Watt promised not to issue
leases in any designated
wilderness areas before June 1,
1982.
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Kentucky news in brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The first public
hearings of the newly-created Governor's Commission on Mine Safety
will be held next week in
Floyd and Fayette counties.
The subcommittee
reviewing solid -shooting
will convene at 9 a.m.
next Wednesday at the
state Department of
Mines and Minerals office at Martin.
The subcommittee will
be headed by J.S.
Malesky, explotives instructor at Pikeville College.
On Friday, Feb. 5, the
subcommittee studying
mining laws will convene
at 9 a.m. at the University of Kentucky Student Center.
The subcommittee examining state programs
and personnel also will be
meeting at the UK Student Center at 9a.m.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Dr. Duke K. McCall, 67, has announced
that he will retired Tuesday as president of
Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary in
Louisville.
McCall had announced
last June he would step
down when a successor
was found.
The seminary's
trustees are to elect a
new president Tuesday
morning and introduce
the person at the 11 a.m.
spring semester convocation at the seminary.
Dr. Roy L. Honeycutt,
the seminary's provost,
has been recommended
by a search committee
and the trustees are expected to approve his
selection.
EDDYVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Fred Talley
Thomas,26, of Princeton,
a former Kentucky State
Penitentiary guard, has
been charged with smuggling two pints of whiskey
into the state prison.
Thorn. was chargedd
Wednesday with, promoting dangerous contraband, a felony, according
to Lyon County Attorney
William Young.
Thomas was released
on $5,000 bond Thursday
from the Lyon County
Jail.

FRANKFORT, Ky. ting $7,856 in state
money to her per(AP) — The air and army welfare
account.
units of-the Kentucky-Na- sonal banking
of havaccused
is
She
full
at
are
tional Guard
made
out to
checks
ing
strength for the first time fictitious individuals
and
since the end of the Viet- then having them sent to
'to
nam War, according
office boxes in
state Adjutant General poast
Louisville registered in
Billy Wellman.
The Army National . her name.
Hadley. 32,worked
Guard has 6,898 forMs
the department from
members, or 33 over its
authorized strength, 1974 until November,
was
Wellman said. Air Na- 1981, when she
tional Guard units in Ken- dismissed for violating
tucky -have 1,076 department procedures.
members,one more than
FRANKFORT, Ky.
their full complement.
The increases mean (AP) — The Kentucky
that the guard has grown Statewide Health Coorby more than 500 people dinating Council has
in the last four years, elected Helen Sligar of
Louisville as chairperWellman said.
Wellman said the guard son. Ms.Sligar has been a.
pumps more than $30 member of the council
million annually into since its inception in OcKentucky. For every tober, 1979. She recently
dollar spent by the state retired as executive
on guard activities, director of the Visiting
Wellman said, $15 in Nurses Association.
federal money acFRANKFORT, Ky.
companies it.
(AP)— Kay Morrissey of
FRANKFORT, Ky. Louisville has been nam(AP) — A Jefferson ed to the Kentucky ComCounty grand jury has in- mission on Women by
dicated a former_ Gov. John Y.Brown Jr.
employee of the state
Ms. Morrissey replaces
Department for Human Evelyn Kalb of Florence,
Resources on 18 counts of who resigned. She will fill
welfare fraud.
the remainder of the
State Police Commis- unexpired term which
sioner Marion Campbell ends June 17.
Friday announced the indictment of Kathleen
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Hadley. The indictment (AP) — A public hearing
is scheduled for Moaday
was returned Thursday.
Ms. Hadley, who lives in proposed change% in
in Louisville, was in- Kentucky's hazardous
dicted for allegedly diver- waste regulations.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FfELING WITH GENUINE
$M PARTS

19110 Caprice Classic
door, It. bfue w/blue vinyl roof, blue
cloth interior, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, power windows,
tilt wheel, cruise control, AM-FM, tape,
power door locks One owner 19,xxx
miles.

Buy an Amana
Ibuchmatic IITM
Radarange
Microwave Oven,
get the Amana
accessories shown
below FREE
PLUS these terrific features:
• ADVANCED TOUCHMATIC IITM
• PATENTED ROTAWAVIV
CONTROL SYSTEM
COOKING SYSTEM
Our most advanced microwave oven
Cooks faster and more evenly than we
Remembers up tO 4 cooking programs
ever thought possible.
with one set of instructions
• 700 WATTS OF coopma POWER
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
AUTOMATIC
•
of
time
Cooks most foods in !/4 the
AND TEMP-HOLD SYSTEMS
conventional methods.
Give great cooking results and
• LARGE, STAINLESS STEEL INTERIOR
convenience.
Easy to clean. Will not rust, chip or
• U.S. GOVERNMENT WARNING LABEL
corrode. Over one cubic foot of
EXEMPTION.
useable space.

AND HERE'S YOUR BONUS IF YOU BUY NOW:

••••

--

Pizza Crisper — A $29.95
retail value. Turns your
Radarange Oven into a
toaster oven.

IbuchmaticTM Candymaker
— A $29.95 retail value.
Cook your favorite candies
to perfection.

An $89.85
Retail Value

Coffee Maker — A $29.95
retail value. Fresh brewed
taste without coffee waste

Yours
FREE

Quantities Limited. Substitutions may be necessary.
Hurry, Limited Time Offer Expires Nov. 30, 1981.
At participating authorized Amana Retailers only.

Stop in for an Amana
Radarange Plus Demonstration today!
753-1713Ge

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-1617

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

GENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISJOM

641 S.
Murray

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Are You Ready For The 15th?
Federal Income Tax time is upon us again and the April 15
deadline will be here before we turn *round. Now is a good time to
begin gathering together your forms, receipts, etc., in preparrtion for
filling out your return for the 1981 Tax Year.
Information contained in this special section should be helpful as
the
you undertake the annual task. The information is directly from
Internal Reveriue Service.
_

.

•

IPY AVAILABLE

*
'

A Special Section Of

Wierray Ledger & Times
Saturday, January 30, 1982
.
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1040A - DO IT YOURSELF

t040A

USE PEEL-OFF LABEL IT'S ON THE
FRONT OF YOUR TAX PACKAGE IF
ANYTHING ON THE LABEL IS
WRONG, CORRECT IT
•

Your tax onstuchon package contain the
information needed to complete the form
Thes Signal Sheet is wryly an aid IWe a
traffic soon* it does not Who* or why
you should 00 something Rather, it alerts
you to _nano you Owl went to miss
.
.

Department of the Treasury—Internal Revenue Service

J

tilctil

U.S. Individual Income Tax Return

Yu, tint name and in,, al if o,nt return, also give spouse s naive
Use
and
IRS
JB 516-04-1492 575-10-1776 DO 52 1
label.
a, MARY BROWN
Other- ---, JOHN T
885 SCOTT STREET
wise.
HOMETOWN, MD 01234
please
print
or type.

It you Ind it helpful. please use it along
with your tax instructions, never in place 01
them

Owe No. 1545-0085
Last name

Your social security number

rural route)

Spouse's social security no.
Your occupation
Spouse's occupation

Presidential
Do you want $1 to g0 to this fund,
Election Campaign 1111 If joint return, does your spouse want $1 to go to this fund? .

Yes
V Yes

0. CI-a-Ric
iiallASMAKER—
Note: Checla.ng ' Yes- sv,l1
not illCrtIft your far or re duce your refund

No

—
No

For Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see page 23 of Instructions

GET THIS INFORMATION FROM
YOUR W-2 OR FROM YOUR TAX
RECORDS

1
2

Filing Status
Check Only '
One Box,

V

3
4

Single
Married filing joint return (even if only one had income)
Married filing separate return. Enter spouse's social security no. above and full name here..*
Head of household.(with qualifying person). (See page 8 of Instructions.) If he or she is your unmarried
Child, enter child's name B.

Exemptions

EACH TAXPAYER WHO HAS
RECEIVED INTEREST INCOME OR
DIVIDENDS FROM CERTAIN U.S
CORPORATION STOCK CAN
SUBTRACT A PORTION OF
DIVIDENDS AND INTEREST. SEE
PAGE 10. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED
INTEREST INCOME FROM AN
ALL—SAVERS CERTIFICATE,
.S,EE PAGE 11.

Sc 1 Yourself .
1
I 65 or over
klwalt check the
b
Spouse
. 65 or over
box labeled Your. .
.
c First names of your dependent children who lived with you P....
Ulf. Check other
boxes if they apply.

d Other dependents:
Ill Name

.
la

se

S.

$1,000 or mere?

tfaiDo
ficts more
idneyehooalfro:
a

SEE PAGE 8 FOR DETAILS.

Add number*
entered in
boxes above II.3

v

91 010 cie

12 Taxable income (subtract line 11 from line 10)

9b

y

13a I

(See page .13 of Instructions)

.

410. 0

......

1

qI 180 00
_

10
1.1

3,406

12

is

00.

is0 00

1

IF YOU WANT IRS TO FIGURE YOUR TAX, PLEASE_ STOP HERE AND SIGN BELOW.
b Total Federal income tax withheld (If line 7 is more than
13b

$29,700, see page 13 of Instructions)

c Earned income credit(from page 14 of Instructions). . . .

462. 00

13c

I

0 a 00

14 Total (add lines 13a, b, and c)
15a Tax on the amount on line 12. (See page 15 of Instructions;

oo
58 oo

565

/.
16

455 00
.01

17 If line 14 is larger than line 16, enter amount to be REFUNDED TO YOU
p.
18 If line 16 is larger than line 14, enter BALANCE DUE. Attach check or money order for full amount

17

I 10 00

payable to 'Internal Revenue Service." Write your social security number and "1981 Form 1040A" On it. 111.

18

NI

Please
rgi
Here
Paid
Preparer's
Use Only

4W

Under penaitres of perjury. i declare that l hare exanirned this return. includrng accompanying
schedu es and statements, and to the best
of my knowledge and belief, it is true, correct, end complete. Declaration of
prepare,(other than taxpayer) is based on all informal on of
which pr parer has any knowledge.

Yo

segnature

Dat•

I Date

Preparer'S Il
Signature

Firm7s..name (or,

Spouse'. ve

.

-

0

,

yours, if self-employed)
and address'

•81
um NI filing jointly. BOTH must van even if only one hod raceme)

Prepares
r social security no.
I Check if
self-em.
i
ployed Oa 0
•
'
r (A. No. Ile
••

Form

IF UNE 14 ISeLARGER THAN
UNE 16 SUBTRACT LINE 16
1-ROM UNE 14
THIS IS YOUR REFUND.

IF LINE 16 IS LARGER THAN
LINE 14 SUBTRACT LINE 14
FROM LINE 16
THIS IS YOUR TAX OWED.

I ZIP code *

343-06(1-1

YOU OWE:,
IRS OWES YOU:
YOU WILL GET
YOU WILL GET
A BILL WHICH
A REFUND.
MUST BE PAID
WITHIN 30 DAYS "

00

341

15b

IF YOU WANT IRS TO FIGURE YOUR
TAX AND

-

4
14

I 15.

then find your tax in the Tax Table on pages 17-22)

b Advance earned income credit (EIC) (from Form W-2). ..
16 Total (add lines 15a and 15b)

REGARDLESS OF AGE OR SIGHT,
CHECK THE "YOURSELF" BOX. IF
YOU FILE A JOINT RETURN:..CHECK
THE "SPOUSE" BOX. THEN CHECK
ANY OTHER BOXES THAT APPLY.

I 00' —

13a Credit for contributions to candidates for public office.

I

I

of other
dependents

6 Total number of exemptions claimed

b Taxable amount, if any, from worksheet on page 12 of Instructions ......_ . . . .
10 Adjusted gross income (add lines 7,8e, and 9b). If under $10,000. see page 13 of In.
structions on "Earned Income Credit"
$ 11 Multiply $1,000 by the total number of exemptions claimed on line6
12

Attach Payment Hewe

p.

ONE TEST FOR...
HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD IS:
DID YOU SUPPORT A HOME FOR
YOURSELF AND ANOTHER
PERSON?

Enter number

sets weed?

4C
4.1
4

IF LINE 10 IS LESS THAN $10,000
AND

ALWAYS SIGN.
IF YOU FILE A JOR4T RETURN YOUR
SPOUSE MUST ALSO SIGN

(4)
,..
Did.c
depead
er

/ Enter number
of children
listed on Sc

.... ga Unemployment compensation (insurance). Total received from Form(s) 1099-11C40.0.0 00 r%
4
u

c

YOU MIGHT BE ABLE TO TAKE
THE EARNED INCOME CREDIT.

m _your b:see.-

boxes checked
/ on Sc and b lie

Blind

7 Wages, salaries, tips, etc,(Attach Forms W-2. See pag110 of Instructions)
8a Interest income . . (0c.
°70n::,.°.1;Afl-Saifroorrirntirrs7) . • ..
35o oo v
ea
- - •
b Dividenils
(Complete page 2 Of over ;400)
8b
I 50 oo
c Total (add lines 8a and 8b).
Ilc
SOO 00
d Exclusion (See page 11 of ,Instructions)
se0000A
e Subtract line 8d from lineac-orearrell Than .zero)
es

i

e
to

IF YOUR CHILD UVED WITH YOU
LAST YEAR
CHECK PAGE 13

tLaitral..d
r el
(2) NelationsPira

Enter number of

___I Blind

.

4.

YOUR UNEMPLOYMENT •
COMPENSATION MAY BE TAXABLE
CHECK WORKSHEET ON PAGE 12
•

L
Jatries
--

-V

\

CHECK EITHER YES OR NO BLOCK
IF YOU FILE A JOINT RETURN YOUR
SPOUSE MAY ALSO CHECK THE
YES OR NO BLOCK

1040A (mom

U0!)Jat.; MULL XBI

About One hall of all taxpayers seill be able
•
to use Form 1040A Mos yew it *designed so
you can easily complete it Please try

vomownwr •

•
z

BEST - COP)
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Important changes in the income tax law
EDITOR'S NOTE — This
is the first in a series offive
articles written to help tax
payersprepare their 1981
income tax returns. This
article highlights important changes in the law.
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Despite passage last
August of the largest tax
cut in history, the tax form
most Americans must file
by April 15 is little changed
from a year ago.
Most of the tax reductions authorized under the
new law are taking effect
this year, meaning they
won't show up on tax
returns until next year.
But some changes will be
noticed in the filing of 1981
returns. Among them:
—The first stage of the
individual tax reduction,
which went into effect Oct.
1, already has been figured
into the tax tables that
most people use to compute their liability. Those
using the tax schedules —
mainly persons with taxable incomes above $50,000
— will have to make a
separate calcuation to account for the tax cut.
—There is now only one
set of tax tables, rather
than separate ones for
single persons, couples filing jointly, couples filing
separately, and heads of
household. This change requires the taxpayer to subtract from income $1,000
for each exemption in
order to determine how
much income is subject to
tax.
—A single person will be
allowed to exempt from

7..111,1,L

til:ni.i

a

tax up to $200 in certain interest and dividends earned last year. A couple is
allowed a $400 exemption.
For 1981 only, this replaces
a $100 exemption ($200 for
joint returns) for dividends
only.
—An investor in the new
taxfree "All Savers" certificate who elected to have
interest paid monthly may
claim a special exemptidh,
starting with this return,
for that interest. But most
persons who buy the new
one-year investment will
collect the interest in one
lump sum at the end of a
12-month period starting
after Sept. 30, 1982, and
won't have to calcuate the
exemption until 1982 or
1983 returns are filed.
—If you want to file the
simpler, shorter Form
1040A but could not in the
past because total income
exceeded $20,000 ($40,000
for a joint return) or your
interest or dividends exceeded $400, you're in luck.
You now may file 1040A so
long as total income after
exemptions and deductions
is less than $50,000 for a
single or joint return.
—There are two new
lines (16a and 16b) on
Form 1040 for listing pension income that is only
partially taxable. In the
past, receipt of such income required the filing of
an extra form. Fully taxable pensions are listed on
Line 15. Social Security
pensions aren't taxable at
all and are not listed as income.
—A new provision allows
a deduction for up to $1,500
of expenses involved in
adoption of certain

children, especially iden- was $100,000.
—Regardless of age, a
tified as "hard to place."
—A person 55 or older person who sells his or her
who sold his or her prin- principal home after last
cipal home after July 20, July 20 now has 24 months,
1981, may exempt up to instead of 18 months, to in$125,000 of the profit from vest the money in another
taxes. The aid exemption house and avoid im-

mediate taxation on the
profit.
You'll have to wait until
you file your 1982 return to
take full advantage of
some Other changes in the
law, including a moregenerous credit for

childcare expenses,
liberalized tax treatment
of Individual Retirement
Accounts, and a special
new deduction for working
couples whose taxes have
been increased by the
"marriage penalty."

THE BEST
14.75%
•

Compounded daily •
to yield 15.890%

Guaranteed: Rate guaranteed For 18 months
Insured: All I.R.A. accounts are00insured separately
by FSLIC up to $100,0

Highest: The same rate as our regular 30 month

"small savers certificate." The highest
rate we pay on any certificate.

purchase
Most Affordable: With as little as $400 you,can
I.R.A.
this high yielding, insured
certificate.

IRS TAX TIPS
For Working Couples

Tax Free: Best of all, qualifying contributions and interest earned are exempt from income
taxes. Individuals may contribute up to
100% of earned income or a maximum of
$2,000 into their I.R.A. annually.

If you pay for the care of your children
or disabled dependents so you can
work, you may be able to claim a tax
credit of up to $800. See free IRS
Publication 503, Child end Disabled
Dependent Care.
MIR
If you paid for Insulation or other
energy-saving devices in your
home, you may be able to claim a
credit for these expenses. See IRS
free Publication 903, Energy Credits
for Individuals

It either you or your spouse held
more than one job during the year
and either of you earned more than
$29,700, you may have paid too much
Social Security tax which can be
applied to the income tax you owe.

A outetc ser wt. '710S111911 from
tne Intrnal Revenue Se.vIce

The more you *I.R.A. .
the less you I.R.S.!
• Individual Retirement Account

Security Federal
Savings& Loan
A

Sobstsettini interest
penohy for *arty witftdrowel

sso. 1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234
"Your Future Is Important ro us."
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Many people depend on each other. However, to claim a person as a dependent on
the federal income.tax return, certain specific requirements must be met. The following quiz should help you determine whether or not a person is your dependent:

•

True

A Five-Part
Check for
Dependency

False

1. You furnished mo4 than half the person's financial support during the year.
2. His or her income is less than S1000, unless the person is
Your child or stepchild and under nineteen or a full-time
student.
*I The person was a U.S. citizen, resident or national, or a
resident of Canada or Mexico for some part of the year you
wish to claim him or her.
4. The person is your child, stepchild, parent, stepparent,
grandparent, grandchild, brother, sister, stepbrother, stepsister, in-law, or, if related by blood, your aunt, uncle,
niece, or nephew. If the person is not one of the listed
relatives, he or she was a member of your household and
lived with you for the entire year.
5. If married, the person is not filing a joint return with his
or her spouse OR they are filing a joint return only to claim
a refund of tax withheld.
There are a number of tax credits that could tower
your tax bill. Check your tax instructions for
details.

Correct Answers: TRUE for all five. If you checked TRUE for all statements you
may claim the person as your dependent.
NOTE: There are special rules for children of divorced or separated parents and for
persons supported by more than one taxpayer. Additional information can be found
in -the free-IRS Publication 501 "Exemptions." To obtain a copy of this handy
reference, use the order form in the tax package.

A put:0.c IletVICII message freffi the Internet Revenue Seance
.
.

•

Employees
Must Be Given
W-2 Forms

Every person employed during 1981
should recei%e a Form W-2, "Wage and
Tax Statement," from their employer(s)
by February 1, 1982. Even employees
who worked only part of the year must
be furnished statements, the Internal
Revenue Service says.
Form W-2 provides a record of the
amount of wages that you were paid,
and the amount of federal income tax

withheld. It also shows the amount of
Social Security (FICA) tax that was
withheld, from your wages and any uncollected employee FICA tax on tips.
The form is important because a copy
of it must accompany your tax return as
proof of income. Taxpayers who worked
for more than one employer during the
year must attach a Form W-2 from each
employer. Taxpayers who have not

received their Form W-2 by midFebruary should contact their
employer(s). After making a reasonable
effort to obtain their Form W-2 and
having been unsuccessful, they should
notify their local IRS office.
Occasionally, a taxpayer receives a
"Wage and Tax Statement" which contains the wrong Social Security number
or incorrect dollar amounts. In case of

an error, ask that your employer issue a
new Form W-2 and that the box marked
—correction" be checked.
Make sure any corrections are made
in ink. A copy of the corrected statement, and copies of any other statements received, should be filed with the
return, according to the IRS.

•

Which forms should you use?

'70

7

;.

EDITOR'S NOTE — This quire persons with lower
is the second in a series of incomes to use the longer
five articles written to help form. In most cases, you
taxpayers prepare their must use 1040 if your
1981 income tax returns. spouse files a separate
This article deals with the return and itemizes deducquestion of which forms to tions, or if you can be
claimed as a dependent on
use.
your parents' return and
By JIM LUTHER
had taxable interest,
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — dividends or other
About 40 percent of all "unearned" income of
couples and individuals $1,000 or more.
Use 1040A if you can do it
take the relatively easy approach to taxpaying by fil- without losing money. It is
ing_ the shorter, simpler two short pages and you fill
Form 1040A. This year the in only the first unless you
option is available to had 1981 income from interest or dividends. Except
millions more.
A taxpayer with income for your W-2 form (which
less than $50,000 after ex- your employer provides)
emptions and deductions there are no other papers
are subtracted may now to attach unlessyou receivfile 1040A if certain condi- ed unemployment compentions are met. In the past, sation during the year.
By contrast,Form 1040 is
only single persons with
total income under $20,000 two lengthy pages totaling
and couples under $40,000 66 numbered lines. If you
could use the shorter form. itemize deductions, you
If you choose 1040A you must attach Schedule A.
won't be able to itemize Interest or dividends above
deductions, claim such ad- $400 require Schedule B.
justments as moving ex- Claiming an adjustment
penses or - take such for moving expenses calls
benefits as the energy con- for Form 3903; employee
servation credit.
business expenses, Form
You'll have to fill out the 2106; child-care expenses,
more-complicated Form Form 2441.
1040 if, for example,in 1981
Nevertheless, don't be
you had capital gains from scared away from the long
the sale of property or paid form if you need it to take
or received alimony or in: advantage of all the tax
come from,tan-tering or breaks you're due. The In- 'ternal Revenue Serviceself-employment. In addition, several mails to all taxpayers
special circumstances re- thorough instructions for

completing the form, and
the IRS has one or more
toll-free telephone
numbers in each state to
handle your questions.
Some taxpayers won't
have to bother with either
Form 1040 or 1040A, but in
most cases this is only
because their incomes are
at the bottom of the
economic scale.
Even if you owe no tax,
you must file a return if:
—You were single, legally separated, divorced or
married with a dependent
child and living apart from
your *use for all the year
and had income of at least
$3,300, if you're under 65,
or at least $4,300, if you're
65 or over.
—You were living_with
your spouse at the end of
the year, file a joint return
and both spouses were
under 65 and had income of
at least $5,400; if one
spouse was 65 or older and
_the couple had income of
$6,400 or more, or.if both

were 65 or over and income
totalesl at least $7,400.
—You were married and
file a separate return or
were not living with your
spouse at year's end and
you had income of $1,000 or
more.
—You could be claimed
as a dependent by your
parents and had taxable
"unearned" income such
as interest or dividends of
at least $1,000.
—Your spouse died in
1979 or 1980, you did not
remarry before the end of
1981, you have a dependent
child, you meet certain
tests and your income was
at least $4,400, for those
under 65, or $5,400, for
those 65 or older.
Even if you don't have to
file a return, it will be to
your advantage to do so if
income tax was withheld
from your paychecks during 1981 or if you qualify for
the special earnedincome
credit of up to $500.

IRS TAX TIP

Wir
SEND I
TO THE IRS
SEND IT
YOUR IRA
AN IRA IIMIALLY IS MOS YOU
aim WINSlether can now have an indIvIduat
kellteSranatit Account -- Cion'tiniss this moorpoinity to Save both money AND taxes.See us
ihaly for aft the cletalls about opening yeur

Bad( of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

For Working Couples
NM
If you and your spouse use
-dtfilftenc fast names,both names
should beon the mailing rebel.

Member FDIC
•
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Volunteers From
VITA Offer Free
Tax Help

The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
(VITA)Program is sponsored by the Internal Revenue Service to provide free
tax assistance to low income, nonEnglish speaking and taxpayers with
special needs. Volunteers prepare basic
federal tax returns for taxpayers at local
community sites. The following questions and answers explain this service:
Q: Who provides this free tax assistance?
A: The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) Program is staffed by
volunteers trained by the Internal
Revenue Service. Volunteers include
members of various civic and social
action organizations, religious

groups, college students, military
personnel, bi-tingual- persons, an
other interested individuals.
Q: Just what is a basic tax return?
A: Form 1040A or 1040 which does not
involve complicated tax issues such
as capital gains, business expenses
_
and the like.
Q: Why should I go to VITA for help?
A: Many taxpayers find it convenient to
visit a VITA center because of location. Centers are set up during the
filing session_ in neighborhood
churches, schools, libraries, civic
centers and store fronts, .making
them easy to get to. Also, some taxpayers simply feel comfortable deal-

ing with volunteers in their own •
neighborhood.
•Q: What should I bring with me when I
go to a VITA center?
A: You should bring this year's tax
package which you received in ,the
mail, the interest- statements iou
received- from your bank (Form
1099), a copy of last year's tax
return if available, and ,any other
relevant information concerning
your income and expenses.
Q: What kind of training have the
VITA assistops received?
A: VITA assistors attend an IRS training session three-to-five days in
length.- This session- emphasizes

basic income tax preparation involving s ep- y-s ep comp e ion o
Forms 1040 and 1040A. Assistors
are also provided with information
about tax benefits such as earned income credit,. child care credit, and
the tax credit for the elderly..
Q: How can I find out if there's a VITA
center near my home?
A: Call the IRS Tax Information
number listed in your telephone
directory, under U.S, Government—
Internal Revenue Service.
-

_

--D____D

• "Unsolvable"
Tax Problems
Tackled by IRS
Office

iwet

Taxpayers with an "unsolvable" tax
problem can turn to a special office in
the Internal Revenue Service for help.
They should write the Problem Resolution Office (PRO). This office is designed to give personal attention to taxpayers when previous contacts through
normal IRS channels haven't helped,
the IRS says.
Once the Problem Resolution Office

takes this problem, the taxpayer usually
deals with one person and is kept informed of the progress of the case.
The IRS stresses that the Problem
Resolution Office is not a substitute for
normal IRS channels; PRO usually
_takes complaints only after there has
been at least one unsuccessful contact
with the IRS. In addition, PRP is not intended to circumvent established admin-

What are exclusions?

ployer issue a
e box marked
ons are made
rrected stateother statefiled with the

EDITOR'S NOTE — This
is the third in a series of
five articles written to help
taxpayers prepare their
1981 income tax returns.
This article concerns income exclusions.

s.

•
.

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON •(AP) —
The federal government's
effort to stimulate personal
saving and investment will
pay off for millions this
year when they file their
1981 income-tax returns.
A couple using a joint
return can reduce income
subject to taxes by up to
$400 for certain interest or
corporate dividends earned last year. For a single
person, the exclusion is
$200.
Second,$2,000 of interest
received by a couple from
a socalled "AllSavers Certificate" in 1981 is taxexempt; a single taxpayer
may exempt $1,000.
But the vast majority of
Americans who bought
these certificates since
they were first offered Oct.
1 will be paid the interest
when the one-year certificates mature and will
claim the exclusion only
after they get their money
back. Thus, only the
relatively few savers who
elected to receive periodic
All-Savers interest checks
in 1981 will use any partsif
the exclusion on their 1981
returns.
The two new exclusions
are available to taxpayers
whether or not they itemize
deductions. However, a
person filing the short
Form 1040A must fill out
Page 2, and those filing the
long Form )040 must at_
--4ac Schedulialf
—Any interest was
received or credited to
your account during the

'OPY AVAILABLE

year from an All-Savers receive from his or her
employer a Form • W-2
Certificate, or if
—Interest (other than listing' wages paid during
AllSavers) totaled over 1981. But you must report
$400 or dividends were all wages received, even if
more than $400 regardless you don't get a W-2. In adof whether the return is be- dition to the obvious wages
ing filed by a ,couple or a and nonexempt interest
and dividends, here are
single person.
Several other methods some other forms of infor reducing the amount of come that must be listed on
income subject to taxes are your tax return:
—Tips.
available to those who file
—Sick pay or disability
the long Form 1040. These
payments received from
adjustments include:
—Job-related moving ex- an insurance company or
penses, if the change in job anyone other than your
added 35 miles or more to employer. If paid by your
the distance from your old employer, such benefitshome to your place of should be included on your
work. Any such expenses W-2.
—Strike benefits paid out
reimbursed by your
employer must be reported of union dues.
—Refunds of state or
as income. You must atincome taxes if the
local
3903.
tach Form
—Amounts you set aside refund is for a year in
in 1981 (and this year which you claimed an
before you file your return) itemized deduction for
in an Individual Retire- such taxes. If only part of
ment Account. Such ac- the deduction cut your
counts were not allowed in federal taxes, list only that
1981 for any worker who part as income.
—Alimony received.
was covered by a company
—Profits from the sale of
pension plan, but the rules
have been changed property. In most cases, if
radically for 1982 and later you owned the property a
year or longer, only 40 peryears.
—Any penalty you paid cent of this capital gain is
for early withdrawal from subject to tax. The Internal
Revenue Service offers two
a savings account.
—Alimony, but not child publications,544 and 550,to
support or voluntary help you figure capital
payments to a former gains and losses.
—Some riensions and anspouse.
—Parts of certain pen- nuities.. If any or all such
sions received by persons income is taxable depends
under age 65 who are total- on the type of plan and
ly and permanently disabl- your contribution to it. Get
ed. The full pension must Publication 575 for
be listed as income on Line assistance.
—Some or all your
7 and any taxexempt portion listed on Line 28. You unemployment compensation. After a single permust attach Form 2440.
—Certain business ex- son's income, including
penses, such as travel and unemployment compensalodging, that were not tion, passes $20,000, half
_ the _benefitis_ta,xable„For,
reimbtra-e4---by
a couple filing a joint
Form
Attach
iyer.
is
e
return the tliteshold
211..
Every entployee should $25,000. NEXT: Deductions

istrati%e and formal avenues of appeal.
Disputed technical or penalty issues
should be pursued through formal appeal procedures.

MS TAX TIP
If you have a forge tax payment due when you file your
•
return, see your payroll office
about increasing the amount of
federal income tax withheld
from your pay.
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Confused? Read the tax
instructions—makes-doing your

return easier and faster!

•
•••

A public service rness4ge from
the Internal Revenue Service

Individual
Retirement Account
Any wage earner can save
thousands of income tax dollars
What Is An IRA?
An Individual Retirement Account (IRA) is a taxshelterd retirement savings plan now available to all
American workers.

Can I Receive A High Rate of Return? Yes
Your deposits are put immediately into a high-return
certificate of deposit. At the time you open your IRA,
our counselor will advise you of the current high rote of
interest and how it will substantially increase your
retirement savings over the years.

Will My IRA Be Insured Safe? Yes
Your IRA account is insured separately to $100,000,
regardless of any other funds you may have with us.

How Do You Start?
Opening your IRA is not much different from opening any other savings account.
Our IRA specialists will help you set up a program
suited to your needs.
(Before opening cm n IRA, you may wish to discuss the.
legal implications of an IRA with your attorney).
11•Isp•I••••101•• amilies•
mly
8•60•01•1 peffaliy
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-HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION''
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Only One
May Claim
Dependent's
Exemption

Even though several persons may together contribute over half of an individual's support, only one taxpayer
can claim a dependency exemption for
that individual, the Internal Revenue
Service says.
• If no one person in a family contributes more ttran one-half of the cost of

supporting an individual, but together
they provide more than half, the group
should choose one of its members to
claim -the exemption. The person claiming the exemption must have contributed.more than 10 percent of the total
support and must meet all other dependency tests, according to the IRS.

The remaining contributors in the
group must complete and sign Form
2120, "Multiple Support Declaration,"
stating that they will not claim the exemption that year. The forms are filed
with the income tax return of the person
claiming the exemption.
Additional information on exemp-

tions for dependents is contained in IRS
Publication 501, "Exemptions,"-available free from IRS. Taxpayers may use
the order form in the tax.package.

Lo -Income
Workers Can
Be Exempt
from Tax
Withholding

Part-time and low-income workers
may be entitled to receive more money
in each paycheck. If you had no income
tax liability in 1981 and expect to have
no income tax liability in 1982, you
qualify to have no federal income tax
deducted from your paycheck, the Internal Revenue Service says.,
_ To request this, you must give your
employer a new Form W-4, "Employee's
Withholding Allowance Certificate,"
claiming exemption'from withholding.

This stops federal income tax from
being deducted from your pay. lt has no
effect on your Social Security (FICA)
tax deduction. Students who work parttime or only during the summer'may
qualify to claim exemption from withholding.
The advantage of this procedure,
according to the IRS, is that a taxpayer
who files a tax return only tci receive a
full refund of money withheld may not
have to file a return since no tax was

withheld from pay.
Forms W-4 claiming exemption from
withholding expire on April 30 of each
year. A new Form W-4 must be filed by
that date.
If an employee,even one qualified for
the exemption, neglects to file a Form
W-4, the employer is required by law to,
withhold income tax, based on zero
•
withholding allowances.
The law requires employees who are
not having federal income tax withheld

this ',ear, but expect to have a tax liability.next year, to give their employer a
new Form W-4 by December. The new
Form W-4 should show the number of
withholding allowances the taxpayer
wishes to claim. To determine the legal
number of withholding allowances
allowed, the employee should check the
chart on the hack of the Form W-4.

Job-Related
Study Tax
Deductible

Expenses for education relevant to
your current' employment are likely to
be deductible, the Internal Revenue
Service says.
To qualify, the expenses must meet at
least one of two specific guidelines.
Taking the course of study must be
mandatory for continuance in your current employment status—for example, a
teacher required -to take a course to retain a teaching position. If not, the
course must be helpful in maintaining or
improving skills which are required in
your present employment—for in-

stance, a television repairman taking a
special course to keep up with the latest
changes.
However, the cost of certain educational experiences are not deductible.
Expenses for education that prepares
you for a' new trade or business—such
as a journalist studying law—may not
be deducted, even if the education is required or beneficial in your present
employment. Similarly, the expense for
study to help you meet the minimum
educational requirements for yotir current position is not an allowable deduc-

tion; for example, a full-time engineering student who has a part time job in a
minor engineering capacity.
Educational expenses include
amounts spent on tuition, books, supplies, laboratory fees, and similar items,
and certain travel and transportation
costs. Except for reimbursed expenses
included in income, travel, and transportation, educational expenses are an
itemized deduction and should be listed
on Schedule A (Form 1040)as a miscellaneous deduction. Travel, transportation, reimbursed expenses, and all out-

side salesperson's educational expenses
are deducted as an adjustment to income.
Additional information on educational expenses appears in free IRS
Publication 508, "Educational Expenses," available by using the mailorder form in your tax package.

_

Itemizing deductions has advantages for some
EDITOR'S NOTE — This
is the fourth in a series of
five articles written to help
taxpayers prepare their
1981 tax returns. This article explains advantages of
itemizing deductions.

••••••

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
About 30 percent of
Americans itemize deductions when filing a federal
tax return, but soaring interest rates and inflation in
general could make the extra work worthwhile for
millions more.
A couple filing a joint
return usually will save
money by itemizing if total
deductions exceed the
$3,400 standard deduction.
For a single person,itemizing could pay off if deductions exceed $2,300. One
drawback: The extra
calculations increase the
chance of error, which
could delay your refund
and cause even more work.
For most itemizers, the
lAggest deduction is for interest paid on a home mortgage. Since interest rates
were at record highs for
most of 1981, anyone who
took out a new mortgage
dui it% the year or whose
old loan rate rises. with inflation could find the
deduction worth more than
ever.
'
Itemizing requires the
filing of the long Form 1040
and the accompanying

Schedule A, on which
deductions are listed by
categories.
Although you don't have
to file proof of your deductions with your tax return,
you must be capable of
substantiating any item
you claim. While there is
no "magic figure" that Internal Revenue Service
considers acceptable for
itemized deductions, IRS
statistics from 1978 tax
returns serve as a guide for
averages claimed by
others.
Couples and individuals
with incomes of $12,000 to
$14,000 claimed deductions
averaging 35 percent of
their earnings. This included $1,004 for.medical expenses, $1,255 for taxes,
$1,868 for interest and $557
for contributions.
Those earning between
$20,000 and $25,000 had
deductions of 24 percent,
including $561 for medical
expenses, $1,876 for taxes,
$2,280 for interest and $570
for contributions.
Again, these figures are
not guidelines for what you
may claim, they are simply averages of what were
claimed in 1978.
A new provision on this
year's returns allows a
deduction for up to $1,500 of
expenses paid in 1981 in
connection with the adoption of hard-to-place
children, such as older or
handicapped children: -

Check IRS to see if you
qualify.
Some of the morecommon deductions:
—MEDICAL: Anyone
who itemizes may claim
half the cost of medical insurance premiums, up to
$150 a year. Any medical
and dental expense above
that must exceed 3 percent
of adjusted gross income —
which for most taxpayers
is the same as total income. If income is $20,000,
only medical expenses
above $600 may be
deducted.
Once that threshold is
crossed, deductible expenses include the other
half of medical insurance
premiums, medicine and
drugs whose cost exceeded
1 percent of income,
unreimbursed hospital and
doctors' fees, transportation for medical purposes
(actual expenses or nine
cents a mile), nursing
care, and such devices as
eyeglasses, hearing aids
and wheelchairs.
—TAXES: Including
state and Tocal income
taxes; property taxes an
your home and (if based on
value only) on such personal property as cars and
boats; and general sales
taxes. To claim the salestax deduction, you may use
tables in the instructions or
(if you can prove it) list exactly what you paid._
You may not deduct
license and inspection fees,

excise taxes on alcohol or
tobacco, gasoline taxes or
assessments — such as for
paving and sidewalks —
that increase your property value.
—INTEREST PAID:
For such non-business purposes as a home mortgage,
automobile loan, credit
cards, or installment
loans. Do not deduct service charges, loan fees or
interest paid for money
borrowed to make tax-

exempt investments.
—CONTRIBUTIONS:
Including cash, property or
out-of-pocket expenses to
charitable, religious or
educational organizations.
A deduction for a gift of
property must include a
statement showing the
recipient and how the
• value of the gift was determined. Don't deduct lodge
fees, lottery tickets or the
value of your time or services.

—LOSSES: For certain
unreimbursed losses above
$100 involving theft, fire,
vandalism or storm. '
—MISCELLANEOUS:
Including union and professional dues; education expenses required to keep
your present job; gambling losses up to the amount
of gambling income; and
certain expenses for
business use of home for
the convenience of the
employer.

TAX TIME IS COMING
NEED IT! RENT ITV
This season rent tile equipment you need to prepare your return and save! Rent our top
notch equipment and save the expense of buying. When you rent you pay only a small
charge for the length of time the equipment is in your possession.
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Tax table system has been revised this year
EDITOR'S NOTE — This
is the final article in a
series of five articles written to help taxpayers
prepare their 1981 income
tax returns. This article
discusses the revised tax
table system.
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The tax tables that show
how much you owe the
federal government have
been simplified for this
year's returns — condensed from four tables into
one.
As it was last year, the
zero bracket amount
(formerly the standard
deductiqp) is built into the
tax tabre s— 12,300 for a
single person, $3,400 for a
couple filing a joint return,
and $1,700 for a married
person filing separately.
But now you account for
your exemptions before
you turn to the easier-toread table.
Here are the basic steps
in filing out a return as a
result of the changes:
If you file the short Form
1040A, total your income
and subtract $1,000 for
each exemption to determine taxable income. Look
on pages 17-22 of the instructions for the figure
that corresponds with your
taxable income, read over
to the column that lists
your filing status (single,
joiot etc.) and find your
tax. *
An example: A couple
with two children has
wages of $20,000 and $500
interest from a savings account. Since up to $400 of
interest is tax-exempt,sub, leavtract that from $500,
ing taxable interest of $100
and total income of $20,100.
Subtract $4,000 ($1,000 for
each exemption), leaving
taxable income of $16,100.

That fits into a taxable
bracket covering income of
at least $16,100 but less
than $16,150. Reading over
to the. column headed
"married filing jointly"
shows a total tax of $2,266.
For most filers of the
long Form 1040: Add up
your income, subtract any
adjustments, subtract any
itemized deductions, and
subtract $1,000 for each exemption claimed. That
leaves taxable income;
look on pages 34-39 for that
figure, read to the column
that lists your filing status
and you've found your tax.
An example: a couple
with two children and filing
a joint return on $30,000 of
wages,$600 of interest, and
a state income tax refund
from last year of $250. Subtracting the interest exemption leaves $30,450.
The couple has itemized
deductions (detailed on
Schedule A)totaling $5,100
from which $3,400 is subtracted to account for the
zero-bracket amount
already built into the tax
table. Subtracting the remaining $1,700 and $4,000
for the four personal exemptions leaves taxable income of $24,750.
Carrying that total to the
tax table and the column
for "married filing jointly"
produces a total tax of
$4,504.
If your income after
deductions and exemptions
is$50,000 or more,you may
not use the tax tables. You

must use the tax-rate
schedules on page 40 of the
instructions for Form 1040.
No matter what your income, you may qualify for
one or more tax credits,
which are dollar-for-dollar
offsets for taxes owed. The
major credits:
—Whether you file- the
long or short form, you
may subtract half the
money given political candidates; the maximum
credit is $50' for a single
return and $100 for a joint

•
1040
t
For the year J

Use
tftS
mom.
Other.
wise.
pelisse
Print
00 tYPIL

for those 65 or over involved; $800 if there are
return.
—If you earned less than (Schedule R) and another. two or more. Use Form
$10,000 and there is a set (Schedule RP) for 2441.
—If you installed storm
dependent child at home, those under 65 who worked
you may qualify for the for the government. The windows, insulation or cerearned-income credit of up calculation can get tricky tain other weatherproofing
to $500. This can be paid but the Internal Revenue devices in your principal
even if you have no tax Service will figure the home last year, .you may
liability. Check thebilttruc- credit for you if you think qualify for a credit of up to
$300. There is a separate
you qualify.
tions to see if you qualify.
- A credit is allowed for credit of up to $4,000 for
These credits may be
taken only if the long Form 20 percent of certain ex- home installation of cerpenses involved in caring tain solar-or wind-powered
1040 is filed:
—A special credit is fot a child or handicapped energy equipment. See
allowed some elderly peo- dependent. The maximum Form 5695 and IRS
ple; there is one set of rules credit is $400 if one child is 'ublication 903.

Department of the Treasury—Internal Revenue Servic•
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U.S. Individual locale Tax Ratan'

OMB Pte. 1545-0074

19

, 1961, ending

ry 1-Docember 31, 1981. or other tax year beginning

Your social security number
'‘• •
spouses social security no.

Last name

Yew, first name and !tido& tit ps•nt return, else ewe spouses name end

Present Saone addrips (Numb*. and street, .ncludine aeartment number, ea rani routs)

Your occupation

City, teas er pest office. State and ZIP Cede

110

spouses occupation II.
A tteincChtung Y
N., I fI
Yespl
li or re
;
;ta
your refund.
duce
No
Yes A
1For Privacy Act_sed Paperwork RoductioqAct Notice, see Instructions.

Do you want $1 to go to this fund/
Pasidatial
return, does your spouse want $1 to go to this lurid?. . .
Babes Compaip Oif
1
2
3
4

Filleg States
Check only
one box.

Married filing joint return (even if only one had income)
Married filing separate return. Enter spouses social secbrity no. above and full name here lei
Head of household (with qualifying person).(See page 6 of Instructions.) If he or she is your unmarried child, -,nndent child (Year spouse died % 19
- Or

Exemptions

over
Wier

).(See page 6 of Instructions
t Enter number of
tboxSs
and idier
nd
iTiin
f

DO YOU HAVE A FIGURE ON LINE 24
OF YOUR FEDERAL INCOME TAX RETURN'
IF NOT,SEE US TODAY AND WE'LL GIVE
YOU ALL THE DETAILS ON HOW TO OPEN
AN IRA ACCOUNT. WITH AN IRA AT
PEOPLES BANK YOU CAN SAVE FOR YOUR
RETIREMENT WITH THE HELP OF THE IRS.
INTERESTED? FOR DETAILS SEE...

Always ch
the bo.
Your
,
Ch.
\

,7
+0

11/

Good recordkeeping will save you
tax dollars! Use the handy order
form in your tax package to order
free IRS Publication 552 for details.

PEOPLES BANK
0

'

—

MURRAY hlY12.

MEMBER FDIC

"1 lere's #2 of my 17 reasons
why H&R Block
should prepare
your taxes."

reismir
REASON at Free brochure
about the new tax laws.
If the recent tax law changes have you confused, we can
help. FISR Block is offering a free brochure on the Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981 Well show how you can benefit
frOM the new tax changes

i Instructions) .

.13119

mea.
attach
or Maim
order here.

Schedule E)
•

..ceived
on page 10 of Instructions
28 Other income (stale nabs and souno—ses page 11 of Instructions) %

b 111/.4.-

AdJostesets
ti Issues
(So.
instructions on

page 11)

Him BLOCK 3:
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

17 reasons. One smart decision.

13
14
15

Adjusted
Gross lam

••

21 Total Income. Add amounts in column for lines 7 through 20
22
22 Moving expense (attach Form 3903 or 3903F)
23
23 Employee business expenses (attach Form 2106). .
24
)•
24 Payments to an IRA (enter code from page 11
25
.
.
25 Payments to a Keogh (H.R. 10) retirement
24 Interest penalty on early withdrawal of savings .

Zz Alimony paid
28
29
30
31

21

.
27

zs
Disability income exclusion (attach Form 2440) • • • •
21
%
12
page
--see
adjustments
Other
Total adiustments. Add lines 22 through 29
Aellustod gross Income Subtract line 30 from line 21. It this line is less-Man
910,000, see -Earned Income Credit" Dine 57) on page IS of Instructions.
If you want IRS to figure your tax, sae page 3 of Instructions

/./

30
31

903 Arcadia Street
Open 9 A.M.-6 P.M. Weekdays, 9-S Set. Phone 753:41 26
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How the New
Tax Law Wilt
Affect You

"

I ast summer. the Economic Recotery
h
Ot 10,1 .is signed into law Its
11E0A ision. beran If tecting 1 iv pa,te.E...
• a,rant -as Jrily 20. NS!. and cfmtirme•
lot 'es era] year. thereafter.
The new tax law does more than simp- 17, lower personal income taxes: it protides tax benefits for sat ings. for charitable contributions.and to thoseplanning
for retirement. It also gives some tax
relief for tttiV-earner --cOuples. Older
Americans selling their homes. and taxcare-ol a child
_p_ay er, who pay_ ion
(Ilk _they worklo help you understand the Major
Prot isions of the Tax Act. here is asummar)_ol the changes atfecting the inSo,dual- taxpayer-

and up to 52.000 on joint returns. These
certilicates must hate a maturity of one
-year-and-haven-investrnent-yielekequal
to 70 peatertrot the yield On 52-week
I reasury bills issued at the most recent
auction before the certificate.
Sale of a Home

Tax Time Section
For 1982 and, subsequent years, the
maximum credit you can take if you
qualify- for the-Ch
. lid and -Dependent Care -credit 'wilt'iileráse. if you'have- one qualifying dependent child. the
maximum credit ranges from 5480 if your
income is more- than 528.000 to $720 if
your income is 510.000 or less. ror two
or mors till Is me _children the maxiinum credit will range from 5960 to
51.440. depending on whether vow- in-,
come is above 528A1100.or 510.000'or less.
respectively,
-

Under the new law, both covered and
noncotered workers will be able to contribute 100 percent of their earned in- come, up to a maximum of 52.000 to an.
IRA. The limit for a combination of an
IRA for a worker and ad IRA bra nonworking spouse is increased from 51.750
to S2..2.50. Also..undei the new law contrinutions are nd-ronger requiredlo 'he
equal for husband and wife..

Homeowners age 55 or older can exilude—Fto
—57.57.00tTonbe-gatirmr-tV.
-sale of t heir principal residence-ifthe sale
came after July 20. 1981. To qualify for
Keogh Plans
:this once-ina-litetiMc exclusion. .you
Also begintting-4ttnuary'1, 1982.-selfmust hate owned and used the property
em ployed inditid uaIs will be allowed - a
as your principal residence lor. three of 'Marriage Tax Penalty- Relief
deduction fora Keogh plan contribution .
the fit e y ears immediately before the date
If you and. your spouse are wage
M tip to 15 percent of earned income •
of sale. Pre',IOU I y. such honicou ners earners.y-ou may be able to deduct up to
515.000. whicheser is less_ The pre1-9#2_and-S-1.-1100-io-49ti2sitonEcould exclude-vip-ro--5-111t.000 of the gam bus limit was SI,.500:-on the sale ot the home
your federal income tax. Married
Inditidual Tax Rates
Charitable Contribution Deduction for
/couples filing -joint returns have often
Rplloser
of
Gain
on
Sale
of
a
Home
/
and Indexing
tion-ltemizers
•
been subject to higher taxeS than "two
11 you sold :WM' home alter kik
single indit iduals earning the cattle
" The nest 'law. stalling in 1982. allows
lax ff ithhold ing rates I or indif iduals.
1981. \°what e 24 months in whivh to re-income. In 1981 tu.o-earner couplesasill
a limited- deduction.be charitable con- Aleut.reduced- by 5-peer-cat on October
•
iniest Inc profit- in a--new homeoygteater
be allowed to deduct lite percent of the
tribution. to_ taviavers who do not
1981. and will tic cut another 10 per- •
or equal talue. and riot pay,- a_ capital
first - 530.000 -earnings of the spouse 'Armin deductions. For tax years be• Cent on July L 1982. and an *additional gairs5-017.. The 24-montheetod also
with the lesser income .ora maximum
ginning in 1982.--or in 1-98.3:- taxpayers
I 0 percent on July 1..1983
applies to sales made be re July 21. it deduction ot 51.500- In 1983. the deduct-,
who do not itemiie deductions will be
1985.
the
Ind.
,
.
idual
tax
Beginning in
the old 114 month rollover period did not
lion wit! he ten percent Or a maximum
permitted to deduct 25 percent of their
brackets, the personal exemption. and "
expire before that dati`; F or example, it deduction oh 53.000.
first $100, or a maximum of $25 for each
the zero bracket amount will be indexed:
. Ott sold your house on December 10.
year.
that is. ad lusted tor inflation as measured
0UI4 hate 24 months to try
Indhidual Retirement Arrangement
FM- 1984. the allowed deduction is tr. the Consumer' Price Index. 'the puranother house:because the original 18- (MAO
25 percent of the first $300-ot charitable
pose of this change is to 3% Old inch% iduals
Month rollotir period...ft ould has e ended
Beginning in 1982'.-Workers whiq are
contributions or a maximum.deduction
being rushed into h:gher tax brackets ht
alter July .20. 1981.
ahead% cot ered by a pension plan mat.
ot 575 tor the tear. In 1985.it increases
intlat,m
I he JS reminds you that the capital quality to sct up an Individual Retireto 50 percent ol total contributions. and
gams.ta Sis only postponed: not eliminat- ment Arrangement (IR AI or to make
Tav-Exempt "All-Saiers- Certificates
100 percent of total contributions in _
is
ed:
any
gain
Rom
sale
subtracted
the
1 away er, ins esting in quality ing Alloluntarl tax-tree t'ontributions to their
1986. subiect to the general restrictions
of
your
new
home.
trorn the cost or basil,
Sa%ers Certificates between October I.
cOmparly plan. Under the old taw. only
on contributions. the special deduction
and, may be taxed when you sell that tioncof ered workers • qualified. _Sidi:L.
1981. and December 31. 1982, can exfor noii-itemiters will expire in 1987.
home,
clude trom their incomes up to S1.000
another pros ision has increased the
dl the interest On indiiiduai
hild and Dependent Care Credit
limit- tor an IRA contribution -by 5500.
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Who can guide YOU
through the
tax maze?

7
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When it comes to taxes, are you positive you re not
paying too much? Maybe you're not paying enough!
In the confusing game of taxes, it pays to work with
a CPA, a Certified Public Accountant. A CPA plays a
vital role in helping you plan your path through
todays complicated tax maze.
Do you know enough about Federal, state and local
tax laws, to make sound financial business and
personal decisions? How do decisions involving
estate planning, depreciation of assets, pension and
profit shoring plans, and other areas affect taxes?
Why get lost in an unfamiliar area? Tax planning
requires a professional — Your CPA.
Certified Public Accountants perform the full range
of accounting services

CPA
More than a title, it's a profession

•

Michael
H.
Keller
Certified Public Accountant

201 S. 6th Street

•

753-8918
• 'eh.
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